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PUBLISHERS NOTE

The English version of the Islahi Khutbat, has been

published by Darul Isha'at Pakistan. This is solely because

of the Favours of Allah on us and the prayers of our

mentors.

This is the translation of the reformative speeches of

Mufti Justice Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani may

Allah prolong his benefits over us. He has been given

these Jectures for about ten years every week at the Bait ul

Mukarram Masjid, Karachi. Those who attend these

lectures gain much knowledge theoretically and

practically. I, too. attend these lectures and have been

deriving much advantage. These lectures are being

recorded on audio cassettes and books are published

subsequently. These cassettes and books cater to those

who understand the Urdu language.

We at Darul Isha'at desired that an increased number

of people should benefit from these lectures. Allah helped

us get these books translated into English and publish

them and He also provided us the necessary means.

Al-Hamdu-lil-laah, after six years of continuous effort a

complete set of these books is available to the readers. Let

our readers remember that these books have been
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translated from oral lectures of the honourable Mufti

Justice Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani and not from

his writings.

They may, therefore, find in them the style of the

spoken words that the translator may have retained here

and there.

We have endeavoured to match the get up of the

books with their invaluable content and have paid due care

in the use of paper, printing and binding. We hope that

this set of books will be very useful to our readers in

Europe and the United States. They will gain beneficial

knowledge from these books and be prompted to put their

knowledge into practice.

Insha Allah they will find a great change in their

everyday life.

We have published many books in English and
many more are under preparation. Do write to us for a full

list ofthese books.

Finally, I request my readers to remember me in

their prayers as also my parents and family members. May
Allah reward them.

KHALIL ASHRAF USMANI
S/O MOHAMMAD RAZI USMANI
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FOREWORD
To The English Edition by

Justice Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani

In the name ofAllah, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

On the advice of some of my elders I hold a weekly

meeting in Jamia Masjid AlBaitul Mukaram attended by a

large number of Muslim brothers and sisters. Rather than

giving a formal lecture, my basic purpose intended to be

achieved through these meetings is that we get together for

some time to review our ways of life in the light of Islamic

teachings and to deliberate what is going to happen to us after

we leave this mundane world. When the Muslims having true

Islamic orientation sit together for this purpose, each one of

them benefit from the other to create a genuine concern about

our coming life which is the real and eternal life as compared

to the present one which may come to an end any time.

I this mutual meeting which is meant for self-correction

1 normally read a book of Hadith and explain it to the audience

in the light of what 1 have learned from my elders with special

reference to the current attitude prevailing in our society and

touching upon the relevant practical issues, social evils and the

major faults found in our practical life. My friend Maulana

Abdulla Memon who regularly attended these meetings

usually prepares the audio cassettes of these addresses which

are widely circulated in the country and abroad. He has also

transcribed some of these audio cassettes in an abridged form

and after their compilation he has published them in separate
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volumes under the title of "Islahi Khutbaat". Nine volumes of

this compilations have already come out in Urdu by the grace

of Allah which were widely circulated, read and benefited

from.

Since long some of my friends were suggesting that

these addresses be rendered into English as well so that they

may be useful for the English readership. I was reluctant to act

upon the suggestion because, as told earlier, these addresses

were not formal lectures on a particular subject. They were in

fact discussions, on different aspects of our lives, undertaken

with frankness rather than formalism. They some time lack the

sequence usually expected from a well considered writing.

Therefore, I do not know how far their translation will be as

meaningful and effective as it was proved to be in the original

Urdu language. However, my nephew, Mr. Khalil Ashraf

Usmani, the proprietor of Darul lshaat, requested Mr. Iqbal

Ansari and Mr. Rafiq Abdur Rehman to translate these

Khutbaat into English. Both of these gentlemen undertook the

task and the outcome of their noble effort is appearing before

the readers. I had advised them not to be too strict in literal

translation and to render the basic idea in their own style. I had

no opportunity to go through the manuscript of their

translation but had an occasion to have a cursory look on some

passages. To the best of my assessment the translation I have

seen is correct and conveying. I hope that it will help readers

to understand the basic theme of these Khutbaat. May Allah

grant the best reward to the translators and publisher of this

book and make it beneficial for the readers. I would again

remind the readers that it is not a book properly authored by

me. It is the compilation of my extempore discussions

therefore, I extend my apology if some readers find the

sequence of thoughts somehow disturbed in some places.

However, the readers should concentrate on the message given

and not on the style adopted.

Muhammad Taqi Usmani



FOREWORD
To The Urdu Edition by

Justice Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani

o
'* I \»i jk^ S ?*U* cA^ f^-*J <S^ J^ '^-^-ft

/« rte «a/we ofAllah, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

Ail Praise belongs to Allah Who is Sufficient. And, peace

be on His chosen servant.

For many years now, I have been delivering talks on

religious subjects in compliance with the advice ofmy elders

every Friday after 'Asr prayer.

People of different walks of life attend these meetings,

and there are women too. By the Grace of Allah, I derive

much benefit myself from these talks and my listeners too

feel a sense of advantage. May Allah cause the series of talks

a means of reformation for all of us. Aameenl

My close colleague, Maulana Abdullah Memon, has

been recording these talks for some time and distributing the

cassettes. I have been told by my friends that these cassettes

have been much beneficial to the general body ofMuslims.

The number of cassettes has now exceeded two

hundred and fifty. Maulana Abdullah Memon has reduced

some of these cassettes to writing and brought them out in

the form of small booklets which are now compiled together

in book-form under the name of Islahi Khutbaat (Discourses

on Islamic Way of life)

I have revised some of the speeches and the Maulana

has done a very useful work by annotating quotations of the
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Ahadith in my speeches with proper references to their

source. This work has proved very useful.

In reading this book, my readers must remember that it

is not a formal composition but a collection of speeches

made at different times penned down from recording.

Therefore, they will sense the style of an oral dialogue in

these articles. The benefit that accrues to any Muslim from
these articles is merely a blessing of Allah for which he must
be thankful to Him. But, if there is a slip in these articles or

something superfluous, then that is a lapse on my part. 1

must say, however, that my aim in delivering these talks was
not simply to speak out but-before everything else- 1 had my
reformation in mind, and then that my listeners may be

drawn towards their own reformation.

Do not let the written word please you
Or the working of fate worry you!
I have by your memory alone
What of the text and what of its meaning

May Allah through His Grace and Favour let these

writings be a means of our reformation, and a treasure for

the Hereafter, May He reward well the compiler and
publisher of these articles. Aameen.

Muhammad Taqi UsmanL
12Rabi-ul-AwwaI 1414 A.H
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Venue : Jame Masjid Baitul-Mukarram,

Gulshan-e-Iqbal,

Karachi.

Date : Friday, 29th May, 1 992

After 'Asr Prayers
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When the relation of wife and husband is

established by uttering, the two sacred

words of offer and acceptance during the

Nikah ceremony, the girl (now a bride)

honours the implications of these two

words so solemnly that she leaves her par-

ents, brothers and sisters, her hearth and

home, her family and the entire clan, and

becomes, as it were, a purchased maid of

her husband. She has thus become bound

to pass her lifetime with a stranger, in a

strange house and a strange environment.

Will you not take notice of all this sacri-

fice on the part of that girl who is now

your wife and at your exclusive disposal?

How would you have felt if the matter had

been the reverse; if, after the marriage,

you had been asked to leave your family

and your parents? What a trying predica-

ment it would have been for you! So have

regard for this sacrifice of her and behave

with her amicably and fairly.



THE RIGHTS OF
A WIFE IN ISLAM

J dLy^ o^j ill y\ *i\ y 01 a^J j aJ ^Ia "rti 4lJUai ja) <d
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All praise to Allah. We praise Him and seek

His help and His forgiveness and we believe in

Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with

Him from the mischief of our selves and the

vices of our deeds. There is none to lead him
astray whom Allah guides and there is none to

guide him whom Allah lets go astray. I bear

witness that there is no God but Allah alone

and that He has no partner. I also bear witness

that our master, our authority, and our Prophet

and our master, Muhammad is His servant and

His Messenger. May Allah bestow upon him,

his household and his Companions. His mercy
and blessings in abundance.

And Almighty Allah said: But consort with

them in kindness. <4:i9>

You will not be able to deal equally between

(your) wives, however, much you may wish to
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do so. But turn not altogether away (from

one), leaving her in suspense, If you do good

and be righteous, then surely Allah is ever For-

giving, Merciful.(4.i29)

Importance of the rights of the

servants (of Allah)

Allamah Nuwawi u*&u*j is commencing a discussion

of the rights of the servants (of Allah) in the light of these

verses and the traditions of the Holy Prophet ^ I have al-

ready mentioned repeatedly that "the Rights of the servants

are a very important branch of religion. Its importance lies

in the fact that
ff

the Rights ofAllah" may be pardoned by re-

pentance. IfGod forbid-some negligence ever occurs in the

matter ofAllah's rights, it is very easy to remedy this negli-

gence by means of repentance and seeking Allah's pardon

with a feelings of remorse and regret. The negligence can

thus be remedied. As for the rights of the servants, if they

are violated, they are not pardoned by repentance and feel-

ings ofremorse and regret and by seeking pardon, unless the

usurped rights are restored to the right-holders or the latter

willingly forgoe their rights in his favour. Therefore the mat-

ter of rights ofpeople is a matter of serious consideration.

Negligence in the matter of the Rights

Serious indeed is the subject of the rights of the ser-

vants of Allah, yet equally serious is the negligence of peo-

ple towards this subject in our society. There are only a few

aspects of worship that we have taken as Deen (Faith), e.g,

Prayer, Fasting, Hajj, Zakat, Remembrance, Recitation of

the Holy Qur'an, the recital of some sacred names or words.

We regard these items as Deen but we have excluded from

Deen the Rights of the servants; similarly we have also ex-
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eluded from Deen the rights concerning social living. One

who is negligent in the discharge of these rights does not

feel that he is committing any serious offence.

Backbiting is a violation of People's rights

Take a simple example, If a Muslim is addicted (God

forbid) to drinking wine he will be looked down upon by

every Muslim who has even the least touch with the faith

and the drunkard himself will feel ashamed that he is com-

mitting a sin. On the other hand a person who is addicted to

backbiting is not hated in the society like the drunkard, nor

does the backbiter himself feels that he is a sinner or crimi-

nal, although both the sins are equally heinous and base. But

no, backbiting is more vicious sin than drinking wine; first-

ly, because it comes within the definition of the rights of the

servants and secondly, because Almighty Allah has used for

it in the Holy Qur'an a very horrid similitude the like of

which He has not for any other sin. He has thus said in

surah Al-Hujarat, verse no 1 2:

And do not spy: nor backbite one another.

Would one of you love to eat the flesh of his

dead brother; you would then abhor that. (49: 12)

Thus a backbiter has been compared to one who eats

the flesh of his dead brother. So vicious is this sin! Yet it

has become common in the society. There is hardly an as-

sembly where this sin is not committed. What is worse, it

is not condemned at all as if the faith has nothing to do

with this sin.

'Ihsan is desirable at all times

Hazrat Dr. Muhammad Abdul Hai aJpaWj may Allah

exalt his status, is my spiritual Guide (Shaikh or Pir). One
day he related the following incident:
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A man called on me and told me with a gusto of
pleasure and pride that thank God, he had attained the

rank of "Ihsan". "Ihsan" is a very exalted status, as is men-
tioned in a tradition:

^ur .^*Ji c^) £\ji aj\a d\j j& ^ Olfl d\js dlilS* iuf jl*j jt

(Sahih Bukhari, the book of belief-chapter Inquiry in Hadith Jibrael

tradition no: 50).

This means that you should worship Almighty Allah,

as you are seeing Allah and if this be not possible worship

Him with the belief that He is seeing you. This is the rank of
"Ihsan". That gentleman told the respected Doctor Sahib
that he had attained the rank of "Ihsan" Hazrat Doctor Sahib

congratulated him on the attainment, as it was a great bless-

ing ofAllah and put to him this question: Do you realise the

blessing of "Ihsan" only during the prayers or do you realise

it also duriijg your dealings with your wife and children that

Almighty Allah is seeing you? He replied: What the Tradi-

tion says is that while pray one should feel that one is seeing

Allah, or Allah is seeing him. I thought that "Ihsan" is relat-

ed with worship only and not with other activities of life

Hazrat Doctor Sahib said to him: That is why I put this ques-

tion to you, because it is generally misunderstood that "Ih-

san" is required during prayers, remembrance or recitation

only, although it is required at all times and in all stages and
walks of life. If you are sitting in a shop doing some busi-

ness, "Ihsan" is required there also. You should realise in

your heart that Almighty Allah is seeing you. "Ihsan" is also

required when you are dealing with your subordinates. You
should feel that Allah is seeing you even when you are deal-

ing with your wife, children friends and neighbours. This is

really what "Ihsan" means. It is not confined only to prayers

and worship.
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That woman shall enter Hell

It should be borne in mind very well that the teachings

of the Holy Prophet ^ cover every branch of life. It is narrat-

ed that once the people inquired from the Holy Prophet #
about a woman: O Prophet 4$ ofAllah, there is awoman who

remains engaged with worship all day and night. She is most-

ly busy with optional prayers, remembrance ofAllah and reci-

tation ofthe Holy Qur'an, she is always seen engaged in these

acts of devotion, What do you think about the fate of this

woman? The Holy Prophet # asked that Companion ***» ^j

about her dealings with the neighbours. The Companion ^j
**i»i replied that she did not behave well with the neighbours.

The women of the neighbourhood are not pleased with her.

The Holy Prophet 4& said: She will enter the Hell.<Bukahri p48, tradi-

tion no: 911, chapter Does not trouble his neighbour)

That woman shall enter Paradise

At another time a question was put to the Holy

Prophet $ about a woman who did not observe many

items of optional worship and remained contented only

with the obligatory arid essential duties and sometimes she

performed the Sunnah Muwakkadah (the confirmed sun-

nah) prayer She did not observe the optional prayers, re-

memberance, recitation, etc. more than this. Her dealings

with the neighbours and others were however, amicable.

The Holy Prophet# replied: She will enter the Paradise.

Who is a Pauper?

The Holy Prophet # has explained in these traditions

that if anyone observes optional prayers it is very good, but

if he does not do so he will not be asked in the Hereafter

why he did not observe such and such optional forms of

worship. This is because the very word Nafl (optional)
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means that ifanyone performs this optional worship, he will

receive reward, and if he does not do so, there is no sin on
him. On the other hand the rights of the servants (of Allah)

are something about which the people will be questioned on
the Day of Judgement. The entry into Paradise or Hell de-

pends on the nature of replies given to these questions.

The Holy Prophet & has explained in a Tradition as

to who is a pauper; he is reported to have said: A person
will bring with him on the Day of Judgement lots of good
deeds; but in the world he usurped someone's rights, spoke
ill of someone, injured someone's feelings and hurt some-
ones heart. The result of all this will be that he will have to

pay to others all the good deeds he brought with him and
will have to take upon himself the sins of others while he
has no good deeds left with him to compensate his creditors.

The matter of the rights of the servants (of Allah) is thus a

very important matter in the Shari ah. (Timudhi, chapter on Accounts

taking and ransom Tradition no; 2533)

The Rights of people are three-fourths ofBEEN
It has already been pointed out that if the "Islamic Juris-

prudence" which deals with the injunctions of the Shari ah is

divided into four equal parts, only one part will be found to

deal with matters relating to worship, and the remaining three

parts will be found to contain injunctions with regard to mat-

ters that are related to people and their life. You may know the

name of "Hidayatt which is a renowned book of Hanafi juris-

prudence in four volumes. The first volume deals with forms

of worship in which problems concerning Purity {Taharat\

Prayer (Salat), Fasting, "Zakat andHajj have been discussed.

The remaining three volumes are concerned with the subjects

dealing with people and their rights, social living and the

rights of the servants (ofAllah). It can be easily inferred from
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this that the subject of the rights of the servants represents

one-fourth ofDeen (Faith). Therefore, a very important chap-

ter is now commencing. May Almighty Allah help us, by His

mercy, to read and listen to it with a firm mind, to act upon the

injunctions. May He also help us to discharge the rights of the

servants (ofAllah) according to His pleasure and will.

The miserable condition ofwomen before Islam.

The first Chapter which Allamah Nuwawi u^-k^, has

included is the "Chapter of counsels about women", mean-

ing those counsels which the Holy Prophet $ has given

about the rights ofwomen. The reason for allotting this sub-

ject in the first chapter of the book is that the greatest short-

coming and negligence are committed in the matter ofwom-

en's rights. During the Days of Ignorance, before the advent

of the Holy Prophet 4&, women were treated like cattle, de-

void of humanity, deprived of all rights, whatsoever. In

those days of darkness the people did not recognise any

rights due to women who were tolerated in the houses no

better than pet animals like goats and sheep; but the condi-

tions totally changed after the advent of Islam and under the

sacred teachings ofthe Holy Prophet #.

Amicable behaviour with women
At that time the world was unaware of heavenly

guidance. It was the Holy Prophet § who for the first

time made the world alive to the rights due to women

whereunder they should be accorded nice treatment.

At the very out set Allamah Nuwawi up*k^ has

cited a verse of the Holy Qur'an that is very comprehen-

sive on this subject:
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But consort with them in kindness (4i9)

Almighty Allah has addressed all Muslims, com-

manding them to behave, and consort with women in kind-

ness; associate with them in life with goodwill and sympa-

thy and never give them trouble. This is a general

guidance. This verse is, as it were, the heading and the

text of this chapter. The Holy Prophet # has explained

this verse by his words and practice. He £fe gave such im-

portance to the need of showing misbehaviour to women
that he is reported to have said in a Tradition:

Meaning: The best of you are those who be-

have well with their women and I am best of

you in behaving well with my women. (Tirmidhi -

chapter on right of a women over her husband. Tradition no: 1 172)

The Holy Prophet # attached so much importance

to the protection of the rights of women and ensuring

good behaviour with them that he has explained this mat-

ter in many Traditions. The first Tradition on this subject

is one narrated by Hazrat Abu Hurairah ^ii^ wherein the

Holy Prophet# is reported to have said:

I advise you to wish well for the women. You
should accept this advice ofmine.

The Holy Quran enunciates only the principles

Before proceeding ahead it is better to advise that the

Holy Qur an generally gives the basic principles, without

going into the minute details of the issue. This procedure is

followed even in describing the injunctions about the prayer

which is such an important pillar ofDeen (Faith) to the estab-
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lishment of which reference has been made in the Qur an at

seventy three places. Yet the Holy Qur an does not furnish any

details about how prayer (salaf) is offered, how many Rakat

should one offer and other injunctions validating or invalidat-

ing the salah. The Qur'an itself has not detailed these factors

but left it for the Holy Prophet# who taught the companions

these details both by his words and practice. The same is the

case with Zakat which has also been mentioned in the Qur an

almost at the same number of places.The Quran, however,

does not clarify the prescribed value on which Zakat becomes

due for payment, nor it speaks ofpossessions on which it is le-

viable. Like the prayer these details about Zakat were also left

for the Holy Prophet 4fc to explain. Thus it becomes clear that

generally the Qur'an mentions only the basic principles and

does not go into minute details.

Domestic life is the Foundation

of the entire civilisation

The relationship between man and woman and among

the members of the family are so important that the Qur'an

has described in clear terms its minutest details and has

spoken in details relating to this important topic. Thereafter

the Holy Prophet ^ has explained fully those points. The

edifice of the entire human civilisation stands on the rela-

tions between man and woman and on the domestic life of

man. If the relationship between man and woman is sound,

smooth and one discharges the rights of the other, then the

affairs of the household shall run smoothly and the children

shall be brought up on the right lines and this ensures the

betterment of society on which stands the edifice of the so-

cial living as a whole. On the other hand, ifthe household af-

fairs are mismanaged and there are differences and disagree-

ments between husband and wife the children are affected
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adversely and you may very well imagine about the standard

and character of the nation manifested by such spoilt and ill

mannered children. The rules and regulations governing this

aspect ofthe society are called family laws or household reg-

ulations. In view of their importance, the Holy Qur'an has

dealt them in details:

Is the woman born of crooked Rib?

The Holy Prophet f& has set a nice example for this -

an example that is unique in its effect and import. Some

have explained it by saying that first ofall Allah created Haz-

rat Adam <*-j»u* then He created Hazrat Hawwa p
*jhj* (Eve)

from his rib. Some learned men have said by way ofexplana-

tion that the Holy Prophet # has compared a woman to a

rib which is crooked to see but its beauty and health consist

in its crookedness. Ifanyone tries to remove its crookedness

by straightening it, it will break and cease to be a rib. To re-

store to its previous state, it will have to be made crooked

then joined together with plaster. The same idea has been

beautifully expressed in a Tradition:

That is, if you want to straighten it, you will

only break it.

And if you want to enjoy it you may enjoy it

despite its crookedness.

The Holy Prophet $ has, thus set a wise example

that its crookedness is its beauty and health which will be

destroyed by straightening it.
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It is not a defect of woman
Some people use this saying against women as being

their defect in a woman. In other words, they say that

since a woman has been created from a crooked rib, so is

she crooked in her conduct and character, by her nature.

This is, however, not the meaning of the Tradition of the

Holy Prophet#

.

The deviousness ofwomen is natural

It needs to be borne in mind that Almighty Allah has

created man and woman, each with different tendencies

and attributes. On account of this difference between the

nature and temperament of the two, man thinks about a

woman that she is opposed to his masculine nature and

sentimentality, although this natural tendency of a woman
against a man's natural bent and tendency is not a defect. It

is the natural requirement of her nature that she should re-

flect in her character some innocent crookedness. That is

why the Holy Prophet 3; said: If you find in a woman so-

mething which is against your natural tendency on account

of which you think that she is crooked, do not condemn
her on this account; rather ignore it by thinking that it is

the natural demand of her nature. Ifyou want to straighten

her she will break; if you want to benefit by her you can

do so despite her crookedness.

"Negligence" is a part of beauty in a woman
Today the times have changed; as a result the values

have also changed. A defect in a man is more often looked

upon as a point of virtue and beauty in a woman. If we go
through the Holy Qur'an carefully we shall see what, is gen-

erally considered a defect in a man is considered a point of

beauty in a woman. For example, it is a defect in man to be
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ignorant and negligent, on account of which he is unaware

of what is happening in the world. A man has been en-

trusted with the affairs of the world. To discharge these he

needs learning and awareness. If he is devoid of these qual-

ities and abilities, he is faulty and defective to this extent.

As for a woman, negligence has been considered by the

Qur'an as an item ofbeauty for her. Allah has said:

Surely, as for those who slander virtuous, neg-

ligent believing womeif (24.23)

The word "negligent" meaning that they are unaware of

what is happening around them in the world. The Qur an has

considered here "negligence" or "unawareness" as an attribute

of beauty. It is obvious from this that if a woman is ignorant

ofthe affairs ofthe world, duties, excepted, this is not a defect

but an attribute ofbeauty as described by the Qur'an.

Do not try to straighten her bent by force

Thus we see a defect in man is not considered a defect

in woman and what is not a defect in man is sometimes

looked upon as a defect in woman. A man is, therefore, not

allowed to be harsh to a woman and misbehave with her if

he finds her behaving in her womanly way. The very mean-

ing of her comparison with a rib is that, by nature, she

should be different in temperament from you. So now do

not try to straighten her by force.

The root cause of the entire conflict

The above is based on a Tradition ofthe Holy Prophet

£&. Who can claim to know more about the nature of man

and women than the Prophet of Allah? He diagnosed the

root cause of all the conflicts between man and woman.
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Man insists that a woman should he exactly like himself in

all her behaviours. This is not possible as she has been creat-

ed different from him.

Be conscious of her good habits

In another tradition ofthis chapter Hazrat Abu Hurai-

rah -upii^j has narrated;

(Sahih Muslim-Book of suckling chapter consel about women)

In this Tradition the Holy Prophet $ has mentioned
a wonderful principle that a believing man should not hate

a believing woman altogether. In other words, the man
should not condemn her totally on the false plea that she is

no good. If she has some undesirable triats in her conduct
she must have in her some desirable traits also.

The first principle which the Holy Prophet $ has
taught is that when two persons live together, some habit of
the one is pleasant and some other habit unpleasant to the

other. If the woman has some unpleasant habit in her, then

do not condemn her on account ofthat habit altogether, rath-

er look for and remember her pleasant habits and thank Al-
mighty Allah for them. Ifyou follow this practice it is quite

possible that the hatred in your heart for the dark side of her
conduct and character may gradually lose its severity and im- .

portance.

Man, in fact, is ungrateful. If he finds any defects in

her he totally changes his opinion about the person con-
cerned and forgets about his good qualities. In view ofthose
few faults and defects, he is always critical about him and
misbehaves with him. Such attitude is unreasonable.
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Everything has virtues and vices in it

There is nothing in the world which is all virtue and

all vice. Almighty Allah has, by His wisdom, endowed

everything of His creation with virtue and vice. You are

sure to find some good qualities in every person, may he

be an infidel, an idolater or even worse.

An English proverb

The Holy Prophet & has said; A word of wisdom is

a lost property of a believer. He must pick it up wherever

he finds it. So there is no harm in picking up a word of

wisdom even from an English Proverb.

The proverb said that even a watch which has gone

out of order speaks the truth at least twice every day. Sup-

pose that the watch stopped at 12 hrs., 5 mts,. As the time

12-5 occurs twice during the 24 hours, the dead watch

shall tell the correct time twice at 12-5 hrs, although it will

remain silent at other times.

The moral we draw from this English proverb is that

if one is in search of goodness with hope and sincerity one

can surely find this goodness even from the most con-

demned and throw-away objects.

There is nothing bad in the

workshop of Nature

My father Mufti Muhammad Shafi' Sahib «> Ji***.,

used to recite frequently the following Urdu couplet of the

late Dr. Muhammad Iqbal:

JH i_LJ j/ / Z <r 0?

There is nothing useless in the earth

There is nothing bad in the workshop ofnature.
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Whatever Almighty has created has created it with His
wisdom and by His will. If you reflect on it you will surely

find in Allah's creation point ofWisdom and benefit. Instead

man looks for faults and short comings only and ignores the

good points and bright sides ofthings. Thus he becomes pes-

simistic and commits transgression and injustice.

Always look for the good qualities ofwomen
Almighty Allah has said in His Book :

For ifyou hate them, it may happen that you hate a
thing wherein Allah has placed much good. (* 19)

If for some reason you do not like those women
whom you have married, yet it is just possible that Al-
mighty Allah may have endowed them with much good-
ness and blessings. Hence this command that you should
look only for the good qualities of women, so that you
may receive solace and comfort from them and thus the
doors of mistrust and misbehaviour may not be opened.

Educative story ofA saint

Hazrat Maulana Shah Ashraf Ali Thanawi u* Jta^ has
related the story of a saint who had a very ill mannered and
aggressive wife. She always found faults with her hushand.
Whenever the saint entered his house the wife started quar-
relling with him. Someone asked him why he did not get rid

of those daily wrangles and squabbles by resorting to di-
vorce. The saint replied: it is very easy for me to divorce her
but there is one reason for not doing so. Despite all her de-
fects, she has one very good quality which prevents me from
parting with her; and that is the quality of loyalty with
which Almighty Allah has adorned her. Supposing Urn ;r-
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rested and imprisoned for some crime, for a term of fifty

years, she will not move even an inch from the corner to

which I confine her, and she will never cast a glance at any-

one else. This quality ofloyalty is invaluable.

Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-Jan an

and his over-sensitiveness

Hazrat Mirza Mazhar jan-e-Jan an u* du^, was a re-

nowned saint of the Indian sub-continent. He was so

touchy and over-sensitive in his temperament that if any-

one put the glass on the pitcher in a tilting position or if he

saw his bedding creased he would feel headache, unfortu-

nately he had to deal with an ill-mannered wife. She was

always murmuring something against her husband.

Strange are indeed the ways whereby Allah tests His ser-

vants and raises their ranks. The wife of this pious saint

was an ordeal for him which he tolerated with patience

throughout his lifetime and expected that Allah may par-

don his sins as a recompense for this ordeal.

The women of our society are

Nymphs of Paradise

Hakimul Ummat, Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi da*^

a* used to say that the women ofthe Indo-Pakistan are like

nymphs, because they are endowed with the qualities of

faith and loyalty. Although these qualities are slowly fad-

ing under the impact of the modern Western civilisation

and culture, yet the spirit of loyalty is so deep-rooted in

them that they are always ready to sacrifice their lives for

their husbands in all circumstances, and they can never

cast their glances on anyone other than their husbands. In

fact the saint, referred to above demonstrated obedience to

the injunction implied in the following Tradition.
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j*l^ J lib*- l^ia Cj" Ol

If one habit of the woman is unpleasant, there must
be some pleasant habit in her which should be taken into
consideration and good treatment should be meted out to
the woman on account ofthis one pleasant habit in her.

People generally look at the dark side in the conduct
and character of their women and lose sight of the bright
side in them. This tendency is the root cause of the bitter-

ness prevailing in our society.

It is immorality to beat one's wife

The third Tradition of this chapter is as under:

"**y.j*\ j* ^Ut. «lWS juJi jA* *j\y,\ jU*j^ j^\ j^ (

»

(Sahih Bukhari the book of marriage - It is hateful to beat women tra-

dition no: 5204).

Once the Holy Prophet $ delivered a sermon in
which he mentioned many important topics of Islamic be-
haviour. The following is the point which he 4£ touched
on the subject under discussion: He said: It is very bad
that one of you beats his wife as a master beats his slave
and on the other hand he uses the same wife to satisfy his
sexual desire. Then how immoral and shameless it is that
one should beat one's wife so severely!

Three steps of reforming a wife

As I have already stated, the Holy Quran has taken
great care to mention in detail concerning husband-wife rela-
tions:

The differences and disagreements between husband
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and wife start when the husband feels offended at some ac-

tion or habit of the wife. The Qur'an advises that in such a

situation the husband should look for some lovely and

pleasant quality in the character and dealings of his wife.

If the husband fails to discover in his wife any such good

points and feels that correction and reform are needed,

then the Holy Qur'an has prescribed the following course

to reform and rectify it.

jruJi J jiVjiaij jijM j*3j^ d°^ ^
i* >>> . *

As for those (women) from whom you fear dis-

obedience, admonish them and banish them to

beds apart (from yours) and beat them. (4:34)

First of all you should advise them in a lenient and po-

lite manner and with love to give up their bad habits and re-

form themselves. This is the first step of reform. If they re-

spond favourably to admonition and accept your advice, do

not go further and treat the chapter closed. If this does not

help and they insist upon their misconduct then the second

step is to separate your bed and give up sleeping with them

on the same bed. If they have sense, they will surely reform

themselves and act upon advice. (Details of separating the

bed will follow shortly).

Physical punishment to a wife

If the second step of the reform also fails then it will

be necessary to resort to the third step, which is to inflict on

the wife some physical punishment; but what kind of physi-

cal punishment andXo what extent? The Holy Prophet # an-

swered these questions in his sermon on the occasion of his

Farewell Hqjj (£*/ a^> in which he said: <^ >^ j» $j*h)

(beat them very lightly so as not to injure them). To sum
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uxdsw3p, effort should be made so as to settle matters with-
out the expedient of this punishment. If it is found unavoi-
dable, it is permitted only with the condition that it should
be very light, the intention being only to enforce discipline

and not to inflict pain and injury. It is not lawful beating
one's wife in a way that should leave a mark on the body. (A
Tradition on this subject follows).

The behaviour of the Holy Prophet &
When the Holy Prophet $ passed away from this

world he left behind nine sacred wives u^ ii.^} . These
wives were not angels sent down from the heaven; they
were members of this world and society. Sometimes, bit-

terness occurred among them as is usual and natural
among co-wives. Sometimes such problems also arose as
usually arise between husbands and wives. Hazrat Ayesha
** «ii< *»j has narrated: Not only did the Holy Prophet ^
ever raise his hands on any of his wives, but it was also
his habit to enter the house with a smiling face.

The Prophet's Sunnah (practice)

It is the Sunnah (practice) ofthe Holy Prophet # that

men should not raise their hands at women (to beat them).
The permissibility of punishing physically is restricted only
to abnormal and unavoidable situations. In fact beating
women is not the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet $; his Sun-
nah is what Hazrat 'Ayesha i^-fc^ has narrated.

A miracle of Dr. Abdul Hai «j*<k^,

Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai ^ii^ my spiritual guide
sometimes related to us, by way of a lesson, that a period
of fifty-five years had passed of his marriage, he never
talked to his wife during these fifty five years in an angry
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tone. The walking of a man on the surface of the water

and his flying in the air is taken as a miracle. It is more sur-

prising that one should not talk to his wife even in an ad-

verse tone for as long as fifty five years.

And his respectable wife says that her husband, Dr.

Sahib, never asked her to bring to him a glass of water.

She, however, served him as best as possible of her own

sweet will and as a blessed and virtuous duty.

Tariqat is nothing but public service

Hazrat Dr. Sahib used to say: I consider myself to be

a servant whom Allah has sent to this world for service.

This is my belief and with this belief I want to serve oth-

ers and depart from this world. I am duty bound to serve

all my friends, acquaintances, associates and pupils. I was

not sent to this world as a master to be served by others.

He considered the position of a servant of people to be an

elevated rank. He then recited the famous persian couplet:

Tariqat (spiritual way) is nothing but public ser-

vice. It does not consist in the robes and the

prayer-rag and the saintly garments (signs of

godliness).

Tariqat in fact, stands for public service. Dr. Sahib

a*4ku^ used to say: When 1 understood that I am a servant

and not a master, how can a servant order others to do this

and that? He spent his entire life by doing his personal

work without the assistance of anyone else. This is a prac-

tical example of how the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ^
should be followed. As for ourselves we do follow the Sun-

nah in rituals only. It is necessary to follow the sunnah in
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dealings with others social living and in every mode of

leading our private life.

Verbal claim is not enough

Living according to the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet

# is highly rewarding. Through such living man can

smoothen his worldly life as well as his life in the Hereaft-

er. But this success cannot be attained only by making

empty claims.

This means that everyone claims to love Laila,

but Laila herself does not acknowledge their

claim).

This is achieved only by means of sincere work and

devotion. By his character, conduct and practice man should

ensure that he does not cause the least harm even to the per-

son with whom he happens to be on unfriendly terms.

In short, the Holy Prophet # has illustrated, by his

own practice, the THIRD STEP of reforming an errant

wife. Throughout his lifetime he never raised his hands on

any one of his sacred wives. However he was sometimes

irritated by their behaviour, but he never reacted to it.

Those who beat their wives are declared the worst men by

the Prophet &.

M JU» ^Jl £*-» 41 4* &\ ^j^^ ifs*y Q>- 3j** o*

:J\s^JiPjjd/ij

j#j> ^&Uj ^4 pS^ ti\y> j* UJ19 tj> s-UJU \ye jL*\ji\"

^vu.^J^^^y) "& i~* ^-^^ O^i & W^ j£ ***

(f^SSj^i C*i*- <Mjl\ »_j^-

(Tirmidhi book of Tafsir, chapter Surah Taubah Tradition no: 3087).
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Prophetic Address in the Farewel Pilgrimage

In the above Tradition an extract has been given

from the Farewel address of the Holy Prophet &. In this

address he $ addressed the assembly of the companions

in clear words that after that year he might not see them at

that place. So in this address he included all those points

that he feared that the Ummah might deviate from the

right path, and thus he wanted to leave behind for the guid-

ance of the Ummah a perfect code of life to be followed.

In this address he $ tried to block all the possible paths of

deviation and error.

The address is quite lengthy but different parts of this

address have been stated on different places. This is also a

part of it in which the various aspects ofrelationship ofman

and woman has been discussed. Special stress has been laid

on the need that men should acknowledge the rights of

women and honour them. You may realise the importance

ofthese rights from the fact that he delivered that sermon on

the occasion ofthe Last Pilgrimage when he $ indirectly in-

formed people that the next year he may not get an opportu-

nity to address the people. Thus the mutual rights of men

and women are one of the topics which he selected for dis-

cussing towards the close of his life on account of their im-

portance. He wanted his Ummah to honour and follow the

injunctions in all circumstances.

Mutual relations between husband and wife

This shows the importance of husband-wife relations

in human life and how the law-maker the Holy Prophet &
himself felt this importance. If the husband and wife do not

discharge each other's rights properly and, instead, usurp

these mutual rights, not only will this result in the violation

of each other's rights, but it will also adversely affect both
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the families as well as the children whose proper upkeep, de-

velopment, mental and moral growth will be affected. As

the family is the foundation ofthe entire civilisation, with its

ruination civilisation is itself ruined. That is why the Proph-

et £fc has laid great stress on the importance of mutual rela-

tion between husband and wife.

Women are in your confinement

Hazrat Umr bin al-Ahwas al-Jashim u* 4fou-j has nar-

rated that in the Farewel sermon the Holy Prophet #
praised Almighty Allah, offered consels and delivered a

speech and then said: Beware! I advise you to do good to

women. Accept this advice. This is the sentence which oc-

curred in the previous Tradition. His next sentence was :

because those women live with you confined in

your houses.

The Holy Prophet # has mentioned an attribute of

women that if man reflects over this attribute 6nly, he can

never think ofmisbehaving with them.

A Lesson from an Ignorant Girl

Our dear Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi 4j*«iiwj

used to tell his disciples to learn a lesson from an ignorant,

uneducated girl who surrenders herselfto a stranger after ut-

tering at the time of the Nikah only two words of accep-

tance. She honours these two words so solemnly and com-

pletely that she leaves her mother, father, brothers and

sisters and the entire family and becomes inseparably tied to

and confined with her husband. An ignorant girl honours

these two words so truly and sincerely that she surrenders

herselfto one person, her husband but you could not honour
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your pledge of these two words by surrendering yourself to

Almighty Allah. This girl is much better than you. She hon-

oured so completely her pledge of Nikah, but you did not

honour your pledge ofthe two words ofthe article of Faith.

Sacrifices of the woman for your sake

The Holy Prophet # has said in this Tradition, "How

tremendous sacrifice the woman has undergone for your

sake. If the matter was just the reverse and it were said to

you, you would have to leave your family, your parents,

after your marriage what an awkward situation it would be

for you. As for the woman she has become confined to a

strange surrounding, a strange house and a strange person

and that, too, for the whole of her life. That is why the Holy

Prophet# said in his tradition: Will you not mind this sacri-

fice? Do take heed of this and treat her well and with love.

You have no claim upon them

Thereafter the Holy Prophet # has spoken a very

serious sentence of far-reaching consequences. When the

meaning of this sentence is explained to men they get an-

noyed. That sentence is:

This means that according to the laws of the

Shari ah the only demand you can make of them is that

they should live with you in your house. You have no

other claim upon them

Cooking is not the duty of a wife

From this Tradition the Jurists have deduced a ruling

of delicate nature and which makes men annoyed. The rul-

ing lays down that according to the Shari ah it is not the re-
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sponsibility of a woman to cook food for the household. For

this purpose the Jurists have divided women into two

classes. Women of one class are those who do household

work, including cooking food in their parent's houses. The

other class consists ofwomen who do not cook food in their

father's house where cooks are employed for this work. If

after marriage a woman of the latter class goes to her hus-

band's house she is not at all responsible to cook food, relig-

iously, legally, morally or otherwise. On the other hand, that

wife may ask her husband to hire a cook for her as man is

obliged to provide her with food along with other necessar-

ies of life. The Jurists write:

It is the responsibility of the husband to provide

his wife with cooked food.

The wife cannot be forced to cook food neither by

force, nor by the law, because the Holy Prophet # has

said in clear words:

This means: You have a right to keep them in

your house which it is not lawful for them to

leave without your permission.

With this exception the laws of the Shari ah have im-

posed no responsibility on them.

However, If she belongs to the first category the one

who used to cook food in her parents' house she too is not

legally responsible to cook food i.e. she cannot be com-

pelled by law to cook food. However, the responsibility

falls on her only morally. In such a case the husband is re-

sponsible only to provide the food materials. Even then it

is not her responsibility to cook food for the husband and

the children. A wife in this class cannot ask her husband
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to provide her with cooked food. However, if she refuses

to cook food for her husband and the children, the court

cannot force her to do it. The respected Jurists have ex-

plained these problems at great length.

Serving the In-laws is not obligatory

There is another fact worthy of notice about which

much negligence is observed among the people. When a

wife is not responsible to cook food for her husband and his

children, then she is more appropriately not responsible to

cook food for the parents of the husband and his brothers

and sisters. A custom has gained currency in our society that

the parents of the son think that their right over the daugh-

ter-in-law has a priority over the right of the son. Therefore

she is bound to serve them, no matter if she serves her hus-

band or not. Such a misleading conception gives rise to quar-

rels and disputes among the daughter-in-law and other mem-

bers of the family. The negative results of this conception

are obvious to require any comments.

To serve In-Laws is a virtue for a woman

Bear in mind well that it is the responsibility of the

son to serve his parents. It is, however, a matter of bless-

ing and virtue for the daughter-in-law if she serves the par-

ents of her husband willingly, as a righteous deed and

source of reward for her in the Hereafter. The son does not

have any right to force his wife to serve his parents in case

she does not feel inclined to serve them of her own sweet

will. It is also not lawful for the parents to force their

daughter-in-law to serve them. As already mentioned, if

the daughter-in-law voluntarily decides to serve her

in-laws for the sake of recompense in the Hereafter she is

welcome to do so. This will create happy and pleasant at-
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mosphere in the household.

Appreciate the services of a daughter-in-law

If a daughter-in-law is serving his father and moth-
er-in-law, she is doing favour out of her moral character be-

cause she is giving this service to them only of her free will

and she is not in any way liable for such services. Her
in-laws should, therefore, appreciate this voluntary service

from her. They should try to requite her for this and encour-

age her. Ignorance ofthese rights and liabilities create vari-

ous problems in social life which play havoc to the solidar-

ity and welfare of families through quarrels and disputes.

All these troubles are taking place simply because the peo-
ple have banished from their minds the limits ofthese mutu-
al rights and liabilities which the Holy Prophet$ has fixed

in his Traditions.

A Surprising Incident

Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hai Sahib ^«is one day related a
very wonderful event. He said that among his acquain-
tances, there was a couple who used to visit his assembly
and receive spiritual training and instructions from him. One
day both of them invited him to a dinner at their house. It

was the habit of respected Dr. Sahib to utter at the end of
the feast a few words of praise in favour of the lady who
cooked the food just to encourage and please her. The lady
who had prepared the food came and stood behind the cur-

tain and greeted him. After replying to the greeting Dr.
Sahib «j* <kw»j uttered a few words of praise and appreciation

about the quality and taste of the food and the art of cook-
ing. Dr. Sahib heard the woman sobbing from behind the
screen. It was disturbing. Was there anything in Dr. Sahib's

words that pinched her? On being asked to state the cause of
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her grief and sobbing, she said, "I have been living with my
husband for the last forty two years, but during this long pe-

riod of association I never heard from him a word ofappreci-

ation about my cooking. When I heard these words from

you sir, I could not control myselffrom sobbing".

The respected Dr. Sahib used to relate this story in

his assemblies off and on to emphasize that such callous-

ness can never be expected from a husband who is able to

realize that it is a great favour on the part of his wife that

she is serving him so selflessly and faithfully of her own

sweet will and is doing all this service for which she has

not been made legally responsible by the Shari ah. A man

who thinks that his wife is a maid servant and has to serve

him at any cost, has no need to drop a word of praise and

appreciation if she is an expert cook and sincere worker.

The Husband should serve his parents himself

A question arises as to who should serve the parents

when they are old, weak, or otherwise helpless on account

of sickness when there is none in the house except their son

and his wife? Even in such a situation the daughter-in-law is

not bound, according to the Shari ah to serve her in-laws. It

is, however, a matter of blessings and virtue for her if she

serves them of her own free will with the belief to please

Allah and to receive reward in the Hereafter. The son

should, however, realise that it is his responsibility to help

and serve his parents personally or by employing a servant

for this purpose. If the wife is looking his old parents the

husband must appreciate this service and be thankful to her.

Husband's permission for going out

But here is another requirement to note in order to

understand the true position. After knowing only one side of
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a case and being ignorant of the other side people begin to

take undue advantage. It has already been explained in detail

that it is not obligatory for a wife to cook food, according to

the laws of the Shari ah. In his Tradition the Holy Prophet

# has said that "women remain confined to your houses

like captives". It means that it is not lawful for them, to go

out of the house without the permission of their husbands.

Just as the jurists have explained in detail the issue of cook-

ing food, in the same way they have also explained in detail

that women cannot leave the house for meeting kinsmen,

even their parents without the permission of their husbands.

Ifthe parents visit the house oftheir son-in-law to meet their

daughter, the husband cannot prevent them from seeing her.

The jurists have prescribed limits for such casual visits. The

parents may visit their daughter only once a week and go

back after seeing her. This is their daughter's right which a

husband cannot deny, yet she cannot go out of the house

without her husband's permission. Thus Almighty Allah has,

in His mercy, created a balance between the rights and re-

sponsibilities of husband and wife. On the one hand the

wife is not legally bound to cook food and, on the other

hand, she is legally bound not to go out of the house without

her husband's permission.

Mutual Co-operation is vital for smooth life

Whatever has been stated above is only the legal side

of the matter; but the beauty of mutual behaviour with each

other is that each should try to please the other. Hazrat AH
** -ii ^j and Hazrat Fatimah i<* <iii^ had distributed the du-

ties of the household between them in such a way that Haz-

rat Ali a*^^j did all the outdoor wok, while Hazrat Fati-

mah »*A^j performed the indoor work. This is exactly the

Sunnah (practice) of the Holy Prophet # which should be
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followed. Husband and wife should not always involve

themselves in the implications of the law. The best way is

that both should behave with each other open-heartedly . The

division of work between husband and wife on outdoor and

indoor basis is a natural division to enable them both to

keep the vehicle of life going smoothly.

If she commits the immodesty

mfb i
3
** j-Ja J jl>Ji j—ti w-b

If these women commit open lewdness, that lewd-

ness cannot be tolerated in any case. In such a situation

they should be dealt with according to the injunction laid

down by the Holy Quran. First of all they should be ad-

monished, then, if they insist-on their sin, let their bed be

separated. If they still do not accept the admonition and

continue in their lewdness, then it is permitted to inflict

them with light beating which should not cause any injury.

If they refrain from the lewdness and mend their ways,

then one should not find fault with them, but they should

be let off, without further pinching them.

Beware! These women have rights over you that

you behave with them well. Be generous in dis-

charging your obligations in the matter ofprovid-

ing them with clothes, food and their other needs.

This does not mean that you should meet only their

basic needs; you are expected to be generous and liberal in

supplying their lawful needs.
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Pocket money for a wife

Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi a* i*^ has dealt in his

guiding sermons with some topics with special emphasis. I in-

tend to reproduce two or three of these in this discourse, as

they are generally overlooked by the people. Firstly, the liabil-

ities about a wife does not mean that she should be provided

only with food and clothes. It is also a part of this cost that she

should be paid a suitable amount as pocket expenses in addi-

tion to the cost of living, making her free to spend this addi-

tional amount as she likes. There are persons who arrange for

food and clothes but do not care for pocket expenses. Hazrat

Thanawi up jjwj has said that payment of some amount as

pocket money is also necessary, because there are many items

when a person feels ashamed to disclose to other that she

needs a certain tiling. The wife should, therefore, must have
some extra amount as pocket money so that she may not seek

other means to satisfy her needs. Hazrat Thanawi up m-^ has

warned that those who do not provide pocket money to their

wives are blamable.

Being generous for Family

Another point to note is that one should be generous
and liberal in spending money on the needs of the house-

hold. One must not limit expenses to basic needs. One
should provide money with a generous hand so that the ex-

penses of the household may be met with ease and free-

dom according to the financial means ofthe house-keeper.

Some people complain that, on the one hand, there is

stress that one should not be extravagant and at the same
time there are instructions not to be miser in spending
money on the household. A question now arises as to what
is the line ofdemarcation between the two. What is extrav-

agance and what is not extravagance?
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Simple or comfortable accommodation

both are lawful

To remove this confusion Hazrat Thanawi u*Jj^ has

said: that accomodations are of two kinds, a place which is

just enough to accommodate the members of the family. It

may be an ordinary hut, it is possible for a man to live some

how even in such structures. This is lawful in the first de-

gree. The second kind is that the house should provide liv-

ing accommodation as well as a reasonable degree of com-

forts. For example, the house should be concrete-built,

equipped with fans and electric lights. If a person provides

this service in his house in order to make life easy and com-

fortable, this cannot be regarded as extravagance.

Decoration is also lawful

In the third degree, along with means of comfort a

house should also have some decoration. For example, a

man has a concrete built house with plastered walls, electric-

ity and fans, but it has no paint on it. Even an unpainted

house like this is fit for living, but without white-washing

and proper painting it lacks in decoration. If the house

owner gets the house colour washed and painted for the

sake of decoration this too is lawful in the laws of the

Shari ah.

In short to live in an ordinary house is lawful, it is

also lawful to live in a house provided with certain com-

forts and amenities as well as some decoration. Decoration

here means some additional improvement made in the

house, like painting, etc, which is pleasing to the eyes and

cheering to the heart. There is no harm in this and is per-

missible in the Shari ah.
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Show off is not lawful

Then follows the fourth degree which is mere

"Show off. The house-owner is doing something which

aims neither at comfort, nor at decoration; the aim is to

show his riches. Thereby he wants to impose his superior-

ity on others and to show that he is a big thing. All this

comes within the definition of "Show off which is not

lawful in the laws of the Shari ah. It is also extravagance.

The limits ofextravagance

These four categories also apply to food and clothes,

and in all other things of life. A man wears costly clothes in

order to receive comfort, to please himself and the members

of his household and his acquaintances, friends and visitors,

there is no harm. On the other hand there is a person who
wears valuable clothes with the intention that he may be con-

sidered a rich and wealthy man, a man of exalted position in

society, then this is mere exhibition and show and therefore

it is prohibited. Hazrat Thanawi unWj has therefore drawn

a clear line of demarcation between the two extremes. If

money is spent on something for the sake of meeting a ne-

cessity, providing comfort or for decoration for his own
pleasure and satisfaction, it is not extravagance.

This is not Extravagance

Once it so happened that I was coming back to Kara-

chi from some other city, and it was the hot summer season.

I requested someone to have my seat booked in an aircondi-

tioned coach and I gave him the required amount of money.

Another man who was sitting nearby at once objected to this

because in his opinion I was committing extravagance by sit-

ting in an airconditioned coach. Many people are under the

wrong impression that to travel in a higher class is extrava-
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gance. Bear in mind that if travelling in an upper class is for

comfort, e.g., to save oneself from heat in the summer sea-

son, and the man can afford it. It is neither extravagance nor

a sin. If one travels in an upper class simply to show that he

is rich, then it is extravagance and it is unlawful.

The husband should therefore, keep in mind these de-

grees in meeting the cost of living of his wife with generos-

ity and liberality. Capacity differs from man to man, Maula-

na Maseehullah Khan Sahib once observed: There is a man

who is all alone in this world, without relatives, without

friends and without acquaintances. For such a man a bed, a

dish and a jug are sufficient to pass his life. If he collects

more articles, it will mean a show and will be reckoned as

extravagance in his case. There is a man who receives

guests, has a large circle of acquaintances and friends, and

has many relatives. The standard of his needs and extent of

requirements will be quite different. If such a man has in his

house at times even one hundred sets of pots and beddings,

not a single piece ofthis will be counted as extravagance, be-

cause all these are necessities of life. The standard of life dif-

fers from man to man.

Where to search Allah

Hazrat Ibrahim bin Adham u* da^ was once a great

Ruler but he renounced the world in search of Allah. There

are some people who seek from his life arguments to prove

their stand. The story runs as follows: One night Hazrat Ibra-

him bin Adahm **> <Wj saw a man walking about on the

roofofthe palace. Hazrat Ibrahim bin Adham u**W; caught

him and asked him what he was doing on the roof of the pa-

lace. The man replied: I have come here to search my lost

camel. Hazrat Ibrahim bin Adham o 4W, said: Stupid fel-

low! Are you searching your camel on the roof at this hour
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of night? How can you find the camel here? The man asked

with some surprise: Can I not find the camel here? Hazrat Ib-

rahim bin Adham unjuwj answered: certainly not! How can

you find the camel on the roof of the palace? The man then

retorted: If the camel cannot be found in this palace and the

man who is searching the camel in this palace is a fool, how
can you find Allah while staying in this palace? If I am a

fool you are a greater fool than me. This answer of the

stranger shocked the heart of Hazrat Adham ^iiu^. He
atonce relinquished his kingdom and took his way to thejun-

gle. He took with him only a bowl and a pillow, so that he

might eat food and drink water from the bowl and use the

pillow while lying down on the ground. After walking some
distance he saw a man drinking water from the river with

his palms cupped together. He saw that he could also drink

water in that way, so he threw away the bowl and resumed

his journey. After walking some distance he saw that a man
was sleeping on the ground with his hand placed under the

head to serve for a pillow. He felt that he could very well do

without the pillow so he threw it away, too.

Emotions should not be followed

After listening to this story some people may mis-

understand that keeping a bowl and a pillow is also extrava-

gance. May Allah exalt the rank of Hazrat Thanawi *jp^
who has at his credit of separating right from wrong and

wheat from chaff. He up iwj has advised that none should

compare himself with those of Hazrat Ibrahim bin Adahm
-jp-k^j. Firstly, because the change that had come over him
was due to an ecstatic state of rapture. A man in this condi-

tion should not be followed, because the man so over-

whelmed goes out ofhimselfand loses his normal consisten-

cy ofthought and feeling. We are not, therefore, to follow in
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the footsteps of Hazrat Ibrahim bin Adham u* *Wj because

he was not at his normal when he decided to leave the pa-

lace. Besides such renunciation of worldly relation is not

permissible in Islam generally. It would mean that Allah can-

not be found in palaces.

Moderate way in spending money

The requirements of one man is different from that of

other. The standard of spending also differs from man to

man. The standards of a man with low income, and of a man

with a moderate income or a man with a high income are dif-

ferent from one another. The liberality in spending of each

person should, therefore be proportionate to his income. It

should not happen that the husband is a man of moderate

means and his wife is asking for items ofcomforts and luxu-

ries which she sees in the houses of rich men that her hus-

band cannot afford. Demand for such articles of luxury is

not lawful. The husband should however, try to meet the de-

mands of his wife as far as possible within his means and

should not be niggardly towards his wife.

The rights of the wives over husbands?

j^.c*J. vtrf^ju y.) CJI J*i\ j*$ *i3 £& Vj 4*jl» *->jlP*

"
("Y U Y >J £*** l#r jj J* il^Ji

(Abu Dawud. the Book of Marriage-chapter on the Right of the wife

over her husband, Tradition no: 2142)

HazratMu awiyah bin-Hidah «* <fo^ has narrated

that he asked the Holy Prophet #: O Prophet #
ofAllah what are the rights ofour wives over us?
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The Holy Prophet # said: when you take food,

feed her also and when you wear clothes, provide

her also with clothes to wear. Do not beat her on

the face, nor curse her. Do not part with her but

only within the (bounds ofthe) house.

Leave sleeping with her as punishment

As has already been explained, if you ever observe

in the wife some lewdness, try first to admonish her. If she

does not mind your admonition, then leave her bedding,

and sleep on a separate bed. Leaving the bed does not

imply that you should go out of the house; you should sep-

arate your bedding while remaining in the house. You
may, however, change the room by way of a psychological

punishment and as a sort of protest, and thus keep yourself

aloof from her for some days.

A proper way of separation

The learned jurists have explained the meaning of this

Tradition also by advising that on such occasions her bed

may be separated, but the talking terms should not be termi-

nated totally. The separation should not be so strict as not to

offer salutations to each other from time to time and not to

return the greeting ifone bids it, nor to avoid answering im-

portant questions. A separation of this kind is not lawful.

Wife's permission for a long period journey

While explaining this Tradition the learned Jurists

have gone to the extent of saying that it is not lawful for

the husband to leave the house for more than four months

without the permission and pleasure of his wife. As such,

Hazrat Umar ** in^ had promulgated this order through-

out his empire that the freedom-fighters who take part in
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Jihad should not remain away from their homes for more

than four months. The jurists have, therefore, deduced that

if anyone is going on a journey for a period not exceeding

four months, it is not necessary for him to obtain his wife's

permission. If the journey takes longer than four months,

it is essential for him to obtain his wife's permission, no

matter how desirable that journey may be. This ruling is

applicable to the journey for the Hajj (Pilgrimages). If the

pilgrim returns from the journey within four months no

permission from his wife is necessary, but if he prolongs

his stay in the Holy city beyond four months the wife's per-

mission must be taken. This ruling is also applicable to

journeys undertaken for Tabligh, Da wah and Jihad. If the

wife's permission is necessary for such blessed journeys

then her permission will all the more be necessary for a

journey undertaken for the sake of employment, business,

etc. If journeys exceeding four months are taken without

the wife's permission it will be a violation of her rights

and, therefore, unlawful in the laws of the Shari ah.

Who are the Best People?

JL.j aJp ill J^ ill J^*»j Jli Jli <lp ill^j ijtjA^ j*j

(Tirmidhi Book of Suckling, Chapter on the rights of a wife over her

husband tradition no: 1 162)

Hazrat Abu Hurairah ^^j has narrated that

the Holy Prophet $£ said: The most accom-

plished of the believers in respect of Iman
(Faith) is one who is the best of them in con-

duct and character. The more refined a man is

in behaviour and character, the more accom-
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plished he is in Iman (Faith). Perfect Iman,

therefore, demands that a man should behave

and deal with others politely. The best of you

are those who are the best in their behaviour

and dealings with their wives and women.

The meaning of "Good Character' 1

in the modern age

We see that in our days the meanings of things have

greatly changed and the values of all things have been re-

versed. Hazrat Maulana Qari Muhammad Tayyib Sahib
u*ajwj ofDeoband used to say: As compared with the past

everything has turned upside-down in the present age. For

example, in the olden days there was darkness beneath the

lamp and now there is darkness above the bulb. Today val-

ues have changed and so has changed the import of
everything, so much so that even the meaning of character

has undergone a total change. Today only some outer acts

and expressions of modern etiquettes are regarded as tok-

ens of good character. For example, it is regarded sign of

good character to meet someone with a smiling face or to

utter formal pleasing words. I am very glad to see you, it is

pleasing to meet you, etc. while the heat of enmity, jeal-

ousy and hatred is burning in the hearts. Today this way of
behaviours has been named good behaviour and character.

It has been recognised as an art, how to deal with others

so as to make them impressed with our personalities.

Books are being written today on the art of winning over

sympathies of others. All energies are being utilised to

achieve this aim: Do all that is possible to get others at-

tracted by your superficial personality. This is called "char-

acter". Bear in mind well that all this formal show has

nothing to do with high morality which the Holy Prophet
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# has enjoined upon his followers. This is a mere hypocri-

sy, ostentation, a trick to attract others to one's own person-

ality. This is nothing but love for honour, fame and regard

and this desire, in itself, is a disease and immorality. This

has nothing to do with Islamic concept of morality.

Morality is a quality of the Heart

Morals are in fact a particular state of the heart

which find expression in the movements of the limbs and

the organs. The heart should be filled with the feeling of

welfare for the creation of Allah and love for them, irre-

spective of what they are, friends foes, believers or unbe-

lievers. One should remain alive to the fact that every

being on the earth is a creation of His Master, Allah. This

originates a kind of love for all in one's heart. This concep-

tion, in turn, generates good actions and deeds, and then

man does good to others. Now the smile shining on ones

face on account of this feeling is not artificial, nor is it dis-

played to arrest public attention; it rather springs up from

the heart as a result of heart-felt longing and emotion.

Thus, there is a world of difference between the morals

taught by the Holy Prophet # and the artificial and super-

ficial show of morals in modern society.

How to acquire High Morals?

Only reading books or listening to lectures is not

enough to attaint the standard of the desired degree of mo-

rals. For this purpose it is imperative to seek the company of

some spiritual reformer and guide. The order of Tasaw-wuf

(Mysticism) and the system ofbecoming a disciple ofa spiri-

tual Guide (Piri-Muridi) has been handed down from the

past men of Allah. It aims at inculcating in high morals and

eliminating the germs of immorality from a man. Anyway,
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the most accomplished in the realm of Iman (Faith) are

those individuals who posses high morals, whose hearts gen-

erate right motives and these right motives are reflected in

their acts and deeds. May Allah admit us all into the compa-
ny qfthese perfect personalities Aameen\

Do not beat the Maids of Allah

J»i Jj-j Jii Jii <lp in ^j Vbi ^j* At ju- jt ^bi ^j
JM J*e Jul J^j J \j+t *l*j dl *Ul \j»jjaS V ^JL-j jit JU?

^c^v^j^i) c11

j^r'jjl JIp frL-Jl *ij)i J lit ^JL»j 4jp

( T > 1 1 j*J &4AT « tLjl^^ ^J

(Abu Dawud, Book of MarTiage, chapter on beating women Tradition

no: 2146)

Hazrat Iyas bin Abdullah ^^j has narrated

that the Holy Prophet $, while delivering a

sermon said: Do not beat the maids of Allah,

because beating women is not desirable. When
the Holy Prophet £fc prohibits something, the

act becomes totally unlawful for one who
heard the prohibition direct from the Holy
Prophet $. Now it is not lawful for him in any

circumstances to beat women.

Two kinds of Holy Traditions

It may be noted carefully that there is a category of

Traditions which we hear from someone or read in the

books. They reach us through a long chain of authorities:

giving us the names of the reporters in ascending order car-

rying to the Holy Prophet ^.The Traditions of this category

are called Zanni because they reach us through a channel of
reporters. It is obligatory to act upon the injunctions con-
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tained in such Traditions; and deviating from this is a sin.

Traditions which the Companions^^^ heard direct from

the Holy Prophet # are not Zanni (conjectural), but are

Qat- 1 (confirmed). If any one denies such Traditions, not

only will he be a sinner, but he will also become an unbeliev-

er. According to the juristic ruling the denier of an order of

the Holy Prophet# at once turns to be an infidel.

Sometimes we entertain the foolish desire in our

hearts to have lived at the blessed time of the Holy Prophet

#, to reap the virtues and blessings ofthat blessed time. We
should remember that whatever Almighty Allah does, He

does it in His infinite wisdom and it is He who has raised us

in this later age. If He had raised us in the time of the Holy

Prophet #, who knows what would have happened to us.

There is no guarantee that we would not have fallen into the

dare ditch of ignorance.? May Allah save us. The question

oilman in those days was a very delicate issue. A slight turn

from the right path could change the destiny ofman.

The devotion with which the sacred Companions ^
<**& of-the Holy Prophet # rallied round him # was ex-

clusively their distinction. It was due to this that they

reached the unique rank. Allah alone knows what would

have been the fate of our selfish far-seeing and ease-loving

persons as we are. It is indeed a great favour of Almighty

Allah that He saved us from ruin and raised us up in an

age in which we enjoy many facilities. We are in an age in

which we have Zanni Traditions. If anyone denies it he

will only be a sinner and not an unbeliever. As regards the

sacred Companions, &*&^> if anyone of them heard some

Tradition from the Holy Prophet # and denied it he

would instantly become an unbeliever. May Allah save us

from such a fate.
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The Audacity of the women
When the Holy Prophet $ ordered the Companions

(^Jj'^j not to beat their women, this punishment was total-

ly suspended. It was not possible for the Companions «ii^j

m* to continue an act which the Holy Prophet & had for-

bidden them to do. Thus when the Practice of beating
women ceased then after some time Hazrat Umar ~«D.^
called on the Holy Prophet$ and said:

O Prophet of Allah $, these women have now be-
come lions (i.e. fearless and bold) with their husbands, be-
cause you have stopped us from beating them. Now none
beats his wife, nor does he ever threaten her with that.

That is why they have become fearless, are violating their

husbands' rights, and are misbehaving with them. So what
. are we to do now?

Then the Holy Prophet $ permitted them to beat
their wives, if they violate their rights and when beating
was unavoidable. Only a few days after the restoration of
the order of beating, the women began to approach the
Holy Prophet # and complained to him ^ that their hus-
bands were taking undue advantage from the permission
ofbeating and were beating them severely.

They are not good men

jiS tL-J .w** JL .jifei j£^j 4jp fa j^ fa jj_-j j^

Mentioning his own name, the Holy Prophet $
said: Many women are repeatedly viiting the house ofMu-
hammad $ complaining against their husbands' misbeha-
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viour with them that they severely beat them. You should

note it very carefully that those who resort to this beating

are not good men.

It is not the work of good believers to beat their

wives. The Holy Prophet # made it quite clear to the gath-

ering that permission was given to beat their wives as the

last alternative only in unavoidable circumstances and sub-

ject to the condition that the beating should be light, so as

not to cause injury and leave its mark on the body. Despite

this, it is the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet £fe and also his

sincere desire that no man should raise his hand to beat a

woman. The mothers of the believers have narrated that

the Holy Prophet £k never raised his hands at any woman.

Therefore, this is what the sunnah demands.

The Best thing in the world is a "virtuous Woman"

(Sahih Muslim. Book of suckling, ehapter-the best object of the

world, a virtuous woman)

Hazrat Abdullah bin Amr bin Al Aas **4fo^

has narrated that the Holy Prophet # said:

This world as a whole is an enjoyment, profit

and advantage.

The Almighty Allah has said in the Holy Qur'an:

It is Allah who has created whatever there is in

the world for your benefit, enjoyment and for

meeting your needs. (Ai-Baqarah: 29)

The best of all these objects is a virtuous woman
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created for your service and enjoyment. The Holy Prophet

i§fc has said in another Tradition:

(Kaiizul-Umwal, Tradition no: 18913)

Of all the things ofyour earth there are three things

that are dearest to me: (Here note the Phrase "Your

earth" as he % said about his approach this world

in these works) viz., a woman, scent, and the cool-

ness ofmy eyes lies in the prayer.

Thus the foremost among the blessing of the world

are these things. In another place he # said:

<rrv A j,»j^> -oajJi ^uT
.
jjby) IgS* J

j

(Tirmidhi, the Book of Abstinence, Tradition no: 2378)

What have I to do with the world? I am like a

rider who takes rest for a short time under the

shade of a tree, then he sets off, leaving behind

that tree.

Seek refuge from a bad woman
In>short one of the three desirable gifts is a virtuous

woman, because the Holy Prophet # has sought refuge

from bad woman.

O Allah! I seek refuge from that woman who
will make me old before I attain the old age. I

also seek refuge from a child who proves to be

a trial in the Hereafter. May Allah save us

from them. Aamenl
So if you are in search of a woman for yourself or
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for one of your children, try to find out one who is relig-

ious, virtuous and righteous. If God-forbid she is not righ-

teous, then she may prove a distress. If a man is lucky

enough to get a virtuous wife, he should value her, and

should never degrade her. To value her means that you

should fulfil her rights and behave with her nicely.

May Almighty Allah assist us in acting upon these

injunctions^4amee??!

And we close with the call that all praise be to

Allah, the Lord ofthe worlds.
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Date : Friday, 26th June, 1 992

After 'Asr Prayers

As Almighty Allah has ap-

pointed man a Supervisor of the

family, His decision will have to

be accepted and acted upon. But

you (i.e. women) are at liberty to

express your opinion and offer

your advice. On the other hand I

have ordered man to seek your

pleasure, as far as possible and

the right to take the final deci-

sions will be his. If the wife

wants that she should have the

right to take decisions in all mat-

ters and man should not pose as

Incharge and this status should

belong to her, then this is abso-

lutely against nature, wisdom
and the dictates of justice. The
result of such dispensation will

be nothing but destruction of the

household.



The Rights of a
Husband and His Status

In the n;.me ofAllah, the Beneficent the Merciful

oA?-j &\ tft *Ji •SI 0\ X$JJ j aj ^U ^Ai aJUUl. J*J aj J^x»

iijbj *Ubr^lj ajl ^j ajp j^lUJ ill ^^ Jj^jj oJLp

tjj£ U-JL*J -^JLjj

JbuUI
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Ujj Js* JLp y^.3nn] '& JI^ U» fC*2\ Js> 'oy\£ 'jbr'Jl

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and

seek His help and His forgiveness and we be-

lieve in Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge

with Him from the mischief of our selves and

the vices of our deeds. There is none to lead

him astray whom Allah guides and there is

none to guide him whom Allah lets go astray. I

bear witness that there is no God but Allah

alone and that He has no partner. I also bear

witness that our master, our authority, and our

Prophet and our master, Muhammad 4S is His

servant and His Messenger. May Allah bestow

upon him, his household and his Companions

(•*****> His mercy and blessings in abun-

dance.

Men are the Incharge ofwomen because Allah

has made some to excel the other and because

they (men) spend of their moneys (for the sup-

port ofwomen). So virtuous women are obedi-

ent, guarding in absence which Allah has

guarded. (4:34)

I believe in Allah. Allah our Great Master has

told the truth and His kind Prophet and Mes-
senger has (also) told the truth and we are wit-

nesses to that.

The previous discourse dealt with the rights of a wife
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which are due to her by her husband. It contained direc-

tions how a husband should behave with his wife. The fact

is that the Shari ah which is a law appointed by

Almighty Allah is not partial to anyone but it takes into

consideration both sides, and guarantees the good and wel-

fare of both in this world as well as in the Hereafter. Just as

the fulfilment of the rights of the wife has been made bind-

ing on the husband, in the same way Almighty Allah and

His Messenger # have mentioned the rights of the hus-

band, wife has been made responsible to discharge. The

Holy Qur an and the Traditions both lay great emphasis and

stress on the fulfillment of both categories ofthese rights.

Today every person is demanding his rights

The Shari 'ah has directed every person to discharge

his bounded duties. It has not encouraged any one to de-

mand only his rights. We see that the present day world is a

world of struggle for rights. Everyone is demanding his

rights through agitation, demonstrations, and by going on

strikes. In fact, all possible efforts are being made every-

where in the world and associations have been established

for this one-sided objective of attaining Rights, e.g. "The As-

sociation for the Protection of Rights of ". There is no as-

sociation to ensure the fulfilment of duties and liabilities.

None cares to think whether or not he is discharging the du-

ties entrusted to him. The workers and the capitalists both

are demanding their rights, but none of them ever thinks

how he should discharge his duties and obligations. Hus-

band and wife both are crying for their rights and making

frantic efforts to that end. A battle, as it were, is raging on

this account. Yet none is seen inclined to consider for a

while whether or not he is himself discharging his own du-

ties and liabilities.
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Everyone should discharge his duties

The essence ofthe teachings ofAllah and His Messen-

ger # is that every person should pay attention to the duties

entrusted to him and do his best to discharge them. Ifpeople

begin to discharge their duties the rights of others will auto-

matically get discharged and settled amicably. If a labourer

discharges his duties and liabilities will naturally result in

the satisfaction ofthe rights of the capitalist and the employ-

er. Similarly, if the capitalists and the employers discharge

their duties the rights ofthe labourer will be fulfilled. Again,

if the husband and the wife discharge their duties to each

other their mutual rights will be discharged automatically.

What the Shari ah demands of its followers is that everyone

should realize his responsibilities and seek to discharge

them with sincerii> and faithfully.

Mind your own business

Values have changed in a very strange way. Whenev-
er a leader rises to lead others he totally forgets himself

and does not search his own heart and actions to discover

that he too, may have faults and shortcomings which he

should rectify. The Holy Qur'an says:

O you who believe ! Take charge of your own
souls. He who errs cannot injure you ifyou are

rightly guided. (5:io5)

The direction contained in this verse advises you to

take care of your own selves to find out what duties lie on

you, what Almighty Allah and His Prophet 4& demand from

you, what you owe to the Shari ah, concerning honesty,

trust and morality. Discharge your part of obligations and li-
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abilities. As for those who are in error and are not discharg-

ing their duties, you will not suffer for their misconduct and

failure, ifyou are rightly discharging your own duties.

The style of the teachings of the

Holy Prophet &
You may be aware that during the days of the Holy

Prophet# government officials used to call upon the public

to collect Zakat (obligatory tax) from them. In those days

possessions consisted mainly of cattle including camels,

goats, cows, etc. While deputing his officers on this work

the Holy Prophet £& used to furnish them with a letter con-

taining instructions as to how they were to discharge their

duties. The letter also contained this direction:

(Abu Dawood, Book of Zakat. chapter - Tasadduqul-Awamal Tradi-

tion no: 1591)

This means that the collectors were to collect the

amounts of Zakat personally at the doors of the people.

They should not sit at some place to trouble the people tak-

ing their Zakat to the collectors. He # used to advise

them as under:

(Abu Dawood. chapter Zakat Tradition no: 1585)

This means that a man who is not honest in collect-

ing the Zakat, i.e. he is collecting more amount or quantity

(of the animals, etc.) than was due, is committing a sin

equal to the sin of the one who is not paying his Zakat.

This the collectors of Zakat are being warned not to

wrong the payers by receiving from them even a penny

more than the due amount, because if they did they would
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be called to account on the Day of Judgment. On the other

hand, the payers of Zakat were addressed thus:

*uru^i,.5/jji^bf <^y) ^gjpj j**i\ p&jiLys J*UlJl pTs-brtit

(Tinnidhi. Book o^ zakat chapter - Tradition no: 647)

The collectors of Zakat will visit you. Take care that

they do not leave you displeased. You should please them

and should not do them anything to make them displeased,

because they are in fact my emissaries and representatives.

To displease them would be to displease me#.
Thus, the Holy Prophet # has reminded each one of

his responsibilities and duties. He & did not incite the pay-

ers of Zakat to make an agitation against the collectors of

Zakat that they might not usurp their rights, nor were they

advised to form an association which usually becomes a

source of contention between the two.

The Shari 'ah has laid great emphasis on discharging

duties honestly because everyone is accountable for every ac-

tion before Almighty Allah. He should, therefore, prepare

himself for giving an account in the Hereafter. The entire

philosophy of religion consists in this principle and not that

everyone should be demanding his rights from others and

should at the same time be unmindful of his own obligations

and responsibilities.

How to Regulate one's life

In the matter ofmutual relations between husband and

wife Almighty Allah and His messenger # have adopted

the same method that they have informed each side of

his/her duties which each one should strive to discharge.

Life may be compared to a vehicle the two wheels of which

are husband and wife. To let this vehicle of life run smooth-
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ly it is necessary that each of its wheels, husband and wife,

should discharge his/her duties faithfully and be considerate

towards the rights of the other, and think her or his rights

more than their duties. Such feeling shall bring about stabil-

ity in life. This aspect is so important and Allah and His

Prophet # are so particular and concerned about the stabil-

ity and smoothness of human life that the Qur'an and the

Traditions are full of injunctions about the duties and re-

sponsibilities imposed on man and woman. There is nothing

more displeasing to Allah and his Messenger# than the dis-

cord between husband and wife.

Satan's Court

According to a Tradition the Holy Prophet §£ is re-

ported to have said: This Iblis or Satan sometimes places his

throne on the surface of the ocean and holds his court there.

At that time all his disciples and followers assemble in his

court. They are asked to submit their progress report and

every disciple submits his report to Satan for his perusal. One

disciple submits that he saw a man going to the mosque but

he involved him in some work that detained him from the

prayer. Satan pleased to hear this but not too much. Another

disciple relates a similar story of stopping a Namazi from

some worship and Satan is pleased with this too. Such submis-

sions continue until a disciple told Satan that a pair of hus-

band and wife was leading a very happy life with love and

co-operation, but he through some schemes, sowed the seed

of distrust and conflict between them and they parted with

each other. When Satan hears this of creating hate and enmity

between couple who were living together in peace and con-

tentment he stands up from his throne with joy and embraces

the disciple and acknowledges him as his true representative,

because he had performed a feat which none else had done .(Sa-
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hih Muslim. Book of attributes of the hypocrites. Tradition no: 3813).

Now you can see how hateful and condemnable in the

sight of Allah and His Prophet # are the mutual quarrels,

hatred and separation between husband and wife by divorce,

etc.! And again how pleasing and blissful the same detest-

able acts are to Satan! That is why Allah Almighty and His

Prophet M have mentioned in details in the Qur'an and the

Traditions rights and obligations ofman and woman. Ifmen
obey these injunctions, they can reform and rectify their

worldly lives as well as their Hereafter.

Man is Incharge over woman
As such Imam Nuwa-wi a* & u^ has framed another

chapter under the title "The rights of husband over wife."

The Imam has cited under this chapter Quranic verses and

Traditions and has opened the chapter with the verse:

JVten are incharge of women, because Allah has

made one ofthem to excel the other. (434)

In other words men are watchmen and look after

women. Some have also translated this verse to mean that

men are rulers over women. The dictionary meaning of the

word "Qaw-waam" is a person who is responsible to do or

manage some work. Thus, men are incharge over women:
they manage their affairs and are their rulers. Here a guid-

ing principle has been provided. Without such a principle

man may go on doing wrong in all their affairs misled by a

mis-conception. Thus, while describing men's rights the

Shari 'ah has advised women at the very outset about the

basic principle that men are protectors and administrators

of women's affairs in their lives.
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The Propaganda of the contemporary world

In today's world great emphasis is being laid and agi-

tations are launched in support of equality of women with

men and their emancipation from man's upper hand. In

such an atmosphere people feel ashamed to admit that the

Shah ah has made men incharge of women because today

full-fledged propaganda is going on that men have im-

posed their superiority over women. They have been impri-

soned under men's hand as helpless subjects and have

been declared inferior to men.

While on a Journey choose one of you as a Leader

Man and woman are indeed the two wheels ofthe ve-

hicle of life. They have both to make the journey of life to-

gether. In this journey of life it is very essential that for the

sake of management and guidance one of the two should

be made leader to manage the whole journey. The Holy

Prophet # is reported to have said in a Tradition:

Whenever two men are on a journey together let

one of them make the other his leader, irrespec-

tive of that the journey is long or short. It is not

right for them to undertake a journey without a

leader, so that all the policies and the manage-

ment of the journey in progress may be subject to

the decisions of the leader. Without a responsible

leader there may be disorder and confusion.

(Abu Dawood. Book of Jihad chapter about appointing a leader. Tra-

dition no: 2608)

When so much emphasis has been laid on appoint-

ing a leader on a short journey, why should this emphasis

of appointing a leader not apply to this long journey of life

which has to be undertaken together, to avoid mismanage-

ment and to ensure a safe and smooth journey ? Thus, it is
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imperative to appoint a leader to establish this order.

Who should be the Leader of the journey of life ?

Only two alternatives are open: either the man should

be appointed as leader in the journey of life, or the woman
should be appointed as leader in the journey of life and the

man made her sub-ordinate; there is no third alternative.

Now man and woman have been created with distinct physi-

cal features. Man is stronger and distinctly more capable of

facing the hardship of life than a woman who has been creat-

ed with tender features. It is. therefore, man alone and not

woman, who can discharge rightly and efficiently the duties

of this leadership. Instead of relying on one's own wisdom

one should better ask Almighty Allah, the Creator as to

which of the two should be appointed the leader of the jour-

ney. No human judgment, however, wisely made on this is-

sue, can be accepted, except Almighty Allah's infallible judg-

ment. Allah has commanded that man is.. "Incharge, the

ruler and manager". If man accepts this divine judgment it

will ensure prosperity and success. On the other hand, if

man rejects and disobeys this judgment and rebels against it,

he is going to ruin his life. In fact, the divine punishment is

in progress. Look at the fate of the transgressors!

The conception of a Leader in Islam

Try to grasp the meaning of the word which Almighty

Allah has used in His command. He has not used the word

Amir (leader), Hakim (Ruler) oxBadshah (King). He has used,

instead the word Qaw-waam (Incharge) which means a per-

son who is responsible for some work and to be responsible

means that he will decide upon the overall policy of life. To be

a Qaw-waam never means that the husband is the master and

the wife is his slave girl or maid servant. The relation between
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husband and wife is that of a leader and follower, ruler and

subject. However, it is not the concept of Amir in Islam that

sitting on a throne he should be governing his subjects. On the

contrary the concept ofAmir in Islam is that which the Holy

Prophet^ has stated:

The leader of the people is their servant, (kanzui

Umwal Tradition no: 175 I 7)

What an Amir (leader) shoud be like ?

My hon'ble father Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Shall'

Sahib up^u,j used to relate an incident which is repro-

duced below in his own words:

Once we were going from Deoband (India) on a jour-

ney to some other place. My teacher Hazrat Maulana 'izaz

Ali Sahib upaUh^j who was known in Deoband as "Shaikhul

Adab" was also accompanying us in the journey. When we

reached the Railway Station there was yet some time for the

arrival of the train. Maulana 'izaz Ali Sahib u*^*^; said: It

is in a Tradition that when you go on a journey, appoint

someone your leader, so we too should appoint someone our

leader. He being our teacher and we his pupils, I said: We al-

ready have an Amir with us. Hazrat Maulana asked : Who is

he? I replied: You being our teacher and we your pupils, you

are the Amir. Maulana said: All right but you will have to

obey every order of the Amir, because an Amir means that

he should be obeyed. I said: When we have appointed you

our Amir. We shall, God willing, obey you in all matters.

The Maulana was satisfied. When the train arrived, the Mau-

lana took up some luggage of the companions on his head

and some in his hands and moved towards the train. At this,

we exclaimed: What are you doing Sir? Let us carry the lug-
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gage. The Maulana replied: No when you have appointed

me an Amir, you will have to obey me. Let me carry this lug-

gage. Thus he loaded the entire luggage into the compart-

ment. Apart from this, during the entire journey; when there

was some hard job, Maulana himself did it and when we ob-

jected, he would at once say: Look here ! You have ap-

pointed me an Amir and you will have to obey your Amir's

orders. So, obey my orders. It turned out to be very hard on

us to appoint him an Amir. This indeed is the concept of

Amir in Islam.

An Amir (leader) is he who serves others

Today when we conceive in our minds an Amir, we
conceive him as a King and a Lord who does not tolerate

even to talk to his subjects and subordinates. On the other

hand, the concept of an Amir, according to the Qur an and

the Traditions is that of a person who is a servant and is

ready to serve others. The concept ofAmir is not that he has

been appointed a King to issue his commands to others to

obey him as his servants and slaves. If an Amir issues some
command his command will be valid and binding, yet its ob-

jective will be their service and to ensure their comfort and

welfare only and not a show and exercise ofauthority.

Husband and wife are friends

Hakimul Ummat Hazrat Ashraf Ali Thanawi upJuh^j

has said: Men are particular in preserving in their minds the

Qur anic verse, vl^i> oy j jbr/r meaning that men are in-

charge and rulers over women. On the basis of this divine

command they are domineering upon women and harbour-

ing in their minds the notion that a woman should in all

circumstances be obedient and the relation between the two
sexes should be that of master and servant; this is indeed
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horrible! Almighty Allah has revealed in the Quran another

verse also which these men do not remember. The verse

runs thus:

And it is of His signs that He created for you

wives from your own species (i.e. women) so

that you may get comfort from them, and He

created between you (husband and wife) love

and mercy. 002 n

Hazrat Thanawi u* «insu^ has said that man is indeed

incharge over woman but at the same time the two are on

friendly terms with each other. From the administrative

point of view man is incharge or a ruler but internally hus-

band and wife are friends. They are not as master and

maid servants with each other. They are just like two

friends going on a journey and one makes the other a lead-

er of the journey. The husband is, therefore, an Amir

(Leader), because he is responsible to take decisions on af-

fairs arising during the journey of the entire lifetime. This

does not permit him to treat his wife as a maidservant and

slave girl. This friendship between husband and wife en-

tails some discipline and demands. Within these discipline

and demands there are also some tender emotions of co-

quetry closeness which do not negate their status as being

a controller and the controlled.

Such awe is not needed

Hazrat Thanawi unSuiu^, has said that there are some

persons in our society who are under the impression that

they are ruler over their wives, they should be so awe-in-

spiring that their wives should shudder with fear when
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their names are mentioned and should not be able to have

conversation with freedom. A class fellow of Maulana
once said to him with great pride that when he returned

home after many months, his wife and children did not

have courage enough to approach him and talk to him.

Maulana Sahib asked him: Do you turn into a ravenous an-

imal like a lion or a tiger that your wife or children fear to

go near you when you enter your home? He replied: No,

this is not the matter, but this is because I am incharge and

they should be overawed in my presence. It should be well

understood that being incharge never means that wife and

children should feel afraid to go near the head of the fami-

ly and talk to him. There should also be a relation of

friendship between them. Read in the following pages

what kind of relationship it should be:

The Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ^
Once the Holy Prophet # said to Hazrat 'Ayeshah^

i** at: I become aware of both the occasions when you are

pleased and when you are displeased with me. Hazrat 'Aye-

shah ^ a ^; asked: Prophet £& of Allah, how do you
come to know this? The Holy Prophet # replied: When you
are pleased with me you swear by the name of the Lord of

Muhammad" and when you are displeased with me you
swear by the name of the "Lord of Ibrahim", without pro-

nouncing my name at that time. In reply to this Hazrat ' Aye-

shah if*jn^j said:

O Prophet # ofAllah I omit only your name, I

do not omit any other feeling. ( sah«h Bukhan book of

Etiquettes, chapter "It is not lawful to leave the sinner" Tradition no: 6-78)

Now think a while who is being displeased and with
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whom? Hazrat 'Ayeshah »«* j*^ j is displeased with the Holy

Prophet #. This shows that Hazrat 'Ayeshah »«* &^ } some-

times used to say something by way of complacency which

gave the impression that she had some ill-will and displeasure

in her heart - a mater which the Holy Prophet £$& did not take

to be against his authoritative 'Inchargeship'. On the otherhand

he Sfe told her in a very pleasant mood that he could know the

occasions ofAyeshah's' i***^ j displeasure.

A wife's self esteem

When the charge of a heinous slander was levied

against the Mother of the believers, Hazrat 'Ayeshah &\^*j

\#* may Allah forgive us, it shocked her as a bolt from the

blue; so distressing it was! The Holy Prophet # himself

was shocked with deep grief that such an undesirable ru-

mour had spread among the people. The Holy Prophet #
said to Hazrat 'Ayeshah i**^>

O 'Ayeshah, look here! You need not be so sad. Ifyou

are innocent, Allah will surely disclose your innocence. On

the other hand, if you have committed - God forbid - Some

fault or sin, then turn to Allah in repentance. He shall par-

don you.

Hazrat 'Ayeshah i**^ j felt it too shocking for her

that the Holy Prophet# should have spoken these words: If

you are innocent Allah will surely disclose your innocence.

On the other hand, if you have committed some fault or sin,

then turn to Allah in repentance. This shows that there was

some slight suspicion in his 4& heart about the possibility of

this sin. On account of a very great shock which she had

from this speech she lay down and in this very state the

verses exonerating her were revealed. Hazrat Abu Bakr ^j
** k was also present on that occasion. The Holy Prophet #
was also overjoyed to listen to those verses. Hazrat Abu
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Bakr ** 41 ^j also was very happy and he said that God will-

ing, the entire calumny would come to an end. He said to

Hazrat ' Ayeshah \#* & ^ j: Receive the glad tidings that Al-

mighty Allah has revealed verses to exonerate you. Get up,

stand up before the Holy Prophet £& and salute him. Hazrat

Ayeshah \**^^ > was lying on her bed. listened to the verse

of exonerating and said, while still lying: It is Allah's mercy

that He has revealed my innocence. L therefore, want to

thank none, but Allah, because you (both) had allowed a sus-

picion to enter your hearts about a possibility of my having

Committed a Sin. (Sahih Bukhari. the Book of Tafasir of Surah An-Noor. chapter

Lau laa. ... Tradition no: 750).

Apparently Hazrat 'Ayeshah ^m^ , avoided standing

before the Holy Prophet fifc, but the Holy Prophet # did not

take it ill because this was matter of feminine self-esteem

which emanated from Hazrat 'Ayeshah i**^^.

It should be noted that this practice of self-esteem is a

natural demand of love and friendship. Thus, the relation

between husband and wife is not only that of authority and

subordination but also of friendship and love. Friendship

rightly demands that the play of such feminine coquetry

should be tolerated with masculine patience and generosity.

It is, however, quite a different matter that in very extreme

cases of misconduct the Holy Prophet ^ expressed his ang-

er. He ^ has, however, always tolerated such behaviours.

It is an act of Sunnah to please the wife

This is how the Holy Prophet # allowed the demand
of friendship. The Holy Prophet # enjoyed a very elevated

rank and status with Almighty Allah with his close contact,

and the unique privilege of conversation with Him. Yet he

# at all times tried to please his sacred wives, sought to

keep them heartily happy and satisfied, and behaved with
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them most amicably. An example of this amicability on his

part was that one night he related to Hazrat 'Ayeshah^^^
the story of eleven women of Yaman. He told her how these

women decided among them that they would disclose to one

another the true conducts and characters of their husbands.

They depicted the true conditions of their husbands in the

most eloquent, chaste and lucid language. He £fe related this

story for the sake of Hazrat ' Ayeshah' s i** jh^j pleasure. <s»

mail Tinnidhi. chapter on the prophet's night-talk).

Bantering with wife is a Sunnah of the

Holy Prophet #
One day the Holy Prophet i& was staying at the

house of Hazrat Sawdah i** j»i^ as it was her turn Hazrat

'Ayeshah i^^^j prepared a sweet dish for the Holy Proph-

et # and brought it to Hazrat Sawdah's house and placed

the dish before the Prophet #. She asked Hazrat Sawdah

i**^^ sitting in front, to take some from the dish. Hazrat

Sawdah was annoyed at it. Because it was her turn. Hazrat

Sawdah if**^ refused to take the sweet. Thereupon Haz-

rat 'Ayeshah i**^^ insisted upon Hazrat Sawdah i***^;

to eat the sweet or otherwise she threatened that she would

smear Sawdah's face with it. Hazrat Sawdah i**^^ again

refused to eat it. Then Hazrat ' Ayeshah i** *»^ took a

small amount of the sweet and rubbed it on Hazrat Saw-

dah's \#* ii ^j face. Hazrat Sawdah i** &\ ^j complained to

the Holy Prophet # against this behaviour of Hazrat 'Aye-

shah \f*A^j. The Holy Prophet # said:

The reward of an ill is an ill the like thereof. (42.40)

In other words if anyone misbehaves with you, you

may also misbehave with him in retaliation. The Holy
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Prophet ££, therefore, asked Hazrat Sawdah i***^*; to take

her revenge from Hazrat 'Ayeshah ^^>^j by rubbing the

sweet on her face. Hazrat Sawdah ^ ^ ^ ; did this. Now
both the wives u**a» j*. had the sweet on their faces. All

this happened before the Holy Prophet 4&.

In the meantime there was a knock at the door. On
inquiry it came to knowledge that Hazrat Umar Farooq ^j
**ii was there (probably the Hijab (veil) had not been en-

forced by that time). On hearing this the Holy Prophet #
asked the two wives to wash their faces, because Hazrat

Umar ** *\ ^j had arrived there. They, therefore, washed

their races. (Majniau/-/a\\aid-llaishmi. vol. iv p.

3

16)

The Prophet # who was constantly in communion

with Allah, was continuously in conversation with Him
and revelation was descending down; it was indeed a per-

sonality that enjoyed the privilege of presence before

Allah which none else enjoyed on the surface of the earth.

Despite all this, the Holy Prophet £& cared so much for the

happiness and pleasure of his sacred wives ** jh^j.

The Station of the "Presence" before Allah

We all utter the word "Presence", but do not know
what is its real impart. If anyone ever had the taste of this

'Presence
1

, then only he could realize what it is. Hazrat Dr.

Abdul Hai up^^ a spiritual leader in Pakistan used to

say that sometimes the idea of "Presence" (before Allah)

so thoroughly overtakes some servants of Allah that they

cannot lie down or sleep with their legs stretched. That is

because they are constantly absorbed in a feeling that they

are in the presence of their Creator, Allah, and indeed how
can one lie down with his legs stretched before an elder

and far superior to him? He can never do so. Thus how
can a person who enjoys such an exalted and rare status of
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"Presence" afford to joke with his wife. It is only a Mes-
senger of Allah who can enjoy this unique privilege.

Nevertheless, as Almighty Allah has conferred on man the

status of an "incharge" or a ruler over women, his deci-

sions will have to be obeyed. It is, however, open to

women to offer their opinions; and Allah has indeed en-

joined upon men to please their wives as far as possible. If

a house-lady does not keep this in view and wants to im-

pose her decision on her husband in all affairs and become
a ruler in place of her husband, then this is against nature,

the Shari ah wisdom and justice. The result of such an atti-

tude on the part of housewives can lead to a total ruin of

the household.

The Responsibilities ofwomen
Allma Nuwa-wi u^u^ has further stated, quoting a

verse ofThe Holy Qur'an:

So virtuous women are obedient, guarding in

secret what Allah has guarded. (4:34)

In the explanation of this verse the Allamah has said

that it is the duty of virtuous women to be obedient

{Qaa-ni-tah) to Allah, obedient to their husbands in the matter

of the rights which are due by them to their husbands and to

guard the houses of their husbands in their absence. Almighty

Allah has mentioned it among the essential attributes ofwom-
en. He has entrusted to them the duty of guarding the houses

of their husbands when the latter are away from their houses.

Guarding the houses means firstly to guard their own honour

and chastity and guard the money and properties of their hus-

bands, because, the duties of guarding these value rests on

wives. This is confirmed in a Tradition:
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(Sahih Bukhari. the Book of Friday chapter. Tradition no: 893)

A wife is the protector of the house of her hus-

band, i.e. it is her responsibility to protect the

money and property ofher husband.

Under most circumstances it is not binding on a wife

to prepare food, but she has been made responsible to pro-

tect the money and property of her husband in such a way

that they may not be squandered. The Holy Qur'an has ap-

pointed this act ofguarding as her essential responsibility:

The life cannot be based on the Laws only

It has been explained that preparation of food does

not fall within the responsibilities of a wife. But this is a

matter of legal technicality. It is, however, not possible to

lead meaningful life under the duress of dry laws. Just as

wife is not responsible legally to prepare food, in the same

way a husband is not responsible legally to provide medi-

cal treatment to his wife if she falls ill. It is also not the

legal responsibility of the husband to take his wife to the

house ofher parents to see them, nor is it necessary to wel-

come to his house the parents of the wife when they visit

their daughter. The jurists have gone to the extent of rul-

ing that the wife's parents can see their daughter only once

in a week, see her from a distance only and then go back.

The husband is not responsible to welcome them into the

house and offer them seats to sit and see their daughter. If

life is confined within the thorns of the law, the household

of both will be doomed. The wheels of life will run

smoothly only when both pass their lives according to the

Traditions of the Holy Prophet & and follow in the foot-

steps ofthe sacred wives ofthe Prophet #.
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Wife should take care of her husband's possessions

Hazrat Maulana Thanawi has stated in his sermons

that it is among the duties of a wife to take care of the

money ofher husband that it may not be wasted and squan-

dered lavishly. If a wife is careless in this matter then she

frustrates the requirements ofher legal obligations.

The Angels curse such a wife

pL*j <uiP 4)1
<J~& 4)1 JJ-1

J J^ J^ *** ^ iS*J *jij*^ J*

(Sahih Bukhari, Book of Nikah. chapter women remaining away....

Tradition no: 5193

Hazrat Abu Hurairah ** in^ has narrated that

the Holy Prophet # said: When a husband

calls his wife to his bed for intercourse but she

does not obey the call or behaves with her hus-

band in such a way that the husband is dis-

pleased, then the Angels curse such a woman
the whole night till dawn.

Cursing means that the woman will not receive Allah's

mercy that night. This is because in spite of so many rights

which the wife enjoys from the side of the husband, she fails

to safeguard the chastity of the husband so as to prevent him

from falling into some undesirable desires. The basic object of

marriage is to provide safeguard against lewdness. If the wife

fails to provide this safeguard the Angles must curse her.
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Another Tradition

g^-aj j* &%J\ IfwJ l$*jj J>\J lj*r\4* ot^Jl CJb \>\

(Preceding reference to Tradition no: 5194)

If a woman passes the night away from the bed

ofher husband, the Angels curse her until dawn.

Now just consider how a small matter has been men-

tioned in the Tradition that if the wife fails in satisfying her

husband's call for intercourse or to disappoint him in any

other way, then she is cursed the whole night. Similarly if a

wife leaves her husband's house without his permission,

then the Angels ofAllah curse her until her return. The Holy

Prophet 4§£ has explained all these matters one by one in all

details, because negligence in these matters may lead grave

consequences.

No optional fasting without

husband's permission

(Sahih Bukhari, Book of Nikah. Tradition no: 5195)

Hazrat Abu Hurairah ** k ^j has narrated that Holy

Prophet # said: It is not lawful for a wife to observe op-

tional fast in the presence of her husband except with his

permission. Great virtues have been mentioned in the Tra-

ditions for optional forms of worship, but a wife cannot

observe them without the permission of her husband, be-

cause this may be a source of inconvenience to him. How-

ever, it is not like a good husband to prevent his wife from

optional worship, unless it is unavoidable. He should be
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liberal in according permission as far as possible. Undue

strictness in this matter leads to tension and bitterness.

Husband and wife both should adopt a flexible attitude in

this matter. However, if the husband does not permit his

wife to observe optional fasts, she should not insist on it

and obey her husband because obedience to the husband

has preference to the optional fasting.

This shows that Allah and His Prophet ^ prefer hus-

band's obedience over all optional forms of worship. So the

virtuous reward which a wife will earn by obeying her hus-

band will be much more than that from the optional fasting.

The wife should not misunderstand that she has been de-

prived of the virtue of fasting. She should think that she

wanted to observe lasts only to earn reward ofthe Hereafter

and to please Allah. On the other hand Allah has said that

He shall not be pleased with a wife unless the husband of

that wife is pleased with her. Thus, a wife can earn the same

reward by eating and drinking which she could earn by ob-

serving the fasts, only if she pleases her husband.

Reward for doing Household work

Sometimes we are led to think that the husband and

wife relation is only a worldly affair and a source of satisfy-

ing a sensual appetite. This is not correct. It is purely relig-

ious matter. If a wife is able to understand that Almighty

Allah has imposed on her a duty and the aim of this hus-

band-wife relation is to please the husband and through his

pleasure to please Almighty Allah, then this entire affair be-

comes a source of virtuous reward. The housewives are

busy doing household work the whole day from morning till

evening. If they do all this with the intention of pleasing

their husbands then all this work is recorded in their ac-

counts as worship, whether the work consists of cooking
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food looking after the house, brining up the children, mind-

ing the comforts and needs of the husband or pleasing the

husband with an amicable and warming style of conversa-

tion. All these actions are rewarded in the Hereafter with di-

vine favours, only when these are done with pure and sin-

cere intention.

Virtuous Reward for satisfying the sexual desire

There is a definite and clear Tradition on this sub-

ject. The Holy Prophet # has said that Almighty Allah

grants recompense on the mutual contacts between hus-

band and wife. The Holy Companions ^ &\^ asked: O
Prophet £fc ofAllah, man does this only to satisfy his sexu-

al desire; how can it fetch him a reward? The Holy Proph-

et 4fc said: Will not man commit a sin ifhe satisfies this de-

sire with unlawful means? The Companions said. Yes,

Prophet # of Allah, it will indeed be a sin. The Holy
Prophet $ then said: The husband and wife satisfy their

sexual desires in a lawful way, by shunning the unlawful

ways, in compliance with Allah's injunctions so they shall

receive reward for this action as well. (Musnad it>n Hambai. vol. 5,

p. 169167)

Almighty Allah looks at both with Merciful Eye
There is a Tradition which Hazrat Maulana Thanawi

u* aIji^j has quoted in many places in his writings and ser-

mons, although I myself have not seen it. The Tradition

mentions that if a husband on entering his house casts a

glance of love on his wife and the wife also responds with

similar glance on her husband Allah also looks at them

with mercy. Therefore, the husband-wife relation is not

only a worldly affair. They are source of happiness or dis-

tress in the Hereafter.
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According to a Tradition in the Tirmidhi Hazrat 'Ay-

eshah t****^ has narrated: To compensate the fasts which

I missed in the month of Ramadan on account of natural

period I used to observe compensatory fasts generally dur-

ing the month of next Sha 'ban, i.e. after the lapse of

eleven months. I followed this practice because the Holy

Prophet # also observed fasts on most days in the month

of Sha 'ban. Fasting in the month of Sha ian was better be-

cause the Holy Prophet & also used to fast in most of the

days of Sha 'ban. Although these were not optional fasts

but obligatory fasts of Ramadan. Hazrat ' Ayeshah i***^

postponed these fasts for such a long time to avoid incon-

venience tO the Holy Prophet £&. (Sahih Muslim. BookofSiyam, Chap-

ter Qaza Ramadan in Sha'ban Tradition no: 1 1466).

A wife should not allow a stranger into the House

The next sentence of this Tradition is:

It means that it is also an obligatory duty of the wife

that she should allow none to enter her husband's house

without his permission, nor should she allow a person to

enter the house whom the husband does not like. It is

strictly forbidden for a wife to allow anyone to enter the

house at her own option. The same point has been empha-

sized in greater detail in another Tradition:

(Tirmidhi. The Book or suckling, chapter about the wife's rights over

her husband. Tradition no: 1 163

)

You should remember that you have some rights
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over your wives and your wives have some rights over

you, i.e., both have some rights over each other. It is neces-

sary for each side to fulfil and protect the rights ofthe oth-

ers. What are those rights? They are: O men your rights

over your wives are that they should not allow those per-

sons to use your bed whom you dislike, nor should they

allow those persons to enter your houses whose entry you
dislike. Here two rights have been mentioned:

(1) It is binding on the wife not to allow a person to

enter the house whose entry the husband dislikes. This ap-

plies even to such person as may be close relatives of the

wife. The parents are allowed to visit the house only to have

a look at their daughter. The husband cannot stop them from

this, but it is not lawful for them to stay in the house without

the permission of the husband, because the Holy Prophet #
has asked them in clear words not to allow the entry ofunde-

sirable persons whoever they may be.

(2) The Holy Prophet # has also advised that the

wives should not allow those persons to use the bed of their

husbands whom their husbands do not like. It includes sit-

ting, lying down, and sleeping on the bed ofthe husband.

The Islam of Hazrat Umme Habeebah i**^^

The mother of the believers, Hazrat Umme-Habeebah
(RAA) is one of the sacred wives of the Holy Prophet 4£.

The history of the Holy Companions ^^^ is fraught with

guidance. Hazrat Umme-e-Habeebah^^ is the daughter

of Hazrat Abu Sufyan ^ &^ who spent about twenty-one

years in opposing the Holy Prophet # and took parts in bat-

tles against him #. He was one of the leaders of Makkah
and embraced Islam on the occasion of the victory of Mak-
kah and thus became a Companion. It is a manifestation of

the omnipotence of Almighty Allah that Hazrat Umme-Ha-
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beebah i** *^ the daughter of such a great infidel leader,

and her husband both embraced Islam, while her father was

engaged in opposing and resisting the Muslims. The Islam

of his daughter and son-in-law greatly displeased Abu Suf-

yan and he was not able to tolerate their conversion to Islam.

He was, therefore, always taking all possible steps to tor-

ment them. At that time many Muslims, compelled by the

cruel treatment of the unbelievers, had migrated to Abyssi-

nia and Hazrat Umme-Habeebah and her husband were also

among the Muslim migrants. They both lived there. Strange

are the ways ofAlmighty Allah! After sometime Umme-Ha-

beebah dreamt that the face of her husband had altogether

changed and distorted. When she awoke she feared lest so-

mething untoward should happen to the faith and religion of

her husband. After the lapse of a few days the meaning of

that dream was revealed. Her husband used to visit a Chris-

tian on account of which he lost his Islamic faith and turned

a Christian. This mishap struck Hazrat Umme-Habeebah as

a bolt from the blue. For the sake of Islam she left her par-

ents, her homeland and all her dear ones and settled in this

foreign land, and the only sympathiser and helper, her hus-

band, turned a Christian. It was like a doomsday for her.

After sometime her husband died in this condition and she

remained all alone with none to look after her.

Her marriage with the Holy Prophet £&

The Holy Prophet & received the sad news in Madi-

nah that her husband had become Christian and died as

such and Hazrat Umme-Habeebah n**^ was left all

alone in a foreign land. In this state of her loneliness and

helplessness the Holy Prophet & sent a message to the

King of Abyssinia, Negus, to convey to Umme-Habeebah

i#* ii ^j the Prophet's proposal of marriage with her. The
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message was conveyed to her through Negus.

Hazrat Umme-Habeebah i#* k^ herself relates her

story:

"One day I was sitting in the house alone when some-

one knocked at the door. When I opened the door I found a

maid standing there. I asked her, "From where have you
come?" She replied: "Negus the King ofAbyssinia has sent

me to you (This is the same Negus who had believed in the

Holy Prophet ^ and embraced Islam) I again asked her,

"Why has he sent you to me?" She replied, "He has sent me
to you because Hazrat Muhammad, the Prophet # of Allah

has sent through King a proposal of his marriage with you."

Hazrat Umme-Habeebah ^ *\^ says that when the words

ofthe proposal entered her ears she was struck with surprise

as well as happiness to such an extent that she gave the maid
in return for the glad news whatever she had with her at that

time. Thereafter both were married, while Hazrat Habeebah
I***!^ was in Abyssinia and the Holy Prophet^ was in Ma-
dinah. After sometime the Holy Prophet # made necessary

arrangements to bring her back to Madinah. (Ai-isabahfeeTamce-

zis. Sahabah. vol. 4. p. 298 Ramlali).

The Reasons for the Prophet's Multi-Marriages

.
It is a fact that the Holy Prophet # married many

wives to which ignorant and evil-disposed people raise ob-

jections. It is, however, also a confirmed fact that at the

back of every marriage lies some marvelous wisdom.
Look at the wisdom at the back of this marriage. In what a

pitiable condition Hazrat Umme-Habeebah i** ai^j was liv-

ing in Abyssinia, no one to help or look after her. If the

Holy Prophet # had not sympathised with her what
would have happened to her? After marrying her in this de-

plorable condition, he $k called her back to Madinah.
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Non-Muslims extol this

It is also a marvelous event and miracle of the Holy

Prophet & that after the Prophet's marriage with Hazrat

Umme-Habeebah i** * ^, when the news reached Hazrat

Abu Sufyan in Makkah. and he was then an arch-enemy of

Islam and of the Holy Prophet $ and an infidel, the fol-

lowing words spontaneously escaped from his mouth:

This is a happy news, because Muhammad &z is not

among those men whose proposal can be turned down. It

is indeed a matter ofgood luck that she has gone there.

Breach of Agreement

At Hudaibiyah a treaty of truce was signed between

the Holy Prophet & and Abu Sufyan the full details of

which are available in history books. Abu Sufyan and other

infidels abided by the conditions of this treaty for one year

only. Thereafter, they began to violate those conditions. In

consequence the Holy Prophet $ declared that he was no

longer bound to abide by the treaty and as such he 4& could

attack the Holy Makkah as and when he wished. When his

enemies did not honour their covenant he # too was not

bound to honour it. After this declaration Hazrat Abu Suf-

yan feared that the Holy Prophet $ could attack the Holy

Makkah at any time.

You are not fit for this Bed

Once Hazrat Sufyan was returning from Syria, the

Muslims arrested him and his caravan. Hazrat Abu Suf-

yan, however, managed some how to enter the Holy city

ofMadinah secretly. He did this with the idea that his own

daughter was in the house of the Holy Prophet & and

would talk to him $ and might thus secure his release:

He, therefore, secretly entered the house of Hazrat
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Umme-Habeebah ^^, his daughter welcomed him.

When he entered the house the bedding of the Holy Proph-

et fife was lying spread and Hazrat Abu Sufyan wanted to

sit on it. Seeing this Hazrat Umme-Habeebah ^<^ ;

quickly went ahead, rolled up the bedding and kept it

aside. (Hazrat) Abu Sufyan was very much astonished at

this action of his own daughter and said:

Ramlah! Is this bedding not worthy of me or

am 1 not worthy of this bedding?

Hazrat Umme-Habeebah i^^
; replied:

My dear father! The truth is that you are not

worthy of this bedding. It is the bedding of Mu-
hammad the Prophet of Allah © and I cannot

allow in my life a Mushhk (Idolater) to sit on
this bed.

(Hazrat) Abu Sufyan^^ said in reply:

Ramlah! I little knew that you would become
so changed that you would not allow even
your own father to sit on this bed.

This action of Hazrat Umme-Habeebah i**^, that

she did not allow even her own father to sit on the bed of
the Holy Prophet # was in accordance with this Tradi-

tion: "o>*>^^>>yryour wives should not allow such per-

sons to use your bedding as you do not like. (Ai-isbahTamee-

/.Ls-Sahabah vol. IV. p. 298 Ramlah).

The wife should approach her

husband willingly

The Holy Prophet# said: a husband calls his wife for

his desire she must come to him even if she is in a kitchen.

fL*3 *J* A\ ^U Jbi J^ oi ** A\ ^j J* j jib jtj

u
jj^\ ^Ap cjiT jij tfLda 4^rbJ 4^3 J^J\ u^ tit »ja
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(Tinnidhi. Book of suckling - Haqqul Zauj 'alal-mirati Tradition no: 1 160)

Hazrat Talaq bin Ali «***», has narrated that the

Holy Prophet & said: When the husband calls his wife for

his need, it is binding on the wife to go to him at once,

even if she is busy at the oven (baking bread). That is she

should not refuse to respond to the husband's call even in

such critical moments.

Marriage is the Lawful way of

satisfying sexual desire

Almighty Allah has created in every man and woman

a natural desire of sexual satisfaction and He has prescribed

for the satisfaction of this natural desire a lawful way and

that way is the institution of marriage. Amicable relations

between husband and wife are most important in the fulfil-

ment of this natural demand. That is why through His many

commands and injunctions Allah has opened all the lawful

ways for the satisfaction of this natural instinct and desire,

so that no man and no woman may ever think of taking re-

sort to unlawful ways to satisfy this desire. Husband and

wife must cooperate with each other in the satisfaction of

this desire, so that none may be induced to look to someone

else for this purpose in violation ofAllah's commands.

Marriage is an easy matter

That is why Allah has made it very easy to establish a

matrimonial relation. It requires only the presence of two

(man and woman) and two witnesses is necessary. The man

and the woman agree before the two witnesses to accept

each other as wife and husband and that is all. The marriage

stands finalised. It is not necessary even to recite the matri-
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monial recitation - it is only a Sunnah. It is also not neces-

sary that this simple rite should be performed by a Qazi (a

professional official to solemnise marriage) or any other per-

son. It is also a Sunnah ifa third person, say a Qazi, does the

job.

If before two witnesses one of the couple says: "I

married you" and the other says, "I accepted the offer of
marriage", the marriage stands solemnised. Neither it is ne-
cessary to go to mosque nor is it necessary to have a per-

son as an intermediary. The lawful way of marriage in

Islam has been made so simple!

A Blessed Marriage

It has also been ordained that the marriage ceremony
and formalities must be very simple and easy. No obser-
vance of customs, no special conditions and no elaborate
and pompous celebrations are necessary. According to a
Tradition once a son or daughter comes of age the parents
should arrange their marriage so that they may not feel the
need of taking an unlawful course and the lawful course
may become easy for them to follow. The Holy Prophet 4&
has said in a Tradition:

The best marriage is one which is very simple

and easy.

The more a marriage ceremony is extended with vari-

ous rites and pomp and show the lesser shall be the bless-

ings in it.

The marriage of Hazrat

Abdur Rahman bin 'Auf **&^
Hazrat

'Abdur Rahman bin 'Auf *» *^ is a compan-
ion of high dignity and one of the ten Promised of Paradise,
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viz., those companions whom the Holy Prophet & had

given in their lifetime the glad tidings of Paradise. Once

when he came to the meeting of the Holy Prophet *lfc, the

prophet saw on his shirt a yellow stain. When the Holy

Prophet # inquired from him about the coloured spot, he

said:

O messenger of Allah £&, I have married a woman and

at the time of the marriage I had applied scent, and this is

the stain ofthe scent. Then the Holy Prophet# said:

c^uir ^ <

tW s*f •*& c*~> ?Lij jJj pJji viLiPj dll 41 ^.

( Y . i A^ w-i^ "> Jj-^ W-aJ'

(Sahih Bukhari, Book of purchases. Tradition no: 2048)

"May Allah grant you blessings in it. Arrange a mat-

rimonial feast (Walimah), even it is with one goal only."

The point to be noted in this Tradition is that Hazrat

'Abdur Rahman bin 'Auf4**^ is one of the ten Promised

of Paradise and a most closely associated companion of

the Holy Prophet ^ yet not only he did not invite the

Holy Prophet #, to the marriage ceremony, but he did not

also even inform him $ of the marriage. He informed the

Holy Prophet $ at the time of answering his & question

about the coloured spot on his shirt. The Holy Prophet &
did not complain to him that he # was not invited to the

marriage. This is because the Islamic Shari ah has pre-

scribed no conditions and restrictions for marriages.

We have made marriage a problem

Once Hazrat Jabir ^i^ called on the Holy Prophet

& and told him: O Prophet & of Allah! I have married a

Woman. (Sahih Bukhari, Tradition no: 5079)

Hazrat Jabir & jh^j-j a was closely associated compan-

ion and he was frequently in his # company, yet he did
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not invite the Prophet $ to the marriage ceremony, be-

cause in the Prophet's time it was a general custom that no
special formalities were observed on the occasion ofmarri-
age, as is done in these days. Preparations are made from
months ahead and the entire family is engaged in various

activities. Without these a marriage is considered to be im-

possible. With our meaningless, rather undesirable cus-

toms and useless formalities we have made marriage a dif-

ficult and expensive venture. The Shariah with its

injunctions has made it simple and inexpensive. With the

result that girls are sitting in their parents houses without

marriage growing over age, because their guardians are

not in a position to afford dowry, magnificent celebrations

in stately marriage halls. In collecting money for this pur-

pose the difference between lawful and unlawful is totally

ignored. We have given up the Sunnah of marriage and
have, instead, adopted the ways of the Hindus and the

Christians. Large amounts ofmoney are needed to arrange

a marriage and they can hardly be procured through lawful

means. Film shows are going on in the houses day and
night on the TV which mostly excite evil passions and de-
form the morals of the youth. If you go out in the markets
your eyes will hardly meet any scene of temperate nature.

As a result of this curses of obscenity, nakedness, shame-
lessness are gaining currency in society. These un-Islamic

customs and formalities have driven our society to the

brink of ruin.

The Dowry is a curse on our Society

With regard to this evil the responsibility mainly de-

volves on those families that are well-fed well-to-do, rich

and wealthy. The society cannot get rid of this curse unless

the wealthy, the well-to-do and the rich people resolved to
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take practical steps to perform marriages in their families

with simplicity and do away with the useless and wrong cus-

toms. A poor man is compelled by the prevailing trends that

he has to go through all these vicious and expensive formal-

ities to maintain his apparent social position. If dowry is not

provided the in-laws will taunt the girl her lifetime for lack-

ness. Today dowry is considered as an essential part ofmar-

riage. The burden providing the couple with the household

necessities which should fall on the shoulders of the

bride-groom has now been thrown on the weak shoulder of

the bride's father. As if the grief and shock of parting with

his dear daughter for good was not enough to break the

nerves ofthe girls' father that he is made to bear the liability

of lack of rupees to provide furniture, etc. To furnish anoth-

er's house. There is no justification for such things in the

Shari'ah. It is all right if some father wants to give his

daughter' anything: he can do so quietly and with simplicity

without making a demonstration ofthe gifts.

In the end it may be repeated that if the rich classes

of the society do not launch a campaign to eradicate these

evils first from their own circles and show the path of sim-

plicity to the less privileged classes, this curse cannot be

eradicated from our society. May Allah infuse the truth in

our hearts by His mercy. Aameen.

The husband's dignity

Jfl jA-j a> k J+^ #> ** JU? ill^ 5j.j» jl t*

j

"l^jjJ Ja^3 0\ l\jj\ CJjA il J*-*i issu-i jl lJb-1 J*\±S j)"

(Tirmidhi, Book of Suckling Chapter right of husband over wife, Tra-

dition no: 1159)

Hazrat Abu Hurairah 4**^ has reported the
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Holy Prophet 4& as saying: If it had been lawful

for me to command a person to prostrate before a

person I would have commanded a woman to

prostrate before her husband. As it is unlawful for

any person to bow down before any other person,

I cannot give this command before anyone but

Allah.

This is an attachment between two hearts

In the journey of life where men and women are jour-

neying together Allah has appointed the man an Incharge

and a guardian. Except for this rank, all other ranks are short

lived and temporary. Today a man is incharge, ruler or king

but this rule and kingship is for a limited and appointed

time. Yesterday he was an incharge and ruler, today he is in

a jail; yesterday he was a king but today he is not. worth a

penny. These positions of rulership and kingship are only

transitory. What is in existence today will perish and vanish

tomorrow. As against this the attachment between husband

and wife is a lifelong attachment, a continuous companion-

ship, inseparable even for a single moment. The authority

which a man wields lingers till death or till the validity of

the marriage. This special authority or rank is, therefore,

quite different from the commonly known authorities. In

other authorities the attachment between the ruler and the

ruled, the King and the subjects is only a formal, convention-

al and legal attachment, but this is not the case with the at-

tachment existing between husband and wife. It is a welding

together of two hearts, a fusion of two hearts whose effects

encompass the entire lifetime. That is why the Holy Prophet

& said: If I were to order anyone to prostrate before any per-

son I would order a woman to bow down before her hus-

band, because he is the leader ofthe wife's life-jdurney.
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The most beloved personality

It is the Sunnah (practice) of the Holy Prophet #'

that he draws the attention of every person to his bounden
duties. When he # addressed the husband he stated all the

rights of the wife, one by one. Now when he is addressing

the women her attention is being drawn to her duties and
she is advised to note well that the most honourable and

beloved personality for her on the surface ofthe earth after

Almighty Allah and His Prophet $ is her own husband,

and that she cannot do full justice to the rights of and obe-

dience to her husband unless she fully understands the

truth. However, there is no denying the fact that the com-
mands of Almighty Allah and His Prophet # have prefer-

ence and priority over all other things. When the question

of obeying commands of Allah and His Prophet # arises

the commands to obey father, mother and husband are ig-

nored. The status of the husband comes next to that of

Allah and His Prophet & So, try to please him, pay the

dues of his rights and obey him.

Modern Civilisation has reversed Everything

Today all things have taken an apposite course. Haz-

rat Qari Muhammad Tayyib aj* & u^ of Deoband (India)

used to say that in modern civilisation everything has been

reversed, so much so that in olden times there used to be

darkness below the- lamp but now there is darkness over

the electric bulb.

Attending to the household affairs may not be an

obligatory duty for women in the Shari'ah but it is surely a

Sunnah (practice) of Hazrat Fatimah i** a^ who used to

do all the work of her house herself .and with her own
hands. Apart from this a woman has also been com-
manded to obey her husband. As such, if a woman does
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her household work cooks food for her husband and chil-

dren, she is entitled to great rewards from Almighty Allah.

But the concept of today's perverted civilisation is that a

women's abiding within her house and performing the

household duties is retrogression backwardness. What is

happening today? A woman works as an air hostess serves

food to four hundred passengers, stands before them with

a tray decorated with drinks and food. She becomes the tar-

get of thirsty and greedy gazes of four hundred men. Each

passenger on the aeroplane takes from her a different ser-

vice, sometimes calling her for nothing but only for lustful

enjoyment and armorous exchange of words. The meaning

of all this in the lexicon of modern civilisation is freedom

and emancipation of women. If the same woman provides

the same services to her husband, children, brothers and

sisters, it is termed as being out of fashion and regarded as

opposed to advancement and progress.

If the same woman is working in a hotel as a waitress

and serving customers day and night with food and drinks

she is an emblem of emancipation of women. It is her free-

dom ifshe becomes a secretary or a stenographer ofsome of-

ficer, but if the same woman does the same work within the

bounds of her house for her husband, children and parents,

this is considered to be out dated style of life:

j>7 t UP- lJ /> OF- ft f >?

<_/ ,v Jf v* * rr f* *

You have named wisdom insanity; And named

insanity wisdom,; Your wonder causing beauty

is at liberty to do whatever it likes.

The Responsibility of a woman
The Holy Prophet& is reported to have said that it is

not obligatory for a woman to serve any individual of the
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world. She is free from all burdens and all responsibilities,

except that she should stay peacefully in her own house,

obeying her husband, and bringing up her children with care

and love. This is her bounden duty and thereby she would

be building the nation and she would be its architect. This is

the place of honour which the Holy Prophet ^ has granted

to a woman. Now it is up to her to choose between the place

ofhonour or the place of disgrace.

Woman entering Paradise directly

aJLp -oil J^p Jit Jj-^j J IS Jtf \#s> jju; ill ^j a^JU
f\
jPj

(Tirmidhi, the Book of suckling, chapter on the rights of a husband

Tradition no: 1161)

Hazrat Umme Salmah ** ^^ has narrated that

the Holy Prophet % said: If a woman dies in a

state that her husband is pleased with her she

will enter Paradise directly.

He is your Guest only for a few days

*i j-Jljj^Jl ja A*rjj cJli ^t Lull ^ l^rjj ofy.1 ^ijjT Jii

^jujS) "bJi d^jUj oi dJLijj Jj>i iia^p ja UJli u&t jJULfls *uij5

(Tirmidhi Book of suckling chapter no: 19, Tradition no: 1 1 74)

Hazrat Ma az bin Jabal ^in^*, has narrated that

the Holy Prophet # said: When a wife trou-

bles her husband (because sometime a woman
is ill natured and teases her husband), then his
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wife whom Allah has ordained for him in para-

dise in the form of houries, address his world-

ly wife form Paradise as under:

Do not torture him, because he is a guest of yours for a

few days and is expected to leave you and come to us soon.

The Holy Prophet # has addressed the following

words of admonition to ill-natured women:

You are doing no harm to your husbands by trou-

bling them. You may harm them in this world as

you like, but in the Hereafter Almighty Allah

shall marry7 them with Houries of beautiful eyes

who love their worldly husbands so dearly that

they are pained to see even now that their worldly

husbands are in trouble by their worldly wives.

The Greatest Trial for men

Jli (*!->; Up ill J^> ^Jt jp «lp ill^ oj
j j, JUL-,1 j*j

Sahih Bukhari, Book of Nikah, chapter on maayat-taqi... Tradition no: 5096)

Hazrat Usamah bin Zaid 4*41^ has narrated that the

Holy Prophet# said: I have not left behind for men a trial

more harmful than the trial by women.

The trial by women is the hardest trial for men in

this world. It will require a voluminous book to record

how these women become a trial for men.

How is women a Trial ?

The Arabic word "Fitnah" means a trial. Allah has

created women a trial for men in this world. But how is

woman a trial? It is not possible to clarify this point

thoroughly in a short time. She is a trial as she was to Haz-
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rat Yousuf <*-j»«j* (Joseph) Allah has endowed man with

the tendency of being attracted by a woman. Allah has

given clear instructions about the unlawful and lawful

channels of satisfying one's desires. To leave man free to

choose between two ways is a trial, indeed. The second

trial by means of a woman how he behaves with his wife.

In other words, does he deal with her in the way which

Allah and His Prophet # have shown him or does he devi-

ate from that way and exploits her rights?

A woman becomes a trial when man is involved in her

love that he ignores the demands of the Shari ah. Is he satis-

fying her and meeting her demands without minding what is

lawful and what is unlawful? Is he not providing his wife re-

ligious teaching and training? This is also a trial because,

man is facing two contending problems. Love for the wife

demands that he should not interfere with her in her actions,

whereas it is the demand ofShari ah that she should be com-

pelled to keep within the limits of its laws. In short, there are

trials at every step and a man cannot steer clear of these

trials except with the help ofAlmighty Allah. A man should,

therefore, try his best to discharge the rights of his wife and

also pay attention to her training and education. While keep-

ing in view her loss and gain, he should at the same time

also shun all unlawful activities and temptations. As man

cannot succeed in all these trying situations without Allah's

help, the Holy Prophet& has taught us a supplication:

O Allah! I take refuge in you from the trials of

women.

This contains a hint that it is not possible to go

through this trial and remain safe from its harms without

Allah's specific help. It is, therefore, necessary to turn to

Almighty Allah and pray with submission and sincerity
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that He may protect us from falling into the pit of errors

and sins and temptations. Everyone should make this sup-

plication a part of his daily prayers.

Everyone is a Caretaker and Guardian

Jli ^j Up in J^ ^ji ^ u^p A\ ^j J* ^\ j*j

Sahih Bukhari. the book of Friday, chapter Friday prayer in vil-

lages Tradition no: 893)

This is a wonderful Tradition and is very comprehen-
sive in its import and the Tradition has been addressed to

everyone of us. Everyone will be questioned about the per-

sons and things which have been placed under his charge.

The Arabic word "Ra z" means a guardian or a caretaker. It

also means a herdsman, because he feeds the herds of goats
and sheep. It also means a ruler and those over whom he
rules are his "Rayiyah" subjects. The Holy Prophet # has,

therefore, said that everyone is a guardian or caretaker and
he will be asked on the Day ofJudgment how he discharged

his duties of caretaking and guarding, his subject.

The Ruler is the Guardian of his subjects

Every Ruler is the guardian of those placed under
his care. He will be asked on the Day of Judgment: How
did you look after them? The conception of a Ruler in

Islam is not wearing the crown of Rulership, and keeping
himself aloof from his subjects. The conception of a Ruler
in Islam is to serve and take care of the subject. That is

why Hazrat Umar Farooq 4* a^ has said: Even if a dog
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dies hungry on the bank of the river Euphrates I think that

on the Day of Judgment I shall be asked, "O Umar why a

dog died hungry during your rule."

Caliphate a huge burden of responsibilities

When Hazrat Umar Farooq the Great « *\^ was fatally

wounded, the people requested him to nominate someone to

succeed him as caliph after him. At that time they recom-

mended to him his son for the Caliphate. Hazrat Abdullah bin

Umar ** &^ was undoubtedly a dignified Companion. None
had any doubt about his learning, righteousness, and sincerity.

When the people proposed to him the name of his son, Hazrat

Umar Farooq the Great 4**1^ said: Do you want me to nomi-

nate after me as caliph a person who does not know how to di-

vorce his wife? The incident is as follows:

During the days of the Holy Prophet # Hazrat Abdul-

lah bin Umar^^i^j divorced his wife during her menstrua-

tion period and he did not know that to divorce a woman in

this condition was forbidden . The Holy Prophet # ordered

him to revoke the divorce, and in obedience to the Prophet's

order he did revoke the divorce. In rejecting the people's ad-

vice to nominate Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar ** ai^j as caliph

after him. Hazrat Umar Farooq **-in^j referred to this event

ofdivorce.

The people again insisted on their proposal on the

plea that Hazrat Abdullah's fault in the matter of divorce

was due to his ignorance of the injunction about divorce

and this did not disqualify him for the Caliphate. The
reply which Hazrat Umar Farooq 4**^ gave to the people

is worth remembering. He told them:

It is quite enough that the noose of Caliphate fell

around the neck of one of the sons of Khattab. Now I do

not want to put this noose of Caliphate on the neck of any
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other member ofmy clan. The reign and Caliphate are real-

ly a very heavy burden of responsibility. On the occasion

of accountability in the Hereafter it will be a great boon

for me if I am let off with no loss and no gain.

This is the conception of a Ruler and a Guardian in

Islam. He further added:

Man is the Guardian and protector

of his wife and children.

Man is Guardian and Protector ofhis household.

His wife, children and other members of which he is

head are all included in the meaning of household. The

head of the household will be questioned in the Hereafter

about every member. He will be asked: This household

was placed under your control How did you deal with your

wife and children? In what manner did you look after them

and how did you discharge their rights? Did you ever take

care if they were following the path of religion or not to

see if they were going in the direction of Hell? Did you

ever pay attention to such vital matters? Man will be ques-

tioned about all these things on the Day ofResurrection as

has been said in the Holy Qur'an:

O believers save yourselves and your family

from the Fire.... (66.6)

According to the injunction contained in this verse it

is not enough that the believers should save only them-

selves from the punishment of the Fire of Hell by doing

good deeds like praying, fasting, optional acts of devotion,

remembrance of Allah, etc. while paying no attention to

the activities of their children and other persons under
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their charge and thus failing in their duty to save the latter

also from the punishment of the Fire of Hell. Beware, that

on the Day of Judgment you will be questioned why you

did not discharge your duty. You will be punished for this

neglect on your part. That is why it was said that man is a

guardian over his household.

The woman is a Guardian over the

household and the children

And the woman is a guardian over the house

ofher husband and his children.

Thus, the care of two things have been entrusted to

the woman, the house of her husband and his children.

She is required to guard the house, manage it efficiently in

all its affairs, including the care and supervision of the

children in matters relating to the world as well as to the

faith. This is included in the duties of women. This Tradi-

tion has thus explained the duties ofman and woman.

Follow the Sunnah of Hazrat Fatimah i****^

Hazrat Fatimah i«* A» ^j is the leader of the women of

Paradise. After marriage she went to Hazrat Ali's house. Haz-

rat Ali and Hazrat Fatimah t***^; both decidedbetweenthem-

selves that Hazrat Ali o^ * ^j would attend to outdoor work

and Hazrat Fatimah i#* & ^j> would discharge her duties within

the house with great diligence and enthusiasm and she would

also serve her husband with love and faith. The work she had

to do required great labour and was hard for her. It was not an

easy job as it is in our times that you switch on the electric

stove and the food is ready. In those days the preparation of

food involved grinding the barley on a hand mill, collecting
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wood, and firing the oven for baking the bread. It was indeed

a tedious job to do which Hazrat Fatimah i«* &\^ did willingly

and without murmur. When, as a result of the battle of Khai-

bar, great spoils including slaves and maids fell into the hands

of the Holy ProphetM he & began to distribute them among
the Companions ,** &^ . Someone advised Hazrat Fatimah
i#* ^^j to approach the Holy ProphetM for a slave or a maid.

Hazrat Fatimah <«» &\^ therefore, called on Hazrat ' Ayeshah
i^i^j and requested her to tell the Holy Prophet # that

owing to grinding flour her palms were hard and knotty and
while carrying the water bag the straps had left its mark on her

breast. It would be a great relief to her if a slave or maid was
given to her. After making this request Hazrat Fatimah^^
returned home.

When the Holy Prophet # came home, Hazrat 'Aye-

shah i^ii^j conveyed to the Prophet % his daughter's pro-

blems and her request for a slave or maid. After all the

Holy Prophet & was a father and Hazrat Fatimah v^i.^
his dearest child. You may well imagine how he must
have felt stirred in his heart, but he remained calm and
sent for Hazrat Fatimah ^ &\^ and said to her: Fatimah
you have asked me for a maid or a slave. I would not like

to provide a maid or slave to Muhammad's daughter, un-

less every resident ofMadinah had one.

Tasbeeh Fatimah - a Unique formula

The Holy Prophet # said: I, however, prescribe for

you a remedy that will serve you better than a slave or a

maid and it is this: On the night when going to your bed
make it a regular practice to recite 33 times ^j\^
{Sub-haa-nallah), meaning Glorified is Allah, 33 times
-ij-u^ (Al-ham-du lil-laah\ meaning all praise be to Allah
and 34 times ^i A. (Al-laa-hu Akbar) meaning Allah is the
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Greatest of all.

Hazrat Fatimah i***^ was not an ordinary woman,

she was the daughter of the Holy Prophet #. She felt con-

tented with these divine words, and went back. That is

why this Zikr is called "Tasbih-e-Fatimah."

The Holy Prophet £& made her dear daughter a model

for women to be followed by other wives. Whatever the

legal position, the sunnah is that the wife should be a guar-

dian of her husband's house and as a guardian she should

work for her husband as she should work for her own self

Mother is responsible for bringing up the children

The woman is not only the guardian of the husband's

house but she is also the guardian of his children. The Holy

Prophet# has placed on the shoulders ofthe housewife the

responsibility of bringing up and serving and educating

them. If the children are not being brought up on the right

lines if they are not learning the Islamic etiquettes and ways

of living, the mother will be questioned first and her hus-

band will be questioned later. She will be asked: Why did

the children being in your lap remained devoid ofthe Islam-

ic conduct, character and etiquette ofIslam. The Holy Proph-

et #, therefore, repeated the same sentence:

Everyone of you is a caretaker and everyone will be

questioned about the person and things placed under his

charge. May Almighty Allah, by His mercy, help us in

understanding these obligatory duties and in discharging

them. Aameenl

And we close with the call that all praise to be

Allah, the lord ofthe worlds.
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JJXJj (^j^ 1 ^1 ^J~0 J*^J <*-Ja*Jl ^>* ^ J*^^ ^*^

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and

seek His help and His forgiveness We believe

in Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with

Allah from the evils of our selves and from the

vices of our acts. There is none to let him go

astray whom Allah guides and there is none to

guide him whom Allah lets go astray. I bear

witness that there is no god but Allah the Only

One. He has no partner. I also bear witness

that our master, our authority, our Prophet,

Muhammad is His servant and His Messenger.

May Almighty Allah bestow upon him and his

household and His companions His mercy and

bless them and send peace on them in great

abundance.

This place was once a Minaret of Light

It is after a very long time that I have received the

honour of attending and addressing an assembly at this

place (i.e. the house of Hazrat Dr. M. Abdul Hayi Sahib

'Arifi u* iiu^.. It seems to be a trying venture to open my
lips to say something at this place. Previously we all used

to assemble at this place as listeners and seekers of knowl-

edge, and Almighty Allah had made this place a minaret of

light for us. By the grace of Almighty Allah, we used to

get opportunities at this place to hear and understand the

realities and knowledge of the Faith from the late learned

saint ^ii^> Today, however, I have been invited to speak

here which seems to me a trying situation. It is a bounty

from late Dr. M. Abdul Hayi Sahib ^^^> Anything that
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occurs to the heart or escapes from the tongue is nothing

but an endless kindness from him. He repeatedly ex-

plained to people like us those precious points of Deen
without waiting for ajiy request from us and for which we
had hardly any right. He implanted this knowledge in our

hearts and poured them into our ears which will remain

preserved with us for the whole of our lives. That is why, I

am discharging this trying duty in compliance with an

order ofmy respectable brother. Mr. Hasan Abbas. Let me
tell you that in the past Hazrat Maulana M. Yusuf Ludhian-
wi Sahib, who is a competent authority, used to address

regularly. On every Friday the audience assembled at his

place. Maulana Ludhianwi being on his Hajj pilgrimage

this year, brother Hasan Abbas insisted on me to say so-

mething to day in this meeting and I am here to speak be-

fore you in compliance with this order. May Allah enable

me to speak before you with sincerity. May Allah help us

all to listen to and act upon with sincerity, the points of

Deen to be discussed here.

Due Order in worship

Allah Almighty has blessed these ten days with pecu-

liar rewards. These days are from the first to the tenth, of

the sacred month of Zilhijjah (the month of the Hajj). If

we look closely we shall find that this chain of virtues and
excellence starts from the blessed month of Ramazan.
Almighty Allah has maintained a wonderful order and ar-

rangement among the various forms of worship. Thus, first

of all He brings the month of Ramazan and from the next

day following the end ofRamazan the preliminary activities

of the worship connected with the Hajj are started. This is

because the Holy Prophet # has said that the Hajj is spread

over three months. Shawwal, Zil-qa dah and Zil-hijjah. Al-
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though the main rituals of the Hajj are observed in the

month of Zil-hijjah, yet it becomes lawful and desirable to

put on the Ihram for the Hajj with effect from the month of

Shawwal. Thus, it is lawful for an intending Hajj pilgrim to

go out in Ihram from the first day of Shawwal. It is not law-

ful to put on the Ihram before this date. In the past a lot of

time was needed to perform the Hajj. Sometimes the jour-

ney took three months. As such, intending pilgrims started

preparations for the Hajj pilgrimage as soon as the month of

Shawwal arrived. Thus, the worship of Hajj starts with the

expiry of the month of Ramazan and is completed in the

first ten days of Zilhijjah. The most important element of

the Hajj is the "Wuqoof-e-Arafah" (stay on the plain of Ara-

fah). This takes place an the 9th of Zilhijjah (and that is ex-

actly the date today).

Qurbani (sacrifice of animals) is thanksgiving

Almighty Allah has helped us complete these splendid

worships, the Holy month of Ramazan and the Hajj rituals.

Then He has also prescribed for the Muslims as a compulso-

ry duty to offer thanks to Allah by slaughtering animals in

His name which is called Qurbani. This thanksgiving is per-

formed on the 10th, 1 1th and 1 2th of the month (of Zil-hij-

jah). Almighty Allah appointed the Eidul-Fitr on the comple-

tion of the Fasting month of Ramazan and appointed the

Eidul-Azha on the completion of the splendid worship of

Hajj. He commanded the Muslims to celebrate the Ei-

dul-Fitr by paying the Sadaqah (alms) of Eid-ul-Fitr and the

Eidul-Azha by offering sacrifices (ofanimals).
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Allah Swears by Ten Nights

The month of Zil-hijjah has commenced and it is the

beginning ofthe ten days period. It is, therefore, quite appro-

priate to say something about these ten days of Zil-hijjah.

This period often days, commencing from the first and end-

ing on the tenth of Zil-hijjah, occupies a very prominent po-

sition among the twelve months of the year, so much so that

Almighty Allah has sworn by these ten nights in the opening

verses of the Surah Al-Fajr in pail - 30 of the Holy Quran:

{>, jg^j^iij
) (By the Dawn and the nights). It is not necessary

for Almighty Allah to swear to confirm and ensure anything,

but if Allah swears by anything, it is to emphacise the es-

teem and honour of that thing. A large group ofthe commen-

tators of the Holy Quran are of the opinion that the ten

nights by which Allah has sworn are these first ten nights of

the month of Zil-hijjah. This indicates the esteem and grace

of these nights.

The Supremacy of the Ten Days

The Holy Prophet # has himself mentioned in clear

words in a Hadith the importance and superiority of these

ten days. He &> has also mentioned that Almighty Allah

does appreciate acts of worship in these ten days more

than other days of the year whether that worship is in the

form of optional prayers, recital of the sacred names of

Allah Or SOme charitable deed.iSahih Bukhan. ihe Book orhdain. chap-

ter of deeds during the days of Tashreeq. Hadith no: 969).

He £fc has also said in a Hadith. If anyone observes

fasts during these days, he is granted reward for one fasting

equal to the reward for fast for a full one year. He # has

also said that worship in one of these nights is equal to the

worship performed during the ^ aj (the Night of value).

Such a high degree of excellence has Allah bestowed upon
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these ten days OfZil-hijjah!<Sunnan Tirmidhi. Book of Fasting, acts during

the ten days. - Hadith no: 758).

Two special acts of worship during these days

How excellent are these days that Almighty Allah

has chosen this period (of ten days) for acts of worship

which cannot be done in other days of the year! An exam-

ple, is the Hajj\ which cannot be performed in any period

of the year other than in these days. The other worship is

the sacrifice of the animals for which Allah has fixed three

days that is from 10th to 12th of this month. Contrary to it

all other worships obligatory or optional are allowed to be

performed throughout the year. If these two worships are

performed in any period other than those appointed by

Allah they will not be counted as worship and will go

waste. Anyone performing the acts of Hajj in other days

will not get any reward for them.

The other item of worship is the Qurbani for which

Almighty Allah has appointed the 10th, 1 1th and the 12th

of Zil-hijjah. The Qurbani cannot be offered during any

period other than the period of these three days. It is pos-

sible to slaughter an animal and distribute the meat among

the poor as an optional item of worship, but obligatory

Qurbani cannot be offered in any period other than that of

these three days. Thus Almighty Allah has specially fa-

voured this period. That is why the learned theologians

have written, in the light of this Hadith, that next to the sa-

cred month of Ramazan, the days of excellence are these

ten days of Zil-Hijjah during which the reward for wor-

ship is increased and Almighty Allah sends down His spe-

cial mercy and blessings. The law-maker # has, however,

prescribed some other special acts for these days which

should better be mentioned here.
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Cutting off Nails and Hair in these days

Immediately after the sighting ofthe Zil-hijjah moon a

strange command is brought to our notice. The Holy Proph-

et # has said that it is not right for him who has to offer

Qurbani to clip his nails and cut his hah after sighting the

Zil-hijjah moon. As this order has been narrated from the

Holy Prophet #, it has been declared as Mustahab (desir-

able). According to this order a man should not clip his

nails, nor cut his hair, unless he has offered the Qurbani. (ibn

majah. Chapter on clipping nails... Hadith no. 3187)

Try to attain some likeness to Pilgrims

Apparently it looks strange that after sighting the

moon of Zil-hjja, clipping the nails and cutting the hair have

been forbidden. The reason is not far to seek. Almighty

Allah has appointed during these days the splendid worship

of the Hajj and a very large number of the Muslims remain

engaged, by the grace of Allah, in this worship at this time.

It seems, as if, the House of Allah is charged with a magnet-

ic power which is attracting to itself from all sides the sons

of Tawheed (Muslims) and thousands of men are arriving

there every moment from all comers of the world and are as-

sembling round the House of Allah. Allah has granted these

pilgrims the honour of performing the Hajj. These Pilgrims

have been ordered that, when they are advancing towards

the House of Allah, they should be dressed in Ihram which

is the prescribed uniform of that sacred House. Again, the

Shariah has imposed many restrictions on the pilgrims

while in Ihram, e.g., they cannot put on stitched garment,

nor apply scent nor cover their faces, etc., that they should

not clip their nails nor cut their hair is also one of these re-

strictions. As for those who are not participating in the wor-

ship (Hajj) of the House of Allah, by visiting it, the Holy
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Prophet $ has, in order to enable such persons also to qual-

ify for Allah's mercy, ordered that they should try to achieve
some likeness to the pilgrims of the House of Allah by imi-

tating them in leaving their nails undipped and their hair un-
cut. This is a way to attain some similarity to those actually

performing the Hajj.

Mercy of Allah is waiting to Descend
Our Dr. Hazrat M. Abdul Hayi Sahib u^.i^, used to

say that Allah's mercy is always in search ofan excuse to de-
scend on His servants. When Allah has commanded us to at-

tain some similarity to the Hajj Pilgrims, it only means that

He wants to bestow on those who attain this similarity some
part of the mercy and blessings which He showers on the

Hajj Pilgrims, so that when the clouds of Allah's mercy rain

on these servants of Allah on the plain ofArafah, a part of
these clouds may overtake us also with its munificent show-
ers. Thus, the attainment of this similarity, is a great bless-

ing. Dr. Sahib u^^ frequently recited this couplet ofHaz-
rat Majzoob u*iii^.:

Jyt if / L_ ^jy* j: <_,/ y / j ^
Meaning: O my Lord! I have come to you with

an assumed similarity to your beloved. I have
brought the form only, kindly turn it into reality.

It is not at all unlikely that Almighty Allah may turn
this form into reality by the blessing ofHis beloved Proph-
et #. It is hoped that you and we shall not be deprived,
God willing, ofthe clouds ofmercy that pour down there.
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Awareness to Virtues is needed

It was the habit of our saint u^^; to say from time

to time: Will Almighty Allah deprive a man of these bless-

ings and bounties of Arafah only because he has no mon-

ey, or the circumstances are not favourable for him to

undertake the journey? No. that is not so. Almighty Allah

wants to include us all in His mercy, provided we pay a lit-

tle attention and care, we develop a little similarity to the

pilgrims of Hqjj. We should at least adopt the form, if not

the reality of the Hqjj. There is every hope that Almighty

Allah shall encompass us with His mercy and blessings.

Fasting on the Day of Arafah

As already mentioned, these ten days are so auspi-

cious that a day of fasting on one of these days is equal, in

the matter of reward, to fasting for the whole year; and

one item of worship in one night of this period is equal to

worship in the Night of Power ij-u^. A Muslim must de-

vote himself to worship and good deeds during these days

to the best of his ability. The ninth of Zil-Hijjah is the Day

of Arafah during which Allah has prescribed for the Hqjj

Pilgrims to stay on the plain of Arafat which is the most

essential part of the Hqjj. He has also prescribed for us op-

tional fasting specially on the ninth day. The Holy Prophet

§* is reported to have said about this fast: I have every

hope from Almighty Allah that the fasting observed on the

day of Arafah, by a Muslim will become, an expiation for

his sins committed or to be committed during one year in

the past and one year in the future, (ibn Majah. book of Fasting - Ara-

lahDay. I ladith no: I 734).
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Only the Minor sins are forgiven

It is necessary to clarify here that some people who
are not well-informed of religious subjects think on the

basis of such Ahadith that when the sins committed during

the past year and to be committed during the future year

stand forgiven, as if they are on one year's leave and they

are free to do whatever they please. It must be noted that

the concessions so granted in the various Ahadith relate

only to minor sins. For example, during ablution the sins

committed by the limbs being washed are pardoned; one

sin is pardoned at each step and his status is raised by one

degree when a Namazi goes to the mosque for prayer: sim-

ilarly it has been said about fasting during Ramazan that

one year's sins of the man fasting are pardoned. Remem-
ber that the sins mentioned in all such Traditions are only

the minor sins. As for major sins, according to the rules of

the Shah ah they are not forgiven except by repentance

i J). Almighty Allah has, however, the sole authority to par-

don all sins whether minor or major unconditionally. Even
after repentance only such sins are forgiven as are commit-
ted against the rights of Allah. Sins committed against the

rights of the servants of Allah cannot be forgiven, unless

the rights usurped or violated of a servant are compensat-

ed or condoned by the claimant. In short, all these Ahadith
about the forgiveness of sins relate to minor sins only and

not to major sins.

Takbeer~e- Tashreeq

The third practice during these days is the Takbeer

Tashriq which commences from the Fajr prayer of the Day
of Arafah and continues till the 'Asr prayer of the 13th of

Zil-hijjah. It has been made compulsory to recite this Tak-

beer once after every Fan (obligatory) prayer. The Takbeer,
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is as follows:

(Allahu Akbar. Allaliu akbar, laa ilaaha il-lal-

laahu wallahu akbar allaahu akbar wa lillaa-

hil-hamd).

It is compulsory for men to recite these words in aud-

ible voice. It is against the Sunnah to recite these

Takabeer in a low Voice. (Musniflbn Abi Shaiba vol. 4 Page 171. Shami.

vol: 2 Page 178).

We are fond of taking the opposite course

We have become fond of taking just the opposite

course in every matter. When the Shah ah orders someth-

ing to be recited in a low voice, the people recite it loudly

as they do while reciting a Du a (supplication). The

Qur'an says about Du a:

.*** > t * £ - ' » >s~' 3 ' '
f

That is, (Allah commands you) "to call upon

your Lord humbly and secretly".

As such it is better in ordinary circumstances to call

upon Allah secretly rather than loudly. However, this may

be done loudly where it is proved to be a sunnah to pray

loudly. The sacred Darood being a Du a, it is better to re-

cite it in a low tone. The people have, however, invented

their own ways to recite this loudly. As against this, they

recite the Takbeer Tashreeq in low tone which should be

recited loudly after every Farz (obligatory) prayer:

A Demonstration of the Dignity of Islam

My late respected father *j* k ju^ used to say that the

very object of prescribing this Takbeer Tashreeq is to dem-

onstrate the dignity of Islam. It is, therefore, necessary to re-
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cite it loudly alter bidding the concluding Salam, so that the

mosque may resound with the collective echo of this Tak-

beer.

Similarly, it is also a Sunnah to recite the Takbeerhud-
ly, while going out for the Eidul Azhaa prayer. The Takbeer
for the Eidul Fitr prayer should be recited in a low tone.

Takbeer-e-Tashreeq is obligatory for women also

The Takbeer Tashreeq is prescribed for women as
well, but which being generally ignored. Women generally
forget to recite the Takbeer Tashreeq. As regards men
who offer their prayers in the congregation in the mosque,
they necessarily recite the Takbeer. This is, however, not a
common practice among women. There are two opinions
about its imposition on women as a compulsory duty (wa-
jib). Some Ulama' say that it is wajib and some say that it

is only Mustahab (desirable) for women. The more reli-

able opinion is that the Takbeer Tashreeq is a compulsory
duty for women as well. They should also recite this Tak-
beer after every Fan prayer five days from the Fajr prayer
of the Day of Arafah till the 'Asr prayer of the Thirteenth
of Zil-Hijjah. Men are required to recite it loudly but
women should recite it in a low tone. Women should be
mindful of this duty. As women generally omit this duty I

advise them to hang a card-plate with an inscription of the
Takbeer at the place where they pray in their houses, and
they should recite it without fail after the concluding sal-

am, because this is wajib for them also. <M Us„af ibn ah shaibah.

vol. II. p-190. Shami vol.11, p 179)
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The Qurbani cannot be offered on other days

The fourth excellent duty which Almighty Allah has

prescribed to be discharged during the days of Zil-Hijjah is

Qurbani. This Qurbani can be offered only during the three

days. viz. the 10th, the 1 1th and the 12th of Zil-Hijjah and

no other days of the year. The animals slaughtered on other

than these days of the year shall not be the Shari ah Qurbani

Real Islam is to follow the Injunctions

Almighty Allah wants to teach us the reality of Deen

by means of the Hajj and the Qurbani which are the two out-

standing acts of worship during these days. We are asked to

note that no act is important in itself, nor is any particular

place or form is important in itself. Acts become important

and virtuous only because of the command of Allah to do

them. When Allah commands to do certain thing then only-

it carries a reward, but the moment the command is with-

drawn, the reward also stands withdrawn.

Just take the example of the stay on the plain of Ara-

fah. If you spend there 359 days of the yean excluding the

9th day of Zil-Hijjah, you shall not get an iota of sawab

(reward) for your staying there, although this is the same

plain of Arafah and the same Mountain of Mercy. This is

because there is no command of Allah to stay there on

other days of the year. The reward or punishment of an act

is absolutely dependent on Allah's commandment.

Leave Masjid-al-Haram

You are all aware that offering prayer in the Mas-

jid-al-Haram is such a virtuous act that the reward of one

prayer offered there is equal to one lac (1,00,000). Prayers

offered elsewhere and the Hajj pilgrims reap this additional

reward. Almighty Allah commands the Pilgrims to leave the
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Masjid-al-Haram on the 8th of Zil-Hijjah despite its one
lakh-fold ( 1 ,00,000) reward for the prayers and to camp at

Mina. Thus, the Pilgrims are commanded to stay at Mina
from the Zuhr ofthe 8th till the Fajr of the 9th day ofZil-Hij-

jah. At Mina they have no duty other than offering five pray-

ers, ignoring the reward ofone lakh prayers ofMasjid-al-har-

am. In this command there is an indication that virtue, righ-

teousness and reward lie in obeying the commands of Allah.

If anyone disobeys this command and decides to stay at

Makkah to offer five prayers in the Masjid-al-Haram to reap

the reward of five lakh prayers, he is a loser; He will not

reap even the reward of one prayer for disobeying Allah's

command and missing one important ritual of the Hajj.

Place and Deed are not important

While performing the rituals of the Hajj it is observed at

each step that the 'idols' which man sometimes erects in his

mind are smashed to pieces. Thus, there is no importance in a

particular deed or place. It is the obedience to Allah that

counts. Almighty Allah desires that His servants should do
what He commands them to do and abstain from what he for-

bids. In obedience lies the credit and recompense.

Hajj acts as seen by Reason

The entire worship of the Hajj presents the above
philosophy. Just see that a block of stone is standing at

Mina and lacs of men are throwing pebbles at this block.

Ifyou ask anyone about the objective of this strange ritual,

you can get no satisfactory answer. It is just like insanity

that pebbles are being pelted at a block of stone without

any apparent cause. The cause lies that this is done in obe-

dience to a command of Allah and there ends the whole
matter. If one says that this is mere insanity, then it will be
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dismissed by saying: Yes in this insanity lies the blessing

and Allah's pleasure.

What lesson does Qurbcmi teach?

The same philosophy is visible in the ritual of Qiirba-

ni. The word "Qurbam" literally means something which is

done to attain nearness to Allah. The word "Qiirbani" is de-

rived from the word "Qurban" and the word "Qurban" is de-

rived from the root "Qurb". Thus, the word "Qurbari'means

something by which one may attain nearness to Allah. We
learn from all the acts concerning the Qarbani that Deen

(Faith) is the name of compliance with the commandments

of Allah. When Allah's command is issued there is no scope

to tax the mind in order to seek the wisdom and benefits

underlying the divine command. All that is needed is total

submission and surrender to it "Order is order" is the com-

mon saying well known to everyone.

It is against Reason to slaughter one's own son

A command of Allah came to Hazrat Ibrahim f-jui-a* in

a vision to slaughter his son. If Allah had desired. He would

have issued the command through a revelation (Wahi), but

He did not do so. Instead, he was shown in a vision that he

was slaughtering his son. If this had happened to an ordi-

nary man he would have ignored the command on the plea

that it was only a vision. However, a vision in the case of a

prophet is as good as a revelation. It was, therefore, a trial

for Hazrat Ibrahim
p
*-ji up to see whether he was ready to

obey the divine command. When Hazrat Ibrahim .^-a*

came to know that it was an order from Allah to slaughter

his son, he did not question Almighty Allah why such a com-

mand was being given to him and what wisdom and benefit

lay in it. No law and no custom on the surface of the earth
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can allow and appreciate that a father should slaughter his

son. A command like this can in no way be justified and ac-

cepted on the scale of Reason.

Like Father like Son.

Hazrat Ibrahim .*j>u, did not inquire from Almighty
Allah the reason for this command to slaughter the son.

However, in order to test the son he put to him the follow-

ing question:

i*
"* ^ ^ytiu y=Jii ^ikJii yi

?
uJ!J j^i ^j) jl

i

O my son. I have seen in a dream that I must sac-

rify you. So look. What do you think? (37102)

Hazrat Ibrahim ,*>u<u* did not inquire from his son his

opinion so that if he did not agree to be slaughtered he
would not carry out Allah's command to slaughter him. He
asked this question only to test the son about his attitude to-

wards Allah. The son was after all his father's son from
whose progeny the last of all Prophets was to come. The
great son also did not inquire why and for what fault he was
going to be slaughtered. His only reply to the question was:

r r ojif\~d\ j* in &Li ji "jt'j*L> * 'j* jjii ^Jiii cJi L
O my father! Do what you have been com-
manded to do. God willing, you will find me
Patient. 07: 102)

The obedient son encouraged his father to obey Allah's

command, assuring him that he would not offer any resistance

against his action.

The father as well as the son being of so high status,

resolved that Allah's command be executed. The father

made the son lie down on the ground Hazrat Isma el
r
*j»^

requested his father to place him on the ground, forehead
downwards, for if his face was upwards, he Hazrat Ibra-
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him f
-*-it4> might not be able to use the knife on account of

paternal love. Almighty Allah appreciated these charming

manners sp much that He mentioned them in the Qur'an

thus:

Then when they had both surrendered (to Allah)

and he had flung him down upon his face

(37:103)

The Qur'an has used a very wonderful word on this

occasion
?
-uju u^' i.e. when father and son both surrendered

(themselves). It may also be translated as, "When both of

them accepted Islam", because Islam means to surrender

oneself before Allah's commands. This contains a clear in-

dication that man must obey Allah's command, however
difficult, painful, harsh and opposed to reason that com-
mand may bp and however tremendous sacrifices one may
have to make of life, wealth and honour for that. Man
must surrender himself to Allah's command. This is the re-

ality of Islam. That is why Allah has said in the above

verse: When both of them embraced Islam and surren-

dered themselves to Allah's command and the father flung

the son down upon his forehead. He made the son lie

down in this way lest the knife should stop cutting the

son's throat on account of the face being in sight of the

father. Almighty Allah has mentioned this unique scene in

the Qur'an with special emphasis. It is stated in narratives

that when Hazrat Ibrahim ?
*-jiup was flinging the son

down, the latter asked his father to gather together his

clothes lest they should become spoiled with blood and

seeing them his mother might be stunned with grief.
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Look at nature's wonder!

When these two had completed their part of duty

Allah had to do His part. He said:

That is: We called to him: O Ibrahim, you ful-

filled the vision (37:104-105).

Now see the wonder wrought by Allah's Omnipo-

tence when Hazrat Ibrahim f
*-h<J* opened his eyes, he saw

that Hazrat Isma el f
*-J«a* was sitting beside, smiling and a

slaughtered ram was lying there.

Allah's command has preference over all things.

The entire event related above is in fact the basis of

the worship of Qurbani. It is declaring from the very out-

set that the Qurbani was prescribed in order to impress

firmly on the heart of man and to teach him that Allah's

command has preference over all other things and that

Deen is the name of total obedience. When the Divine

Command arrives it must be obeyed without trying to find

out its wisdom, benefit or reason.

Hazrat Ibrahim fus& did not

seek a rational justification

Deviation and going astray from the right path are a

common feature of our society today. The reason is that for

every Divine command the people want to know the wisdom

and benefit underlying that command, and its rational justifica-

tion. They will obey the command; if they come to know its

benefit, otherwise not. This is no Deen and obedience. Obedi-

ence is what Hazrat Ibrahim ?*-* *m and his son Hazrat Isma'el

P
*-Jia* demonstrated by their own unprecedented acts. Al-

mighty Allah appreciated this sacrifice of theirs so much that
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He prescribed the sacrifice {Qurbani) to be offered every year

till the Day ofJudgement. Allah said:

This means: We prescribed the imitation of

this act for the later generations. (37108)

The Qurbani which we offer is an imitation of the

splendid Qurbani offered by Hazrat Ibrahim f*-*\ a* and

Hazrat Isma el pu\ u* . This means that we should mould
our lives on the pattern of the unique behaviour shown by

father and son in obeying Allah's command without any

hesitation and without seeking to know its rational back-

ground and justification. This is the lesson that we learn

from the Qurbani.

Is Qurbani harmful to Economy?
A section of the people are raising objections to the

very objective for which Almighty Allah prescribed the

performance of Qurbani. They say that Qurbani has been

imposed without - God forbid any benefit. Millions are

spent to make the blood flow through the drains which is

highly wasteful from the economic point ofview. It means

a great loss of our animal wealth. It would be much better,

they suggest, to help the poor with the huge sums of

money spent on Qurbani. The propaganda is being carried

on so forcefully that every day persons come to ask if it

would not be better to distribute the money to be spent on

Qurbani among their relatives. Apparently there is no

harm in this, they suggest.
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The Real Spirit of Qurbani

It should be noted that every form of worship has an

appointed time and procedure for example, if a man wishes

to spend his time in helping the poor instead of praying, he

will be guilty of missing the prayer which is an obligatory

duty, even though he may earn some sawab (reward) for

helping the poor. This holds good also in respect of other

obligatory (Farz) and compulsory (wajib) duties. The propa-

ganda campaign, launched against Qurbani that it is irration-

al and unjustifiable from the economic point of view, defies

the very philosophy and spirit of the Qurbani. The worship

of Qurbani has been prescribed for you and you should com-

ply with it, whether you understand its wisdom and reason

or not. The spirit of Qurbani is that it is Allah's command

and you have to obey it unconditionally and unhesitatingly.

Man is not man unless he cultivates in him the quality of

obedience. The root-cause of all evils, wrongs, and sinful ac-

tivities lies in the fact that man has forgotten the basic princi-

ples of following the Divine commands and is running after

the dictates ofhis own mind and intellect.

Qurbani ceases to be worship after three days

So far as other forms of worships are concerned, they

can be performed on optional basis as and when desired. As

for Qurbani, Almighty Allah has commanded that it is only

for the three appointed days. If one offers Qurbani after

these three days, it will no longer be a worship. Allah has or-

dained this to teach us that the Qurbani is nothing in itself;

it assumes the form of worship only because of His com-

mand. We wish that we had understood this basic point. On

this depends to understand the Deen as a whole. The cardi-

nal point and basis of Deen is that it is nothing but obedi-

ence to Allah's commandsvWhat lies beyond is not Deen.
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The Difference between Sunnah and Bid ah

The same principle differentiates Bid ah from Sunnah.

Deeds done in the light of the Sunnah deserve credit and re-

ward, but Bid ah has no value in the sight of Allah. People

ask what harm is there if they observe Teeja (the 3rd day

after death), Daswan (the 10th day) and Chehlam (the 40th

day) in which the Qu/an is recited and its Sawab is con-

veyed to the departed soul. The harm is that all this is done

without any commandment by Allah and His Messenger #.

They have themselves invented these rituals. What we do

from our own choice and wish carries no reward and return.

Four Rak ats of Maghrib Instead of three

Instead of three Rak'aat of the Maghrib prayer a man

offers four Rak oat, and argues that the number four is great-

er than three, and after all what harm is there in increasing

the number only by one? They argue that adding something

to the prayer, while observing all its prescribed elements,

should be no sin. It will invalidate the all four rak hat simply

because Allah has not commanded it. This is not according

to the procedure prescribed by Allah and His Prophet 4S.

This is the difference between Sunnah and Bid ah. The prac-

tice taught and followed by the Prophet £& is Sunnah, and

that invented by a man himself is Bid ah. Bid ah may seem

to be attractive but it earns no credit and reward.

An interesting example ofSunnah and Bidhh

Shah Abdul Aziz Sahib Du'a-jo *m&-***» a leader of

the TabligheeJama at used to visit my respected father d**^

up from time to time. One day he related to my father a

strange dream he had seen. The dream was as follows:

He said that my father was standing by the side of a

black-board and teaching some people who had gathered
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round him to take lessons. My father wrote on the

black-board with a piece of chalk the number one (1) and
asked the people what it was. They replied that it was one

(1). Thereafter, my father put a zero (0) on the right side of
the digit (0) and asked the people what it then became,. The
people replied that it has become ten (10) My father added
another Zero (0) to ten (0) and asked them what number it

was. The people replied that it was one hundred (100).

Again he added one Zero (0) making the number one thou-

sand (1000) and put the same question to the people who
replied that it was one thousand (1000). My father told them
that the addition of every Zero on the right side ofthe num-
ber increased it ten-fold. He then erased all those zeros and
added oneJ© the number one (1) on the left side and asked
the peopleaoout the result. They said it was (0 1 ), one tenth.

He went on adding Zeroes till the number became 0001.

Then he asked the people about the number and they replied

that it was one thousandth (1/1000). Then my father told the

people that every zero added to a number on the right side

increased it ten fold and every zero added to the number on
the left side reduces it by one-tenth. My father explained by
saying that the Zereos added to the right represented Sunnah
and those added to the number on the left represented
Bid ah. In other words, deeds done according to the Sunnah
of the Holy Prophet & increases the reward of the deeds
many-fold. On the other hand, deeds falling within the defi-

nition ofBid ah not only earn any reward, but they diminish
the reward many-fold and all actions go waste. This exam-
ple amply explains the difference between the Sunnah and
Bid 'ah.

As already emphasized, Deen is the name ofcompli-
ance with the commands ofAllah which alone earns credit

and reward.
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The late night Prayer of

Hazrat Abu Bakr and Hazrat Umar ^<i^j

It reminds me a speech of my respected father fo*~>

4^. It is a well-known fact that sometimes the Holy Proph-

et £& used to go out on nights to assess for himselfthe con-

ditions of his Companions ^ «fo ^> During one of these

nights he saw that Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq ** *^ was re-

citing the Qur'an in the Tahajjud prayer in a low tone.

When he & went further he $ saw that Hazrat Umar Fa-

rooq ~^j was reciting the Qur an in his Tahajjud prayer

very loudly. Then the Holy Prophet & came back home

leaving them in their prayers. In the morning when Hazrat

Abu Bakr Siddiq^^ called on the Holy Prophet #, he

asked Hazrat Siddiq a**^ why he was reciting the Holy

Qur'an in a very low tone in his Tahajjud prayer. In reply

Hazrat Siddiq^^ uttered a very beautiful sentence:

I was reciting the Qur'an to one (Allah) to whom I

was addressing my supplication and who heard it. Recita-

tion ofQuran loudly is not a necessary condition.

Thereafter the Holy Prophet $ put the same ques-

tion to Hazrat Umar Farooq^^ who was reciting the

Qur'an so loudly. He replied:

"I was reciting the Quran loudly so that I could

awaken those in sleep and drive away the Satan.

Then the Holy Prophet & said to Hazrat Siddique

^ Ai ^(Recite a bit louder); and said t0 Hazrat Umar Fa"

rooq ** ai ^j (Recite a bit in lower tone). (Abu Dawud Book saiat,

ch. on loud recitation etc. Hadith no: 1329).
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Moderation is needed

The above is a famous saying mentioned in the Aha-
dith. Commenting on this incident it is said that the Holy
Prophet # has taught his Ummah, to take a middle course

while reciting the Holy Qur'an i.e. neither too loudly nor

in low tone. This teaching is in conformity with the injunc-

tion of the Holy Qur an about recitation. It said:

That is, do not recite the Qur'an in your pray-

ers very loudly nor in a very low tone, but seek

a middle course between the two. ci7i 10)

Negate your Propositions

Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hayi Sahib u* * u-j has on the au-

thority of Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi ^Aiwj, furnished a

wonderful interpretation of this Hadith. It was not wrong on
the part of Hazrat Abu Bakr Siddiq «* A^j when he said that

it was not necessary to recite the Qur'an loudly as He to

whom he was reciting it had heard it. Hazrat Umar Farooq
^dt^j had a loud voice. If it becomes louder during his pray-

er, there was nothing unlawful in it. The Holy Prophet# ex-

plained to them something like this: Previously you were re-

citing the Qur'an according to your own choice, so it was
not so enlightening. Ifyou recite the Qur an according to my
suggestion (i.e. in a moderate tone) it will bring more spiritu-

al light and blessing, as it will comply with the Sunnak

Make your life a model of Obedience

The essence of Been is that one should not insist

one's own opinion in matters concerning Been. Everything

concerning Been should be done strictly in compliance
with the procedure taught by Allah and His Prophet $:. If
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this point becomes firmly impressed upon the minds all

forms of Bid ah shall be uprooted. It was to attain this goal

that the ritual of Qurbani was prescribed. We are all prone

to be unmindful of it while offering the Qurbani, it is ne-

cessary to recall that this worship contains the lesson that

our entire life should be subject to the commands of Allah.

It should be a complete model of obedience and total sub-

mission, whether we understand or do not understand the

wisdom' and reason behind the commands. This is the phi-

losophy of Qurbani. May Almighty Allah help us all to

understand this philosophy and grant us its blessings.

The Excellences of Qurbani

According to the Ahadith the ritual of Qurbani has

many blessings and benefits. The number of sins forgiven

is equal to the number of hair on the body of the slaugh-

tered animal. That is, one sin for one hair. No act is dearer

to Allah during these three days than the shedding of Qur-

bani blood. The more Qurbani a man offers, the more he

is liked by Allah. The blood of the slaughtered animal

reaches Allah before it falls on the ground. Thus it be-

comes a cause ofnearness to Allah. Almighty Allah has or-

dained this great reward for Qurbani in recognition of the

fact that His servant is offering the Qurbani only in obedi-

ence to His command without earning to know the reason

and wisdom behind this worship and without minding the

money he is spending on if.

The Story of a villager

It is said that it was a custom in olden days that when

anyone attended a King's court he presented to the King

some gift. The King obviously was not in need of that gift,

but it was presented to gain the King's favour and pleasure
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and some good return from the King. Maulana Rumi has il-

lustrated this point through an interesting story, as follows:

Once a villager decided to pay a visit to the Caliph

of Baghdad. He wanted to carry a gift for the King. He
consulted his wife about the gift suitable for the Caliph. In

her natural naivety she advised her husband to take with

him for the Caliph a pitcher of water, as in her opinion,

the Caliph might not be enjoying such sweet and cool

water in the capital. The villager appreciated her wife's

suggestion and set off for Baghdad on foot with a pitcher

of water on his head. On approaching the Caliph he pre-

sented to him the gift of water, saying that it was pure and

cool water, the like of which might not be available to the

Caliph in his capital. It may be noted that on account of

the long journey and contamination of dust and dirt the

water gone dirty.

The Caliph ordered the villager to open the cover of

the pitcher. As soon as the mouth of the pitcher was
opened, the entire hall was filled with foul nauseating

smell. Realising that the villager had decided to present

that useless, rather disgustful present in his extreme sim-

plicity and sincerity the caliph accepted and appreciated it

and ordered the pitcher to be filled with gold coins. The
villager, was very happy and heartily thanked the Caliph

for his generosity. When the villager was going back
home with his reward, the Caliph asked one of his ser-

vants to see him off along the bank ofthe river Tigris.

The villager was going back home joyfully with the

caliph's escort, suddenly he saw the River Tigris proudly

flowing with its cool, crystal clear and sweet water. He
felt ashamed at the gift of worthless water he had present-

ed to the Caliph and realised from the core of his heart the

Caliph's generosity and magnanimity, because not only did
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he punish him for presenting him such a worthless gift but

filled his pitcher with gold coins.

The Value of our worship

Drawing a moral from the above story Maulana

Rumi «j* AiJu^j has said that our worship is just like the vil-

lager's pitcher of dirty and foul water, deserving to be

pelted at our faces. It is, however, the unlimited mercy of

Almighty Allah that He accepts them for valuable recom-

pense. Allah takes account of man's limited power and

thanks that His servant has presented it with faith and sin-

cerity. The example which Maulana Rumi a*^*^ has

given holds good of all our worships which are in fact no

better than the villager's pitcher ofworthless water.

Royal way of accepting gift

In the olden days it was a common custom that if

anyone presented some precious gift of gold or gems etc,

to a king, the king only touched the gift with his hand in

token of having accepted it. The gift was then returned to

the giver, because, the King fully realised that the need of

the giver of the gift was greater than his own.

Allah looks for piety of the heart

Maulana Rumi u*^^j has said that the Qurbani

which a Muslim presents to Almighty Allah is such a gift

that no sooner is the knife applied to the animal's throat than

the Qurbani is completed and accepted by Allah, and the

slaughtered animal with all its meat and skin etc. is at your

disposal. It is, as if, Almighty Allah has touched it with His

hands and the entire gift is left to you for use as you please.

Look at Allah's mercy and generosity shown to the Ummah

of the Holy Prophet, Muhammad & that a gift is being de-
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manded and when it is offered in the form ofthe slaughtered

animal then the obedience to the command is enough to

please Allah. He does not require anything more. Thus He

has said:

It means that "neither their flesh nor their

blood reaches Him". (22:37).

In other words, if a person offers the Qurbani with

piety and purity of his heart Allah readily accepts his Qur-

bani. Allah does not require the flesh ofthe slaughtered an-

imal but leaves its disposal to the option of the man who
has offered the Qurbani. If he himself uses the entire

flesh, there is no sin in it. It is, however, very desirable

that he should himself use only one-third of it and distrib-

ute one-third among his relatives and the remaining

one-third among the poor. The point to note here is that it

does not displease Allah at all if the entire flesh is con-

sumed by the person himselfwho is offering the Qurbani.

Are these animals our Carriers on "Pul Sirat"?

It is a common saying among the people that these

animals of the Qurbani will serve as riding animals, sit-

ting on which the men offering the Qurbani will cross

over the Bridge leading to Paradise. This is based, on a

weak narrative which is:

That is, fatten your sacrificial animals, because

they will be your riding - animals to cross over

the pul-sirat (the bridge leading to Paradise).

This is a weak narrative to which much attention

need not be paid. Yet the saying has become very com-

mon. I neither accept it nor reject it. Only Allah knows its
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reality. However, that Hadith is quite authentic which says

that Allah accepts the Qurbani before the blood of the

slaughtered animal falls on the ground.

I entrust to you my entire capital

All this has been prescribed, so that a spirit may de-

velop in the heart to comply unconditionally and unhesitat-

ingly with the commands of Allah and His Prophet $ and

to surrender oneself totally to Allah. This has been clearly

emphasized in the Holy Qur'an:

That is believing men and women have no op-

tion in their affairs, when Allah and His Mes-

senger have decided upon an affair.<33:36)

I, jt , f ^ ih y

This is a persian couplet which means:

I have entrusted to you my entire capital (of

life). It is up to you to decide whether it is more*

or less, enough or deficient.

I have tried in the foregoing pages to define the reality

ofDeen. May Allah help us understand this reality and grant

us all the lights and blessigns this Deen contains. May He

also help us to remember this reality and live up to it the

whole of our lives. Aameen.



Series 12

LET US ATTUNE OUR
LIFE WITH 'SEERAIT

DARUL ISHAAT urdu bazar Karachi- )
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Venue : Jame'Masjid Baitul-Mukarram,

Gulshan-e-Iqbal,

Karachi.

Date : Friday, 1 1th Septemebr, 1 992

After 'Asr Prayers

During assemblies held in the

name of the "SEERAT* (biogra-

phy of the Holy Prophet $fc) we
indulge in such activities as are

totally opposed to the injunc-

tions of the Holy Prophet $.
Speeches are delivered in these

assemblies about the Prophet's

teachings and Sunnah, but actual-

ly we ridicule these very teach-

ings of Sunnah and directions

which the Holy Prophet #
brought with him.



LET US ATTUNE OUR
LIFE WITH 'SEERAIT

Ij-sT U-L-J^Uj iJjbj ^bn^lj aJi ^k, Up

JUuUI
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and seek

His help and His forgiveness and we believe in

Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with

Allah from the evils of our selves and the vices

of our deeds. There is none to let go astray

whom Allah guides and there is none to guide

whom Allah lets go astray. I bear witness that

there is no god but Allah Alone. He has no part-

ner. I also bear witness that our sire, and our

Prophet and our Master, Muhammad is His ser-

vant and His Messenger. May Almighty Allah

send on him on his household and on his Com-

panions his mercy and bless them and send

them peace in abundance.

In the messenger of Allah there is a beautiful

model for such of you who hopes in Allah and

Last Day and remembers Allah a great deal.

(33:21)

The Discourse about the Prophet #
is a means to great Blessing

The twelfth of Rabi ul-Awwal of the Islamic month

has assumed the status of regular celebration and festival

in our society, in our country and in the Indo-Pak sub-con-

tinent. No sooner does the month of Rabi'ul-aw-wal ar-

rives than an endless chain of Seerat (Biography of the

Prophet 4fc) and his Birth-Day celebrations commence.

Discourses held on the subject of the biography of the

Holy Prophet 4& are obviously.the highest source of bless-

ings for the believers. The difficulty however, in our soci-
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ety is that we confine these blessed and enlightening dis-

courses and speeches only to the month of Rabi'ul-Awwal,

rather, only to the twelfth day of this month. This practice

is justified by saying that these celebrations are held on
this date because this is the date of the blessed arrival of
the Holy Prophet # in this world.

While doing all this we forget to consider what are

the teachings of the reverend personality ofthe Prophet ^
on whose sacred biography seminars are being held and
whose sacred birth-day is being celebrated. Do the Proph-

et's teachings contain any hint at the desirability of follow-

ing such practices?

A Great Event ofHuman History

No Muslim can have a doubt that the event of the

birth of the Holy Prophet # is the most splendid, blissful

and blessed of all the phenomena that ever occurred on the

surface of the earth. It was due to this unprecedented phe-

nomenon that the humanity received the light of the Holy
Prophet's teachings and the blessings of his unique person-

ality. If Islam had allowed the celebration of the birth-day

of any person, then the birth-day of the Holy Prophet &
would have been the greatest celebration and the fittest oc-

casion to be declared as an Eid (a joyous festival). The
fact, however, is that after having been graced with the

Prophetic mission, the Holy Prophet # lived in this world
for twenty three years and witnessed the day of his blessed

birth every year but he never thought of celebrating this

day as a festival, as people do nowadays. It also never oc-

curred in the mind of any of his Noble Companions -dn^*,

n* that they should celebrate the birthday of the Holy
Prophet& with any zeal and fervor.
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The Twelfth of Rabi'ul Awwal
and the Companions ^Jto^*,

After leaving behind about one and a quarter Lakh

(1,25,000) loyal Companions j**^^ the Holy Prophet #
left this world. The Noble Companions were so faithful,

loving, true and devoted that they were ready to sacrifice

even their lives for every breath of the Holy Prophet £fc.

You will however, not find a single Companion who ever

took care to celebrate the Prophet's birthday by holding

meetings, taking out processions, burning candles or deco-

rating places with flags and doing such other acts ofmerri-

ment. Why did the Noble Companions ^^^ not care to

do so? This is only because Islam is not like other relig-

ions, a religion of customs and festivals. The very exis-

tence of other religions depends on observing some rites,

customs and formal traditions. On the other hand, Islam is

a practical religion in which every Muslim is called upon
to live his entire life up to the principles of Islam, reform-

ing his conduct, guarding himself against sins and follow-

ing the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet $. It is his life long

duty from birth till death.

The Origin of Christmas

The idea of celebrating birthdays has crept into our

society from the Christians. The birthday of Hazrat Eesa

(Jesus Christ) is celebrated in the name of Christmas every

year on 25th of December. If you go into the records of

history you will find that none thought of celebrating the

birthday of Hazrat Eesa pui-j* at least for about three hun-

dred years since the date of his ascension. None of his

helpers and companions ever celebrated his birthday. This

Bidah (Innovation) was started three hundred years after

his leaving the world, by a section of the Christians. Even
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at that time the true christians objected to this innovation
on the ground that there was no hint in the teachings of
Prophet Jesus <*ji u* at such celebration. The innovators
replied by asserting that there was no harm in this, as dur-

ing such celebrations and gatherings the Prophet <*ju*
would be remembered along with his teachings and this

would induce the people to follow them. On the basis of
such flimsy arguments this Bid ah started.

The present Condition of Christmas

In the beginning the Christians used to assemble in a

Church and a priest addressed them on the topic of the life

and teachings of Hazrat Eesa
f
*-jiu* and then the assembly

would disperse. This innovation started in a harmless and
innocent way. Later on they felt that it lacked the colour

and glamoaur. To give it colour and jubilation they added
to these innocent celebrations music and recitations of
poems and with the passage of time merry-making musi-

cal concerts, dancing, even drinking gambling, etc., be-

came the hall mark of this celebration. Thus, all immoral
activities and festivities came to the foreground driving

into the background the teachings of Hazrat Eesa f
*jiJiUp.

The Fate of Christmas

You may be unaware of the havoc played by this

so-called Christmas in the western countries. The wine
consumed on this one day exceeds the quantity consumed
during full one year. Fatal accidents, rape cases and other

evils that occur on this day far surpass the number of casu-
alties and such crimes during the entire year.
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The Beginning of the Meeladun Nabi

Almighty Allah is well-Aware ofthe psychology and

weaknesses of man. He knew that if the slightest hint was

given to him about celebrating someone's birthday, he

would make a great fuss out of it. So He left no hint for

man in this regard. It is very unfortunate that what hap-

pened to "Christmas" also happened to the twelfth day of

the Rabi'ul-Awwal. This Bid ah was originated by some

king in imitation of "Christmas" celebrations to com-

memorate the birthday of Hazrat Eesa^^ In the begin-

ning the celebrations of the twelfth Rabi ul-aw-wal were

simple. They contained only some speeches on the Proph-

et's biography and the recitation of a few eulogistic poems

(Na at). Now think for yourself how formidable form this

Bid ah has assumed.

This is like a Hindu Festival

It must be admitted that as a miracle of the Holy

Prophet # even after the passage of fourteen centuries,

matters concerning the celebrations of his birth-day, have

not yet reached the level of the unbridled festivities of the

"Christmas". Despite this, paper and wooden structures of

the Prophet's mausoleum and of the Ka'bah are set up on

the roads and people are seen going round this artificial

Ka bah. Look also at the extensive recordings, expensive

illumination of houses and mosques with multi-coloured

flags. In all respects these resemble the Hindu and Chris-

tian celebrations and have nothing to do with the prophet's

birth-day and biography.
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This is not an Islamic practice

The worst of this Bid ah is being done in the name of

Been (Faith) and in the sacred name of the Holy Prophet #.
This is being done in the hope that these activities will bring

great credit and reward from Allah. They think that by light-

ing their streets, their houses and mosques on this day they

have paid their due homage to the Holy Prophet #. If you

complain to them about their apathy to Deen they will reply

that they celebrate the Prophet's birthday, decorate every

nook and corner with illuminations and take out processions

on this occasion in order to pay tributes to the Holy Prophet

#. This is not the way of Islam, nor that of the Holy Proph-

et M nor of his Noble Companions &* M ^j. If there had

been any good in such celebration then Hazrat Abu Bakr

Siddiq ** & ^j, Hazrat Umar Farooq ** &^ Hazrat Usman
Ghani ** a> ^j and Hazrat Ali Murtaza ** *\^ would never

have missed these virtues ifthey were ofany notice.

What was the objective of Prophetic Mission?

The Noble Companions p**^^ did not believe in as-

semblies and processions, illuminations, flags and decora-

tions. The distinctive feature of their lives was that they had

moulded their lives on the pattern of the Holy Prophet's life

and had fully imbibed the essence and spirit of his beautiful

teachings. Every day that dawned on them and every mo-
ment of their lives was for them a day or moment of the

Prophet's Seerah (the Prophet's biography). Every thing they

did, reflected the Prophet's Sunnah. They knew full well that

the Holy Prophet iOfc had not been sent to this world to popu-

larise the celebration of his birthday, nor to have his own
praise sung in eulogistic poems (Na at) composed and recit-

ed in his praise - no nothing of this sort. It is well known
that the unbelievers of Makkah offered to make him their
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richest man, to give him in marriage the hand of the most

beautiful damsel ofArabia or even to appoint him their king

on the only condition that he # relinquished the preaching

of his new faith. If the Holy Prophet M had the slightist in-

clination towards these offers he would have readily ac-

cepted them for the sake ofworldly power, fame and author-

ity. What was the Prophet's reaction to these attractive

offers? His famous reply was:

I am not going to relinquish my divine mission of

preaching Allah's Deen even if you place the sun on my
one hand and the moon on the other.

Was it the aim of his mission to enforce the celebra-

tion of his birthday? The aim of his mission has been men-

tioned in the Qur'an in the following words:

That is, in the messenger of Allah there is a

beautiful model for such of you as looks for

Allah and the last Day and remembers Allah a

great deal. (3321)

Thus this verse makes quite clear the divine inten-

tion ofthe Prophetic mission.

Man needs a model to follow

What is the need of a model when Almighty Allah

has revealed His Book (the Qur'an) which we can study

and follow its injunctions? It is because man, by his very

nature, is incompetent to reform himself or to learn some
art or trade only by reading books. Almighty Allah has so

constituted man's nature that he must have before his eyes

the practical demonstration of a teacher and a model to fol-

low for learning any art or trade.
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The "House Job" is compulsory

for a new Doctor

If a man commits the folly of taking up the medical

profession only by studying books on the medical subject

he is doomed to fail in his practice; he can but cause only

death and casualties to humanity.

It has, therefore, been prescribed as an international

law that a man who passes the M.B.B.S. examination can-

not practice as a physician, unless he undergoes a practical

training in some hospital for a prescribed period, and ob-

serves during this period the practical medication and oper-

ations performed on patients under the guidance and super-

vision of some expert and experienced medical professors

or surgeons. This is necessary because he has so far stud-

ied the medical science only in books and through class

lectures, but he has not yet learnt how to put into practice

his book knowledge. He must, therefore, undergo a

thorough practical training before he can be given license

to practice as a physician or a surgeon.

One cannot prepare stew by reading

a book on cookery

Books are available in the market on the art of cook-

ing with detailed recipes for preparing various dishes. If

there is a man who has never cooked but wants to cook a

dish, say of "stew", by reading the relevant recipe in the

book lying open before him, he cannot succeed in prepar-

ing the desired dish. He can, however, prepare his desired

dish under the instructions and practical demonstration of

an expert cook.
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The Book alone is not sufficient

Thus, it seems that Almighty Allah has so devised and
moulded man's disposition that he cannot take the right

course without the practical model ofan experienced guide,

nor can he learn or practice any art or trade without guid-

ance. That is exactly why Almighty Allah evolved the
system of sending to the world Prophets and Messengers^
P-* to provide practical demonstration as to how to put into

practice the divine injunctions, as this could not be possible

only by reading the divine scriptures. Thus Allah sent the

last Prophet Muhammad 4fe to serve as a perfect model for

complying with the Qur'anic injunctions.

The Light of the Prophet's teachings is needed
How nicely has the Holy Qur'an expressed this idea in

another place!

A light and a clear Book has come to you from
Allah. (5:15)

There is an indication in this verse that if a man has
a book, but has no light, whether sunlight, electricity or
candle light, he cannot benefit from the contents of the
book. If a man has sources of natural or artificial lights but
is blind, he too, cannot receive any benefit from books. In
the same way Allah sent along with the Qur'an, the guid-
ing light of the Holy Prophet Muhammad # without
which you can neither fully understand the injunctions
contained in the Qur'an, nor can you comply with them ac-
cording to Allah's will.
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The teachings of the Holy Prophet ^
are themselves light

Some ignorant and inconsiderate people interpret

the above quoted Qur'anic verse to mean that the Holy

Prophet ^ was not a man in his personal capacity but was

a "Light". Just think, what is the worth of these electric

and other artificial lights as compared with the light of the

teachings of the Holy Prophet #? This verse is telling us

that the teachings of the Holy Prophet # are a kind of

light in which you can understand and follow rightly the

injunctions of the "Clear Book", that is the Qur'an. Allah

sent His Messenger # to this world that the light of his

teachings may provide a practical explanation and demon-

stration of the Book of Allah before you. For this purpose

Allah has made the Prophet's life a complete model the

like of which humanity is unable to produce. You have

been commanded to see and follow this model.

The Prophet's life provides a model

for every walk of life

If you are a father, then see how Hazrat Fatimah's

father # behaved. Ifyou are a husband, be like the husband

of Hazrat 'Ayesha i«* -in^ and if you,are a Ruler, then see

how the ruler of Madinah & ruled over his territory. Ifyou

are a labourer, see how the shepherd of Makkah tended his

goats on the hills of Makkah. Ifyou are a trader see how the

Holy Prophet # carried on his trade in Syria. The Prophet

^ was a businessman, a farmer, a labourer, a politician a

ruler and a social being. There is no walk of life for which

the Prophet's life does not serve as a perfect model. It is the

will of Almighty Allah that men should observe that model

and follow it. Allah did not send the Holy Prophet # that

the people should celebrate his birthday by means ofjoyous
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gatherings and processions and then think that they have
paid thJr dues to Allah and His Prophet & by indulging in
these activities. The Holy Prophet $ was sent to the world
that he should be followed and obeyed as did his Noble
Companions m*^ 1 **).

An etiquette for Assemblies

The Noble Companions ^ ji.^ always remained in
search of ways and means of following the Sunnah of the
Holy Prophet 46. It was not a joke to become a Compan-
ion of the Holy Prophet £. Once the Holy Prophet & was
delivering a sermon in his mosque. He & saw that some
men were standing on the sides of the mosque, as persons
generally do on such occasions in our times also. This is
against the etiquettes ofan assembly not to take their seats
in the assembly nor leave the place. Such behaviour dis-
tracts the attention ofthe speaker.

An Example of Obedience
The Holy Prophet $ asked the people to sit down

At that moment. Hazrat Abdullah bin Masood ~*^ was
at the door and had not yet entered the mosque. Hearing
the Prophet's words he~^ sat down at the door. When
he met the Holy Prophet # he told Hazrat Abdullah bin
Masood « i,^ that he had asked those to sit down who
were standing on the sides of the mosque and not him as
he was at the door. Hazrat Abdullah bin Masood replied
saying: When the Prophet's order to sit reached my ears I
had no courage to take a step forward.

It is not that Hazrat Abdullah bin Masood 4»*^ did
not understand the real aim of the Prophet's order to sit
He knew it very well but his fondness and love to obey the
Prophet % were so deep rooted that he dared not ignore
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the order. It is one thing to make empty claims of love and

loyalty and quite another thing to have in the heart true

love and loyalty for the Holy Prophet £&. (Abu Dawud. Book of Fri-

day....)

Maintenance of Etiquette on the Battlefield

In the battlefield of Uhud, Hazrat Abu Dujanah ii^*,

** saw that arrows were being shot at the Holy Prophet $&.

Hazrat Abu Dujanah **ii^j wanted to become a protecting

shield for the Holy Prophet # against those arrows. His

difficulty was that if he turned his chest against the arrows

he would have to turn his back towards the Holy Prophet

# which he did not like: So he stopped the bunch of ar-

rows on his back, keeping his chest towards the Holy

Prophet £§:. He took care to ensure that he did not commit

the slightest disrespect towards the Holy Prophet ^ even

in a battlefield.

An incident of Hazrat Umar Farooq **ii^j

Once Hazrat Umar Farooq **Ai^j took up residence

in a house quite far off from the Prophet's mosque. On ac-

count of distance he could not visit the Prophet's mosque

for prayer frequently. He **&^>h therefore, arranged with

one of his neighbours that each of them would go to the

Prophet's mosque on alternate days and relate to his com-

panion what he heard from the Holy Prophet 4&, so that

each would, by this arrangement, remain fully informed of

the Holy Prophet's sayings. Thus did the Noble Compan-

ions ^^iji^j devote themselves even to the smallest items

ofthe Prophet's directions and teachings.
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I cannot relinquish my master's sunnah
On the occasion of the Treaty of Hudaiybiah Hazrat

Usman Ghani «* *^ went to Makkah as an emissary of
the Holy Prophet $. In Makkah he stayed at the house of
his cousin. When he left his place in the morning for the

place of the conference with the leaders of Makkah, his

trousers were above his ankles reaching up to the half of
his shins. The Holy Prophet's & order about this is that it

is unlawful to hang the trousers below the ankles. The
Prophet's own practice was to keep the trousers up to half
of his shins; not lower than that. The cousin of Hazrat
Usman Ghani **i^., told him that it was a mark ofhonour
and dignity among the Arab dignitaries to let their trousers

or loin clothes hang down below the ankles. He therefore,

suggested to Hazrat Usman Ghani 4**^ to lower his

trousers below the ankles, otherwise the leaders of Mak-
kah would look down upon him and the result of the con-
ference might be affected adversely. On hearing this ad-
vice of his cousin Hazrat Usman Ghani ^it^j gave this

decisive reply:

No, I cannot lower my trousers, because the trousers

ofmy master remain like that. He did not care at all how
the leaders of Makkah would behave with him. He would
under no circumstances give up the Sunnah of the Holy
Prophet £&. That was not possible for him.

Should I give up the Sunnah of Holy
Prophet for the sake of these fools

Hazrat Huzaifah ibn Yaman ** ii^j is the conqueror
of Iran. When Iran was attacked its Ruler, khosroe, invited

him to his court for negotiations. When he ^i.^ entered
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the court, food was served to him as a mark of entertain-

ment, which he began to eat. During eating a morsel of the

food fell down on the ground. It is the teaching of the

Holy Prophet ifc that on such occasions the morsel should

be picked up, cleansed and eaten, as it is God's gift of sus-

tenance and none knows which part of the food contains

Allah's blessing. When Hazrat Huzaifah **k\^> intended to

take up the fallen morsel from the ground, a man sitting by

his side tried to stop him from that act, as it might degrade

him in the eyes of the King and his courtiers. In reply Haz-

rat Huzaifah ** ii^*, uttered this wonderful sentence:

That is, "Should I give up the Sunnah of the

Holy Prophet 4k for the sake of these fools? I

cannot do that, irrespective of what the Ira-

nians thought of him.

He reduced Khosroe's Pride to dust

Now consider! Did this Noble Companion ^aJui^ at-

tain honour by following the Prophet's Sunnah or are we at-

taining honour by giving up this sacred Sunnahl He picked

up the fallen morsel from the ground and ate it in compli-

ance with the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet % and at the

same time by bending with disgrace the proud head ofKhos-

roe, he realised this prophecy ofthe Holy Prophet #:

JUu i£j~4 **3 l£j~S JUL* lit

The day Khusroe perishes there will be no Khosroe after

him. We all know how Khosroe's name was effaced from

the Surface Of the earth.(Sahih Bukhari. signs of Prophet 4§E food....)

I shall not give up my usual dress

It happened prior to this evfent that when Hazrat Hu-
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zaifah bin Yaman 4**^ and Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Amir i^
«* proceeded for the negotiations and entered Khosroe'spa-
lace. they were in their usual flowing robes which might
have possibly become soiled during their long journey.
Seeing them in this unworthy dress the gatekeeper stopped
them from entering the Court and gave them official

cloaks to put on before appearing before the Emperor.
Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Amir «**^ refused to change his dress

and said if the Emperor could not tolerate to give him an
audience in his own dress he too was not anxious to see

the Emperor and would prefer to go back.

A Dialouge with a Courtier

The gatekeeper sent words inside the palace telling

that strange persons had arrived who were not prepared to

accept a better cloaks. In the mean time Hazrat Rub'i bin

Amir ** *>^ was repairing the broken part of his sword
which was wrapped up with pieces of cloth. The gatekeeper
desired to see the sword which was handed over to him. On
looking at it the gatekeeper said tauntingly: Are you going
to conquer Iran with such a sword? Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Amir
** i> ^i replied: So far you have seen only the sword; you
have not yet seen the hand that will use this sword. The gate-

keeper desired to see the hand also. Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Amir
asked him to procure the strongest shield available. The
strongest iron shield was brought which, it was believed, no
sword could cut or break. A man stood with that shield be-

fore Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Atrijr. He struck the shield with his

sword with such force that jt was broken into two pieces.

The people present there to ?^e the test were amazed at the

strength of Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Amir's arm and wondered
what kind ofmen they were.
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It is they who conquered Iran

Thereafter, the gatekeeper sent words to the Emper-
or, telling him that a strange people had arrived who re-

fused to put on the Emperor's official robe and one of

them had cut in two the strongest shield with a broken

sword. At last they were called in.

It was the custom of Khosroe's court that he was sit-

ting on his throne, while his courtiers remained standing

before him. Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Amir told Khosroe that they

followed the teachings of the Holy Prophet, Muhammad
$ who disliked the custom one man sitting, while the rest

were standing before him. They could therefore, not take

part in the negotiations, unless arrangements were made
for all to sit or Khosroe too stood up like others.

When Khosroe saw that they were insulting him he or-

dered them to be sent away with a basket ftill of dust placed

on the head of the leader. The Emperor's order was obeyed
at once. While leaving Khosroe's court with the basket of

dust on his head, Hazrat Rub'i bin 'Amir ^ii^j spoke these

words: O Khosroe! Remember that you have gifted to us the

dust of Iran. The people present there who heard those

words thought that-it was a very bad omen. They, therefore,

sent their men to get back the basket of dust, but Hazrat

Rub'i bin 'Amir ** *^ could not be overtaken. This is be-

cause Almighty Allah had ordained that those people with

broken swords were the custodians ofIran's soil.

Why are the Muslims humiliated today?
- It is the Noble Companions (^pJbt^j ofthe Holy Proph-

et ^ who subjugated the world as a result of their unflinch-

ing compliance with the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet <Sfc.

Today we feel ashamed in acting upon the Sunnah of the

Prophet &, and we think that if we comply with aJSunnah
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of the Holy Prophet ft, the people of the world, including

the English, the French, etc. will laugh at us. The obvious re-

sult is that we Muslims have lost our prestige and are being

ridiculed and humiliated everywhere.

Today the Muslims make one-third ofthe world popula-

tion and they are larger in number and richer in material re-

sources than they were ever before. The Holy Prophet ft had,

however, prophesied that a time would come when the Mus-

lims would be in a large number, yet they would be like straws

floating on the surface of flood water, Today we have gone

down to a position in which we have sacrificed everything to

please our enemies. We have given up our character^our good

deeds and have altered our appearances and form, in fact

everything from head to feet to show that we are their slaves.

Even then they are not pleased with us.flow disgraceful it is

for the Muslims that they are being constantly smitten by one

nation or another! It must be borne in mind that when a Mus-

lim turns his back on the Surmah of the Holy Prophet ft he

should expect nothing except humiliation and disgrace.

Do not be afraid of being laughed at

Asad Multani u* ^in i*} was a good poet who has com-

posed very good poems fall ofwisdom and wise morals.

L $A f Jr ^ e~ i-lf £>

f t-j & C4 4 ( ~Vj

The meaning of these lines, in a nut shell, is that the

more you feel afraid ofbeing laughed at by the people, the

more they will laugh at you. On the other hand, ifyou will

place your head at a highly raised threshold of someone

high your head will, in spite of being lowered down, re-

main at a higher level.
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Thus, if you place your head at the feet of the Holy

Prophet & and follow his sunnah you will achieve hon-

our, dignity and authority.

A believer is bound to follow the Sunnah

A question is frequently asked. It is alleged that we have

been doomed to disgrace and humiliation for having aban-

doned the Sunnah. As against this, the unbelievers ofthe ad-

vanced countries x>f America, Europe and also some eastern

countries are enjoying^honour, peace and power and worldly

gifts of life. Whose Sunnah are these unbelievers following?

The answer to this question is not far to seek.

Almighty Allah has granted you, by His mercy, the weal&of

Iman and you have pronounced the Kalimah (Article ofFaith)

of the Holy Prophet Muhammad £&.. So, you will not be safe

from being smitten and disgraced, unless you surrender your-

selfcompletely to Allah and follow sincerely and submissively

His Prophet 4$. As for the unbelievfers, they have no share in

the bounties and blessings ofthe Hereafter. If they are placed

in authority, wealth, honour and progress in this world, you

should not apply their analogy to yourself. Just go through the

pages of history encompassing these fourteen centuries. You

will surely find that as long as the Muslims complied with the

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet $, they enjoyed, Power, Author-

. ity, Honour and Grandeur. They however, went down the

abyss ofhumiliation want and poverty when they relinquished

the Sunnah ofthe Holy Prophet &.

Review your own life

We all take part in religious gatherings and listen to

sermons, yet it hardly brings any change in our lives. Let

us resolve today to review what are the Sunnah acts which

we are doing and those which we are ignoring. Which are
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those acts of the Sunnah which we can start immediately

and those which call for a little time. The acts which we
can start immediately must be started from today. As for

acts which call for time, we should give them that time so

as to be able to start them as early as possible.

Become a Beloved of Allah

Our Dr. Abdul Hayi Sahib u^n*^ used to advise us

that, while going to the toilet, we should enter it first with

the left foot and recite this Du a (supplication):

O Allah I seek refuge with you from wicked-

ness and wicked spirits.

While reciting this, form the intention in your heart

that you are doing this in compliance with the Sunnah of

the Holy Prophet 4£. By so doing you will become a be-

loved ofAllah because AllaH has said in the Holy Qur'an:
K> » V» » > * * > & t

This means: (O Prophet! # say): Ifyou follow

me Allah will love you. (3:3 1)

Thus, if man forms the habit of doing small acts of

Sunnah he will be taken into the attribute of belovedness

and when he becomes a perfect follower of the Sunnah he

will become a perfect beloved ofAllah.

Dr. Abdul Hayi Sahib 4>*Wj related to us a practice

of his in this way: When food was brought before him, he

liked the food and was also feeling hungry, but he re-

frained for a moment from taking that food. The next mo-

ment he remembered the sacred Sunnah ofthe Holy Proph-

et 4t that when, delicious food was placed before him #
he would thank Allah then take the food. Following the

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ^, Dr. Sahib also took the
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food placed before him. By taking his food in this way he

complied with the Sunnah, satisfied his hunger and, what

is more he became a beloved ofAllah.

Follow this practice

While entering your house. You.see that a child is

playing and you feel inclined to take it up in your lap, but

you refrain for a moment from taking the child up. The

next moment you remember that the Holy Prophet 4& was

very fond of, and kind to, children and he used to pick

them up in his lap. Thinking all this you too take up the

child in your lap in compliance with the Prophets' practice.

This act ofyours will make you beloved of Allah. There is

no act in this world in which one cannot make the inten-

tion to .follow the. Prophet's sunnah. A book named us-

xva~e-rasool-e-akram # has been published and is readily

available. Get a copy of it, keep it before you and with its

help introduce the Sunnah in your life gradually and one

by one. In a few days you will be able to realize the light

of the Sunnah. In this way every day of your life will be-

come a seerah Day ofthe Holy Prophet 4^.

May Allah help us all to act on these lines. Aameen.
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Venue
: Jame'Masjid No man,

LasbelaChowk,

Karachi.

Date
: Friday, 1 2 Rabi ul-Awwal

1405 A.H.,

After 'Asr Prayers

In the gatherings held in the

name of discoursing about the

life of the Prophet $ we indulge

during these discourses in acts

which are totally against the in-

junctions of the Holy Prophet

#. In these gatherings we men-
tion the sacred name of the Holy
Prophet #, talk about his Sw-
nah, but in actual practice we rid-

icule the teachings, Sunnah and
his guidance with which he $.
was sent to this world. This is

highly regrettable, indeed.
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and seek

His help and His forgiveness and we believe in

Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with

Allah from the evils of our selves and the vices

of our deeds. There is no one to let go astray

whom Allah guides and there is no one to guide

whom Allah lets go astray. I bear witness that

there is no god but Allah Alone. He has no part-

ner. I also bear witness that our authority, our

Prophet and our Master, Muhammad is His ser-

vant and His Messenger. May Almighty Allah

send on him, on his household and on his Com-
panions his mercy and bless them and send

peace on them in abundance.

Indeed, you have beautiful model for such of

you as looks for Allah and the Last Day and re-

members Allah a great deal. (33:21)

I believe in Allah, Allah our Master has truly

said and said His Messenger the truth. We
bear witness to their truth and are thankful to

them. We Praise Allah the Lord ofthe world.

The Blessed Discourses about the Holy Prophet $
To mention the biographical anecdotes of the Proph-

et's sacred life is a source of great blessing and fortune. To
talk about no one's biographical sketches who lived or is liv-

ing in this world is so praiseworthy and rewarding as to talk

about the Holy Prophet's sacred life. Notwithstanding thus,

we have begun to mention in these gatherings of the Proph-

et's birthday celebrations unauthantic and baseless anec-
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dotes. So we do not reap the true reward and benefit from

these birthday gatherings.

The sacred Biography of the Holy Prophet $
and the attitude of the Noble Companions^^j

One of the serious mistakes we commit on this aus-

picious occasion is that we have confined these speeches,

addresses or the celebration exclusively to the month of

Rab'iul Awwal and that too only to one day and only to a

few hours of that day. We think that by so doing we have

done full justice to the discourse about the Prophet's sa-

cred "Seerat" (biography). This is indeed a great rather the

greatest, injustice to the Holy Prophet's biography.

We find the no traces ofsuch trends in the lives ofthe

Noble Companions ^ J»^ of the Holy Prophet &. You

will also not get a single occasion in their lives on which

they ever celebrated the twelfth day of the month of

Rab'iul-Awwal or held special gatherings in this month to

celebrate the Prophet's birthday. On the other hand, every

moment of their life reflected a remembrance of the Proph-

et's beautiful biography. Whenever two Companions J» ^>>

n» met, they talked about the Prophet's Ahadth, his teach-

ings and different events and aspects ofhis # sacred life. In

this way every gathering or meeting of the Noble Compan-

ions **&«*> was a meeting of discussion on the Prophet's

biography. As such, they did not require any formal celebra-

tion or procession in the name ofthe birthday ofthe Prophet

$ to express the love of, and attachment they had with, the

Holy Prophet£ not a single instance ofsuch showy and for-

mal activities can be produced from the times of the Noble

Companions,^ Jn^j the Tabi'een and their followers.
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Islam is not the Faith of formalities
In fact it was not the practice of the Noble Compan-

ions r**^^ to indulge in formal and showy processions
and celebrations. They had imbibed the very spirit of the
Sunnah and the practices ofthe Prophet's sacred life. They
always tried to understand why the Holy Prophet $ had
came to this world, what were his mission and teachings
and what he $ expected from the world concerning his
mission. The Noble Companions ^Ai^had devoted
their entire lives to reflection on, and promotion of, such
ideals concerning the Faith; they were not after such for-
mal, empty and showy celebrations and processions which
we have borrowed from the non-Muslims, like Christians
and Hindus. We invented the festival of celebrating the
Prophet's birthday in blind imitation of these infidel na-
tions living around us who celebrate the birthdays and
death anniversaries of their prominent leaders. We fail to
consider that these so-called leaders of the infidels did not
possess lives worthy of being followed; they were only ei-

ther political leaders or leaders in some other field of
worldly activities. These leaders were not, in general, men
to be emulated on account ofsome moral spiritual or relig-

ious distinction.

The life of the Holy Prophet £
is a perfect model

As for the Holy Prophet m, the very divine intention
of sending him to this world was that he$ should present a
perfect practical model for the entire humanity, so that men
may follow his way of life and try to mould their own lives
on the pattern available in the Holy Prophet's Sunnah. Every
moment ofhis life is a valuable example for us to follow. As
Muslims, it is a binding on all of us to imitate the Prophet's
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life to the best of our abilities. The Holy Prophet $ should

not be compared to any other leader ofthe world in memory

ofwhom a particular day relating to his life is celebrated and

the matter ends there. Every day of our lives is a day to cele-

brate the memory ofthe Prophet's life concerning everything

we do or say, Allah sent him # to this world to serve as a

complete model till the Day ofJudgement.

We are not sincere in our Intentions

It is true that Seerah (biographical) meetings are

held from place to place and speeches are delivered there-

in about the sacred life and practices of the Holy Prophet

4fe However good and appreciable this action may be in it-

self, it will not produce the desired effect in the heart of

the doer of that action unless he is true and sincere in his

intention. If the action is not based on sincere intentions it

is fruitless. At times such actions may become harmful

and even sinful. For example, how highly dignified is the

prayer! It is an act of worship of Almighty Allah. The

Qur an and the Ahadith are full of its virtues and impor-

tance, this dignified worship goes waste, if anyone does it

only to show it to the people, so that they may regard Ijim

as a very pious and righteous man. It is not only useless,

but it is possible that such worship may attract punishment

instead of reward. It is said in a Hadith:

This means: He who prays only to show his

praying to the people, commits the grievous

sin of attributing a partner to Allah.

This is quite obvious, because he is not praying to

please Allah, but he is praying to please the people and to

impress upon them that he is a pious and righteous man. It
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is just as if he has made someone a partner in the Divinity

of Allah. An action so virtuous and elevated as prayer be-

came a sin for want of sincerity of intention.

The same applies to those who arrange and take part

in assemblies held for having discourses and speeches on
the sacred life of the Holy Prophet& It is no doubt an act

ofgreat virtue and reward which may produce revolutionary

results, ifsuch assemblies are arranged and attention in right

earnest and, true intention, sincerity ofpurpose and warmth
of faith. If there is a man or a group that participates in See-

rah (Biography of the Prophet $) Assemblies and proces-

sions, devoid of sincere intentions but prompted only by
some hidden, worldly purposes and not in honour of and

obedience to him # in whose sacred name these celebra-

tions are being staged, then all this is a bad bargain. To all

appearance these activities are very righteous deeds, but in

reality they are sins incurring Allah's wrath and punishment.

Adultrated intentions

Ifwe review our attitude and activities from this angle

ofvision to find ifthe gatherings we are holding and the cel-

ebrations we are staging on the twelfth of Rabi ul-Awwal
are to please Allah and follow the Sunnah ofthe Holy Proph-
et # and to make his teachings the guiding light of our

lives, the result will be disappointing. There may be a few
sincere persons attending these functions to reform their

lives, but on the whole, the intention ofholding these glam-

ourous shows is something else. Some local groups usually

arrange for purposes other than religion. There may be a

group participating in these celebrations, so that people may
praise the grandeur illumination and the number ofthe audi-

ence, the number of the speakers taking part and their for-

mal high worded, well-prepared speeches eleciting applause
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from the listeners. At places assemblies may be held to gain

some political advantage or some sectarian attainment, not

possible to attain it through open and direct approaches to

the public. The general practice on such occasions is to open

the meetings with a few words devoted to the topic of the

prophet's # biography then to shoot, accusations and

charges against the rival parties or sects in cleverly con-

cealed words. These assemblies are held, in general, for

such irreligious and mundane purposes.

The functions are attended to please the friends

The form and method of these celebrations would

have been totally different had they been intended to sin-

cerely seek guidance from them. These birthday celebra-

tions take the form of private functions in which invitation

cards are issued and displeasure is expressed against those

who do not attend the functions held in the name of the

Holy Prophet 4$. Those attending these functions do not

do so out of love for the Prophet #, but they participate in

such functions only to avoid resentment and complains of

the patrons of the function arranged to please men and the

society and not Allah and His Prophet $.

Enjoying the oratory and force

of the orator' s speeches

Sometimes a person attends this function to^enjoy

the exciting speech of a famous speaker because he is re-

nowned for his firy and thrilling speeches. In short, this

gentleman is going to attend the birthday Assembly only

to satisfy his lust for enjoying the sophisticated, well stud-

ied speeches and not to take any useful lessons from the sa-

cred life ofthe Holy Prophet &.
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Just to while away spare time

Some people attend seerah assemblies for no pur-
pose other than whiling away their spare time in listening

to speeches, enjoying the lights and decoration and thus
having a good time. It is obvious that a good number of
men attending these auspicious assemblies have no special

interest in listening to the speeches and learning lesson
from the sacred sunnah of the Holy Prophet & projected
in these assemblies. They attend them, as mentioned
above, to satisfy their own desires. Although even while at-

tending these gathering, in such a carefree and amusing
mood, a man may be moved by some word or point and
his life may be reformed, yet this happens in very excep-
tional cases. People in general do not participate in the
gatherings with sincere intention to learn lessons from the
life ofthe Holy Prophet M.

The Prophet's life guides those whom Allah wills

The Holy Qur'an declares:

You have a beautiful model in the Prophet 4$
OfAllah. (33:21)

In the light of this Quranic verse, it may be empha-
sized that the Prophet's sacred life is a beacon of light, a
message ofguidance and a complete, flawless model. It is,

however, a beautiful model only for such people as desire
to please Almighty Allah, have unflinching belief in the
Hereafter and want to ameliorate their Hereafter, and are
busy most often with the remembrance of Allah. So the
Prophet's life is a message ofguidance only for those who
are endowed with these attributes and qualities. There is

no guarantee that the Prophet's life will prove a guiding
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light also for those who are devoid of these qualities, par-
ticularly, belief in the Hereafter and a desire to reform and
beautify it. The light ofthe Prophet shone brightly even be-
fore Abu Jahl and Abu Lahab, but they could not receive
any benefit from that light.

This persian couplet means: The rain-water has the

same refreshing and reviving properties, but in the gardens
it brings out the beautiful crimson tulip flowers but it

brings out the useless, thorny shrubs in the saline, barren
lands. The meaning of this couplet applies with equal
force to these two wretched infidels' into whose hearts the
light of the Prophet's life could not penetrate, as they nei-

ther believed in, nor had they any desire to prepare for

their Hereafter, nor to please Allah. What effect can the
discourse about the sacred life of the Holy Prophet &
have on such errant and hard-hearted persons?

Most often we are not sincere and true in our inten-

tions in organising these assemblies and the birthday celebra-

tions. The result of all this is that no change for the better

takes place in our lives even after listening, to thousands of
speeches on the Prophet's life and after attending thousands
of gatherings held in the month of Rabi'ul Awwal in every
nook and corner of the country. The temptation to commit
sins and enjoy worldly pleasures is not at all eradicated or
even reduced through these celebrations.

A Fun is being made of the

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ft

Moreover, during these assemblies held on the sub-
ject ofthe Prophet's life we indulge in activities which are
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totally opposed to the injunctions of the Holy Prophet #.
This is nothing but making a fun of the Sunnah, the teach-

ings and the guidance of the Holy Prophet ^. These are

topics on which we are delivering, and listening to, and at-

tending full-throated speeches, without paying any serious

attention to them.

Seerat Assemblies and the violation ofPurdah

It is an increasing practice in our society that male and

female joint gatherings are held on the topic ofSeerah. This

is being done in flagrant violation of the command of the

Holy Prophet ££. The command lays down that if women

have to offer prayer they should do this in their houses in-

stead of going to mosque. Even in the house women have

been commanded to pray not in the courtyard, but in a

room, rather in a separate small room. This is the command

of the Holy Prophet $ about Purdah, but in an assembly

held to talk about his life and Sunnah men and women are

present side by side. None feels how fun is being made of

the Seerah Assemblies. Women are participating in the as-

semblies alongwith men with glamorous make-up, in attrac-

tive dresses and without Purdah.

Music in Seerah assemblies

The Holy Prophet 4$ is reported to have said that one

of the important duties for the sake ofwhich he 4$ was sent

to this world was the total eradication of music and the

forms ofmusical instruments. What an irony of fate it is that

meetings are held in the nameofseerah ofthe Holy Prophet

# in which his praise 'Wa f" is sung to the accompaniment

of musical instruments along with Qawwali "Shareef " (a

special musical performance of the mystics). This Qawwali

is called "Shareef " meaning pious. No difference is made
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between the songs sung in praise of the Holy Prophet ^
and song on other worldly themes. What a greater fun one

can make ofthe sacred, theme ofthe Holy Prophet 4&! More

than this, both men and women are taking part in the Radio

and Television Seerah programmes together with female

partners with highly attractive make-up, showy attires and

without Purdah. Is she not the same women about whom
the Qur'an has said?

That is, do not display your features (before

men) as you used to display in the early days of

Ignorance.

What a greater wrong and disrespect can be done to

the pious Na t (praise) and Seerah of the Holy Prophet 4&

that such ornately prepared women are taking part in these

Seerah celebrations by delivering speeches and singing

Na t along with males. You are in a great delusion if you

think that this behaviour and conduct on your part will at-

tract Allah's mercy. You are trying to efface the Sunnah of

the Holy Prophet J$c, to violate his teachings and ridicul-

ing his sacred Seerah, These are sins which can invite

only Allah's wrath and punishment. While holding the See-

rah meetings and making speeches on his Sunnah, we fla-

grantly violate and disobey the Prophet's teachings. May
Allah guide us on to the right path.

Missing Prayers during Seerah Assemblies

In the beginning only some rules of the Shari ah

were violated during participation in these Seerah gather-

ings and none minded this, but with the passage of time

things have gone too far. People involved in managing

these gatherings and listening to the speeches delivered
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therein forget to offer their prayers and miss them quite

frequently. These gatherings with their programmes con-

tinue till two O'clock in the night and the Fajr prayer is

missed deliberately. The injunctions of the Holy Prophet

ft about the importance of prayer are violated, although

he ft has emphasized in his injunctions that if a man who
misses his one 'Asr prayer is like one who loses all his pro-

perty and all the members of his family: What a tremen-

dous loss indeed! How strange it is that, we are busy with

an apparently sacred programme concerning the Holy

Prophet's life and at the same time we are freely violating

his ft imperative command regarding the protection and

preservation ofthe obligatory Prayers!

Disturbing the Muslims through Seerah Gatherings

The Seerah programmes are in progress with only

about two or three dozens of participant but a very big

loud speaker has been installed which is transmitting the

speeches of the speakers at its full volume disturbing all

living in the surrounding area. This means that no sick,

old or disabled person of the area can sleep as long as the

programmes are going on. Was this the pious conduct of

the Holy Prophet ft?

When the Holy Prophet ft got up at night for the Ta-

hajjud prayer, as narrated by Hazrat 'Ayeshah <** jta^ he

rose from his bedding very quietly, and opened the door also

quietly, lest 'Ayeshah i****^ should be awakened from her

sleep. As for the Holy Prophet's behaviour in an obligatory

duty like the Prayer, he ft is reported to have said: When I

hear during prayer a child weeping I shorten the prayer, lest

by hearing the child's weeping his mother should be in dis-

tress. But look! What is being done in these Seerah celebra-

tions. Such powerful loudspeakers are installed unnecessari-
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ly only for the sake of two to three dozen participants with

the result that an old and sick person cannot sleep in his

house peacefully. Those responsible for all this are ignorant

of the fact that by so doing they are committing grievous

and major sins, because to cause distress to a Muslim is a

major sin. Yet nobody is mindful of this serious situation, h
saee. Book often women Hadith no: 3963)

Taking out processions in imitation of others

All these activities prove that we are not true in our in-

tentions - which are concentrated on something other than

adopting and acting upon the teachings ofthe Holy Prophet

4fc. As already mentioned, in the beginning our activities are

confined only to holding gatherings and meetings at various

places. Crossing this limit we have now gone ahead to the

extent of taking out processions on the plea that such and

such sect takes out processions in remembrance ofthe name
of its Imam in a particular month. Why should we, too, not

take out processions in Rabi'ul-Awwal in the name of our

Prophet #? In other words, in taking out processions in the

" month of Rabi ul-Awwal we are imitating the sect that takes

out processions in the month of Muharram. By so doing we
are only deluding ourselves into the belief that we are fol-

lowing the commands ofthe Holy Prophet <§s and are doing

full justice to his 4$ dignity and honour.

Would the Holy Prophet # appreciate the proces-

sions, if he £& was ever to see them which are being taken

out in his name? Our Holy Prophet # has always taught

this Ummah to refrain from such formal and showy proces-

sions and demonstrations. He f& has commanded us that

instead ofhankering after showy, useless and formal activ-

ities like these, we should resort to his sacred teachings

and try to make them the guiding light of our lives. No-
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body can point out a single instance from the pious lives

of the Noble Companions ,** & ^j that they ever took out

any procession in the month of Rabi ul-Awwal or any

other month of the year in the name of the Prophet's See-

rah (biography). I at least have not come across even a sin-

gle evidence during the history of this entire period of thir-

teen centuries which may prove that anyone ever took out

such a profession. It is, however, true that the Shia com-

munity takes out processions in the month ofMuharram in

the name of their Imams. We also become tempted to take

out processions in the name of our Prophet ^ in imitation

of the Shi as, in violation of this Hadith ofthe Prophet {$;.

(Abu Dawood^Book garments... Hadith no: 403 1)

A man who tries to make resemblance with

any community becomes one ofthem.

It is a pity that we have not confined our activities to

taking out only processions. We have gone too far beyond

that. Now we are making images ofthe sacred Ka bahthe sa-

cred Rozah of the Holy Prophet # including the green

dome. A large number of men, women and children visit

these images and touch them with their hands for blessing

and ask for boons there and vow offerings for some need

and the fulfilment ofsome desire. And all this is in the name
of the sacred Seerah of the Holy Prophet #. The Holy

Prophet # was sent to this world to efface from the surface

of the earth, apostasy, idolatry, Bid ah, and ignorance, but

today we have started all these innovations and sinful prac-

tices in the very name ofthe Holy Prophet #. The image of

the mausoleum of the Holy Prophet # which you have

made with your own hands has absolutely no virtue in it.

Yet this false and artificial image is being touched and
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kissed for blessings. May Allah save us from this.

Hazrat Umar Farooq 4**^ and

the Hajr-e-Aswad

At the time of Kissing the Black stone Hazrat Umar

Farooq ** i^*, said:

O Black Stone! I know that you are nothing more

than a piece of stone. By Allah, I would never have kissed

you, if I had not seen the Holy Prophet Ufa kissing you. I

am kissing you only because I have seen the Holy Prophet

4& kissing you and because this is his Sunnah. (Sahih Bukhari

chapter on Haju - Black stone, Hadith no: 1597)

This is what Hazrat Umar Farooq ** *\^ said to the

Black Stone, but here we have made with our own hands a

Green Dome, and an image of the Ka'bah which are regarded

as a source ofblessing and which are being kissed. This is re-

viving what the Holy Prophet 4& had uprooted. There is illu-

mination, record-playing, musical entertainments and enjoy-

ments. Festivals are held in the name of the Holy Prophet #.

This is an excuse for turning the Been (Faith) into a play and

sport, which Satan has taught us to do. I appeal to you to have,

for Allah's sake, mercy on your souls and do full justice to the

dignity and honour of the Prophet's seerah. The Prophet's dig-

nity and honour demand ofus that we should try to mould our

lives on the pattern ofthe Prophet's sacred practice.

For the sake of Allah change this practice

How many people attend these meetings with the in-

tention that they shall change their practices according to the

Sunnah? Ifthey are deviating fifty of the Prophetic Practices

after listning to these sermons they shall correct at least ten

of them. Is there a single soul who changed himself like

this? They are, however always ready to devote their time,
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effort and spend money to take out processions, stage festi-

vals, erect arches and arrange illuminations, because they re-

ceive joy and satisfaction from such activities. On the other

hand neither the Selfnor Satan are pleased with the real con-

duct and course of life shown by the Holy Prophet&
An Appeal

I appeal, in the name ofAllah, to relinquish this mis-
conduct and disobedience and do full justice to the dignity

and honour of the Holy Prophet # by strictly following
his teachings. May Almighty Allah help us all to follow
the straight path of his sunnah. Aameen.

And we close with the call that the praise

be to Allah, the Lord ofthe worlds.
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Venue
: Jame'Masjid Baitul Mukarram

Gulshan-e-Iqbal,

Karachi.

Date
: Friday 2 1 st February,. 1 992

After 'Asr Prayers.

Values and views have totally

changed today. Now respected,

honoured and worthy ofpublic at-

tention is he who has dignity,

high status, high office and
wealth. On the other hand, he,

who is weak in worldly resources,

poor and who belongs to a lower

profession, has neither respect,

nor honour, nor public attention;

he is rather treated with con-
tempt. Remember well that such

conduct has nothing to do with

Deen (Faith).
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cr*J (Hj*" ^i iij^j jx^j
fjbti\ uvr jk\ 3-)-* Ab C-wt

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and seek
His help and His forgiveness and we believe in

Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with
Allah from the evils of our selves and the vices
ofour deeds. There is no one to misguide whom
Allah guides and there is no one to guide whom
Allah lets go astray. I bear witness that there is

no god but Allah Alone. He has no partner. I

also bear witness that our authority, our Prophet
and our Master, Muhammad is His servant and
His Messenger. May Allah have mercy on him,
his household and on his Companions and bless
them and send peace on them in great abun-
dance.

Restrain yourself along with those who call

their Lord in the morning and the evening
seeking His countenance and let not your eyes
overlook them. (18:28)

Allama Nuwawi -> jj.^ has framed another chapter,
viz., •jj.wij.ijuijj.j.jiurtjjisrt,- The subject of this chapter
deals with the virtues of such Muslims as are financially
and socially weak.

These people are not weak
The intention oftouching this topic is to invite attention

to a sad state of affairs, that people whom Almighty Allah has
granted some status in worldly life, e.g., wealth, rank and
fame, etc. generally look down upon the people in the lower
class of the society and treat them with contempt. They are
being told, as a warning, that they should not despise those
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who appear to be weak financially or bodily or in status. May
be that such less privileged people are more respectable in the

sight of Allah than those in the upper grade ofthe society. Al-

lama Nuwawi u* -inu^ has, therefore, opened this chapter with

a relevant verse ofthe Holy Qur an:

djJojj ^j^m^J MJUUb j^j OjPJb jjJjl £a dJL^ j~*\j

This verse has been addressed to the Holy Prophet

4fc saying "Restrain yourself along with those who call

their Lord in the morning and the evening, seeking His

countenance and let not your eyes overlook them".

The Holy Prophet St- is asked not to refrain from

paying attention to those who are poor, low in status and

who belong to the depressed classes ofthe society.

Who are the beloved of Allah?

There is no Muslim who is not aware of the intimate

relations existing between Almighty Allah and the Holy

Prophet #. He Ufa is most beloved in the sight of Allah of

all that is in the universe, so much so that the entire Qur'an

abounds in his 4£ praise. Allah has said:

"(O Prophet 4l[c!) We have indeed sent you as a

witness and a bringer ofgood tidings and a War-

ner; and a summoner to Allah by His permis-

sion and as an illuminating lamp. (3345-46)

Whenever Almighty Allah decides to praise His be-

loved Prophet ^, He is very generous in using beautiful

words ofpraise.
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A Loving Indifference

There are two or three places in the Holy Quran
where Almighty Allah has expressed towards the Holy
Prophet # a little, mild reproof in a lover's style, showing
His disapproval of some action of the Prophet $. One of
these is the incident mentioned in the 80th Surah of the

Holy Quran. It so happened that once a few leaders of the
unbelievers were on a visit to the Holy Prophet $. Consi-

dering that preaching Islam to them would be more profit-

able for the cause of Islam, he & became more attentive to

them. In the meantime Hazrat Abdullah ibn Umme Mak-
toom also came to the Holy Prophet $. He was a blind

Companion whom the Holy Prophet$ had also appointed
as a Muazzin of his mosque. He began to ask the Holy
Prophet # some questions about some religious points.

As he was the Prophet's follower he $ ignored him for the

moment and continued talking to the leaders of the unbe-
lievers. The Prophet's & idea was that ifthese leaders em-
braced Islam their entire clans would become muslims. Al-
mighty Allah did not appreciate this conduct of the Holy
Prophet $ and revealed this verse

:

In this verse the Holy Prophet $ has been ad-

dressed in the third person as:

He frowned and turned away, because the

blind man came to him. (801-2)

(This shows that Allah did not appreciate this act of
the Holy Prophet %).

Allah further said:

What could make you (0 Prophet #!)know
that he might perhaps become reformed or
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take head, so the reminder night benefit him.

(80:3-4)

As for him who thinks that he is independent,

you pay attention to him. (80:5-6)

Yet, it is not the responsibility of your's ifthey

(the leaders) do not reform themselves. (80 7)

As for him who hurries up to you in right ear-

nest and feels afraid, you are unmindful of

him. (80:8-10).

The seeker (of guidance) has a preference

All this was a very mild reproof to the Holy Prophet

#, as if from a lover to his beloved. It was never the inten-

tion ofthe Holy Prophet 4S& to ignore the weak and the poor

blind man in preference to the rich and powerful leaders of

the unbelievers. The Holy Prophet $& considered it better to

attend to the leaders first to convey the Truth. His own
blind, poor Companion could be attended later on. Yet

Allah did not appreciate even this inattention and explained

that the man who had come seeking guidance had a prefer-

ence over the one who had come without no crave for

knowledge.

Although these verses have been addressed to the Holy

Prophet # yet through them the entire Ummah has been

taught that they should not despise anyone who looks to be

poor and weak, because no one knows that this poor man may
enjoy a respectable place and position in the sight ofAllah.
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Who are the people of Paradise?

The first Hadith which Allama Nuwawi a* in Wj has
cited under this chapter is as follows:

4,1* ^u ii j^j cju- "jis *» ii\^ ^jbj j,^ j*

(Sahih Bukhari, Book of Etiquettes; Kibr (pride), Hadith no: 6071.

Addressing the Noble Companions, the Holy Proph-
et & is reported to have said: Should I not tell you who
are the people of Paradise ? Then he $ himselfsaid in re-

ply: Every one who is weak, financially or bodily or weak
in rank and status and the people of the world also look
down upon such a person yet that weak person may be so
beloved in the sight of Allah that if he takes an oath for
anything, Allah fulfils his oath. In other words, if he
swears that this and this shall happen Allah, by His mercy,
shall cause that to happen as desired by the weak and low
person, because he is Allah's beloved. Allah rewards His
love in this way.

Almighty Allah fulfils their oath

It Occurs in a Hadith that once two women fought
with each other and one ofthem broke a tooth ofthe other.

According to the Islamic Shari a/jjudgment was passed that
a tooth of the criminal should also be broken. On hearing
this punishment the guardian of the criminal uttered these
words in the presence ofthe Holy Prophet $:

^J-&1 JsJU di*t (^iitj

(I swear by Him who has sent you with the

truth that her tooth shall not be broken).
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The guardian of the criminal did not mean to object

to the Holy Prophet's judgment, nor was he malicious in

any way. He uttered these words, depending on Allah's

Omnipotence that circumstances might arise suddenly in

which the judgment might not be executed. As the man

did not utter those words by way of an objection to the

Prophet's # judgment the Prophet & did not feel of-

fended at his words.

Retaliation has been prescribed in Islam: tooth for tooth,

eye for eye subject to the condition that ifthe person wronged

or his guardians forgive the wrongdoer, then retaliation will

be waived. It so happened in this case that the woman whose

tooth was broken agreed to forgive the offender so it was not

executed. On that occasion the Holy Prophet 4& said: Some

men are dearly loved by Allah, yet outwardly they are in bad

condition; with dishevelled hair, are so weak and repulsive

that if they call at anyone's door, they shall be driven out by

force. They are, however, so honourable in the sight of Allah

that if they take an oath, Allah will fulfil for them their oath.

This is also one such favoured person that he swore that the

tooth of the criminal would not be broken and Allah fiilfiled

the oath by inducing the woman wronged to forgive the crimi-

nal and give Up retaliation. (Sahih Bukhad book of Compromise., ransom Ha-

dith no: 2703)

The Holy Prophet # has referred in the Hadith to

the same point, viz., there is a man apparently weak and

depressed, but he is pious and righteous, closely attached

to Allah and deeply devoted to Him. Such a man is so dear

to Allah that if he takes an oath for anything Allah fulfils

his oath, such persons are the habitants of Paradise.
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Who are the people of Hell?

Thereafter the Holy Prophet $ said: Should I not
tell you who are the people ofHell? Then he # said:

A person who is ill-tempered, ill-mannered and talks

very rudely and is never polite in speech is generally seen in

angry mood, and despises others, and has other vices is

called j*" (utuaiy. The other word is -j^- (Jawwaz) which
means a person who is fussy highly irritable and has a frown-
ing face, too haughty to talk to ordinary people. He regards

it an insult to talk to those who are weak, poor and de-

pressed and low in rank and position. He always remains in

a proud mood. The third word is j^ (Mustakbir) which
means a person who is arrogant and thinks that he is far

superior to others. The Holy Prophet$ said that people hav-
ing these evil traits are inmates ofHell.

The people who possess great excellence

In this Hadith it has been pointed out that people
should never look down upon those who are poor and in

lower grades of the society, because they have great excel-

lence and value in the sight ofAllah. The community ofthe
Noble Companions^A^ who embraced Islam at the hand
ofthe Holy Prophet# consisted ofpersons ofdifferent eco-

nomic and social status. Their majority came from the poor-

er classes, yet they attended the Prophet's assemblies with-

out any discrimination shown to them. On one side sat

highly affluent Companions^^ like Hazrat Abdur-Rah-
man bin Auf«*a^j and Hazrat Usman Ghani 4**^*, and on
the other side sat poor companions like Hazrat Bilal, Hazrat

Salman, the Persian and Hazrat Suhaib Rumi <** <iii^ who
frequently suffered from Hunger.
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These starving People!

Once the unbelievers of Makkah told the Holy

Prophet # that they were prepared to call upon him and

listen to him but they were prevented from doing this be-

cause he was always surrounded by poor and starving per-

sons. They said that to sit along with such degraded per-

sons was below their dignity and status. They proposed

that they should be invited to see him # in separate meet-

ings. There was apparently no harm in accepting their re-

quest in the interest ofIslam. As it involved a point ofprin-

ciple, Allah did not approve of such a proposal and

revealed the following verse :-

Do not repel those who invoke their Lord morn-

ing and evening, seeking His countenance. (6:52)

The Holy Prophet M. therefore announced that if they

(the unbelievers) were desirous to seek and find the truth, they

would have to sit with the general public for the purpose. If

they did not like to sit with poor classes, they, should know

that Allah and His Messenger# are in no need ofthem. Sep-

arate meetings would not be held for them. (Sahih Muslim,

Book ofthe superiority ofthe companions....)

The followers of the Prophets (^u^
The other Messengers in the past also faced the

same situation and the unbelievers oftheir days made simi-

lar remarks:

We see that it is only the most degraded ones

among us who follow you, without reflection.

(11*7)
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It means: "How can we follow you, as we are wise

and highly dignified and noble persons?" Almighty Allah

told them that whom they regarded mean, weak, poor and

helpless, had great respect and status with Allah, so they

should not be despised and looked down upon. A question

of principle is involved here. It was not possible that the

unbelievers should be accorded preference on account of

their wealth, leadership and worldly possessions. This is a

principle on which no compromise was to be made. Those

believing servants of Allah enjoyed great status in the

sight of Allah, in spite of their apparent conditions of

weakness, poverty and disgrace.

Hazrat Zahir ^i*^
Sometimes a villager called upon the Holy Prophet

#. His name was Zahir ** *\ ^. He was a rustic fellow,

black - Complexioned and very much depressed financial-

ly. He had no respect and regard among the people. The
Holy Prophet & had great affection for him. Once while

passing through the market, the Holy Prophet ^ saw Haz-
rat Zahir ^ii^j standing there. Who will take notice of %
black, poor and unimportant villager, standing in a market

in tattered clothes. When the Holy Prophet # passed

through 'he market, ignoring everything he approached

Hazrat Zahir ** a^ from the back and closing his arms

round Hazrat Zahir^a^ he blind folded his eyes with his

hands - a kind ofjoke which intimate friends often make
with one another. Finding himself in this grip, Hazrat

Zahir ±* *\ ^j tried to liberate himself from this, not know-
ing who was behind him. The Holy Prophet #, then pro-

nounced these words loudly as the hawkers generally do:
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(Who will purchase the slave?)

As Hazrat Zahir ^ii^j did not know who had held

him from behind he was trying to liberate himself from the

grip. When he came to know that the person holding him

was the Holy Prophet £& then, instead of liberating him

from the grip, he began to press his waist closer and closer

to the sacred body of the Holy Prophet & and the follow-

ing words spontaneously escaped from his mouth.

O Messenger of Allah! If you sell me as a slave a

very scanty price will be offered for me, because I am a

very ordinary and poor man, having no value. What a won-

derful sentence the Holy Prophet £& spoke in reply!

O Zahir, whatever value the people may place on

you. Your value in the sight of Allah is not little, it is

great. Now consider there are many rich and successful

businessmen in the market rolling in millions but ignoring

them all, the Holy Prophet # met Hazrat Zahir a**^ to

please him. He # gave him glad tidings and behaved with

him freely and informally as two intimate friends behave

With each Other. (Musnad Ahmad, vol.3, p.l6l)

The Holy Prophet # used to make

the following supplication (Du a)

O Allah let me live as a poor man and let me

die as a poor man and raise me to life (in the

Hereafter) among the poor. (Tirmidhi ... Hadith no.

2352)
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The position of a servant in the Prophet's sight

Today values and conceptions have totally changed.

Today the respected, honoured is one who occupies a high

position and is wealthy. On the other hand he who lacks in

worldly resources, is weak and depressed, is disgraced and

despised. Remember that a man who behaves with the poor

and the weak in this way has no share in Deen (Faith).

Sometime we do recite with our tongues this verse:

o r.-oi^i) JpLfci i>Cup '^'j? » o\

Indeed, the noblest of you, in the sight of
Allah is the best in conduct: (49 13)

It is regrettable that in actual practice we do not fol-

low the principle laid down in this verse How do you talk to

your own servants and the beggars who knock at your doors

for alms? Do you try to solace them and please them or do
you despise them? do you act upon the Ahadith on this sub-

ject? It is very dangerous to misbehave and despise the weak
and the poor. May Allah protect us from this sin:

pL*j Up k J*e ^1 J* <UP &\^j ^j^>Jl Oju ^\ jP

djJ^j\J OjjL*J\ J p\ cJiii jbi\j i^Ji c-*»-i JU

(Sahih Muslim, book of Paradise Hadith no: 2847)

A debate between Paradise and Hell

The above Hadith said:

Hazrat Abu Saeed Khudri **&^ has narrated that the

Holy Prophet # said: A debate once took place between
Paradise and Hell (as to which of the two is superior). Hell

said: I am higher in dignity because I shall accommodate
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great tyrants and proud people, including the rich and the

high placed dignitaries. In reply paradise said: I shall accom-

modate the weak and the poor. Both were proud of their in-

mates. Allah judged between them. He addressed Paradise,

saying: You are Paradise, the token and target of my mercy.

Through you shall I send down my mercy on whom I please.

Addressing Hell Allah said: You are Hell, the token and tar-

get of my wrath and punishment. Through you shall I send

down my punishment on whom I displease. I promise that I

shall fill both of you. I shall fill Paradise with those on

whom I send down My mercy and shall fill Hell with those

on whom I send down my punishment. May Allah protect

us from Hell and qualify us for Paradise! Aameen.

How could Paradise and Hell talk?

The Holy Prophet ^ has described the details of a

debate between Paradise and Hell. A question arises how

two inanimates can debate and argue with each other. It is

quite possible that a dialogue actually took place between

the two. Paradise and Hell both are Allah's creation and

Allah has the power to grant each ofthem power to speak.

People are surprised to know that even such things, as

have no tongues, can speak. They should consider how

man is able to speak; who has given him the power of

speech? It is Allah who has bestowed upon man speaking

power. Even stone, a tree or the earth, can speak, if Allah

allowes them the same speaking power.

The limbs will speak on the Day of Judegment?

Hazrat Maulana AshrafAli Thanawi^^^ was once

on a journey when a gentleman with modern education met

him. He expressed doubt about the truth of the Qur'anic

verse or some Hadith which states that human limbs will
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speak on the day of Judgment. The Qur'an says that the

hand, the leg, etc. will bear witness that they were used in

committing such and such sin. How will they be able to

speak? Hazrat Thanawi ^..Wj told him that they will speak
by Allah's power; Allah has absolute power to do what ever

He likes. The gentleman asked ifany example was available

? Did this ever happen? He was told by the saint that it is

not necessary that there should be an example of every phe-
nomenon. The gentleman insisted on being given some ex-

ample of this possibility. Hazrat Thanawi u* j»^ explained

to him, by way ofan example, that the tongue is only a piece
of flesh, yet it speaks though it has no tongue of itself. It

speaks only with the power of speech bestowed upon it by
Allah. In the same way any limb, or for that matter, any
thing, can speak ifAllah grants it the power of speech.

Anyway, the debate between Paradise and Hell relat-

ed by the Holy Prophet $ may be a total truth that the two
will actually speak to each other or it may have been relat-

ed by him & only as an allegory - both are possible.

[Translator's Note: If we look closely into

Allah's creation and keep our mind's eyes and
ears open we can easily discern the truth of
many things stated in the Qur'an and the

Prophet's Ahadith which appear to be impos-
sible. Take, for example, the faculty of speech.
We have seen people born quite sound with
their tongues but devoid the power of speech.

Similarly, some malady inflicts a man and his

power of speech is taken away and he remains
dumb for the rest of his life. These phenomena
demonstrate Allah's absolute ability to do
anything, as the Qur'an has said at many
places: **^ jrj* Allah has indeed power to do
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everything.]

Hell will be filled with the proud people

Anyway, Hell will be filled with the proud men who

used to display their superiority and behaved with their fel-

low - men with arrogance, despised them and talked proudly

aboutthemselves.

Paradise will be filled with the

weak and the poor

Paradise will be filled with the weak and the poor

who were in their worldly life to be weak, modest and

poor, Paradise will have for its inmates those who be-

haved with others with leniency, modesty and humility.

Allah does not like Arrogance

Allah shall fill Hell with the arrogants, because arro-

gants are those who display their superiority over others,

consider themselves to be great and others to be inferior

and low in status. Allah does not appreciate this pride and

arrogance even for a single moment. It is narrated that

Allah has said:

(Abu Dawud. Bk. of garment - Kibr Hadirh no: 409)

This means: Greatness is my cloak. I shall throw him

into the fire who disputes with Me about this. This pride is

indeed an evil which drives the sinner into Hell. May Allah

protect us from this sin. This is so grievous a sin that it may

be called the mother of sins and the root of evils. Many sins

emanate from this single sin of pride. Once this sin takes

root in a man, it involves him in all sorts of sins.
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The Example of a Proud man
There is a wonderful and wise proverb the Arabic lan-

guage in which a proud man has been compared to a man
who is standing on the peak of a mountain and sees those at

the foot who look to him smaller than he and at the same time

those at the foot see the man at the peak smaller than they.

When a proud man casts his glance at others, he will feel in

his heart contempt for them. It is a major sin to look down
upon a believer, even upon a nonbeliever. May Allah save us

from this. Aameen. Thus a proud man despises others and the

greater the number of the persons he despises, the larger will

be the number ofthe major sins recorded in his character roll.

Whenever a proud man talks to others, he talks in

such a harsh tone as hurts the heart. It is a sin to hurt the

heart of a Muslim.

Do not despise even an unbeliever

It is also a sin to despise even an unbeliever, because

who knows that Allah may, by His mercy, help the unbeliev-

er to embrace Islam, and he may become a better believer

than you. So even an unbeliever should not be despised. It is

only the sin of disbelief that should be despised. You may
have in your heart contempt for sin and disobedience, but

not the 'hater and the sinner. Sometime a man may not be
able to realize whether he is despising the sin or he is despis-

ing the sinner and the disbeliever. One learns this fine differ-

ence by adopting the company of saintly persons.

Modesty of Maulana Ashraf Ali -d*<Wj

What to say of ourselves, even the Maulana -uujuuu^

has said about himself:

"I consider myselfto be inferior to every Muslim
in his present state of belief and to an unbeliever
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with regard to his final fate. In other words, I re-

gard myself inferior to a Muslim in his present

condition ofbeing a believer and inferior to an un-

believer, because, it is just possible that the unbe-

liever may turn a Muslim in the future and be-

come a better Muslim than me."

Pride and faith cannot go together

Pride and belief cannot go together, when pride ent-

ers the heart of a man -God forbid, sometime it becomes

difficult for him to protect his Irnan (faith) Was it not

pride that drove Iblis (Satan) into ruin and destruction? He

thought that he was created out of fire and Adam out of

earth, thereby he fell a victim to the grievous sin of pride

and despised Adam. He was, therefore, condemned for

eternity. How dangerous is the sin of pride!

Pride is an inner disease

The Holy Prophet #, kind as he was to his Ummah,

has taught them a very important lesson in a Hadith, say-

ing that they should never go near pride. It is such a dan-

gerous disease that the patient himself sometime does not

realize that he is suffering from it. It is difficult for anyone

to diagnose this inner disease. It is, therefore, necessary to

attach oneself to some highly qualified spiritual guide for

the diagnosis and treatment of this disease.

Spiritual training by a Sheikh is imperative

Under this institution a man attaches himself to

some peer (spiritual Guide) and takes a pledge at his hand

to lead a pious life. The disciple wrongly thinks that this

action will prove to be blessed and the rehearsal of a few

sacred words taught by the guide will be sufficient for sal-
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vation. The intention of going to a Pir or a Reformer is to

obtain cure from the inner diseases at the top of which is

the grievous disease of Pride. Exactly as we consult a phy-

sician or visit a hospital for the treatment of our bodily dis-

eases. In the same way the Sheikh (Spiritual doctor) pro-

vides treatment for our inner or spiritual diseases. It is

only a formality to place the hand on the hand of the

Shaikh in token of having become his disciple, otherwise

the objective is to get the inner disease diagnosed and

treated by the Sheikh.

The treatment of spiritual Diseases

Another harmful feature of the society is the increas-

ing use of amules (Ta weez) charms which has been given

the false name of spiritual Treatment. Just go to some krnil

(dealer in Talisman and charms), purchase from him a Talis-

man and let him blow upon you after chanting some charm

and you have received the spiritual Treatment. This is not

spiritual treatment. The real spiritual treatment is to consult

some righteous Sheikh for the treatment ofyour spiritual dis-

eases, like pride, jealousy, malice, feeling of enmity, etc. It

is the Sheikh who will correctly diagnose your spiritual dis-

ease and will, on the basis ofhis knowledge and experience,

prescribe for you some easy treatment. To submit yourself

to the Sheikh's treatment is called bai I (Pladge).

Hazrat Thanawi's method of Treatment

Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi <j* -oh^ laid great empha-

sis in treating the spiritual diseases ofpersons who visited him

for such treatment. His method of treatment was based on sin-

cere work and not on prescribing for them some doses ofmed-

icine in the form of some talisman or charm. For example, a

man suffering from pride came to him the treatment pre-
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scribed for him was that he should arrange in the proper posi-

tion the shoes of the namazis. The Sheikh did not prescribe

for him any charm, rehearsal or counting something on beads.

Pride leads to Hell

May Allah save us from the disease of Pride. This dis-,

ease creeps into the heart ofman so secretly that most often he

does not feel its presence. He thinks that he is quite sound in

heart and soul, yet he is a patient of the disease of pride. True

faith and pride cannot go together. Pride leads to Hell. It is,

therefore, imperative that the patient of this disease should do

his best to seek a speedy cure. The Holy Prophet# has issued

a warning against this disease in the above Hadith:

Majority of the weak and the

poor will be in Paradise

In the second part of this Hadith the Holy Prophet

4j£ has said: Paradise is filled with the weak and the poor.

In other words, among those who are near Allah are most-

ly, the poor and the needy, the down-grade people wearing

very ordinary and cheap garments who attract nobody's at-

tention. They harbour in their hearts feeling of Allah's

greatness and love and His mercy descends on them. Such

people form the majority ofthe habitants of Paradise.

The followers of the Prophets f*~jy^

were mostly the poor

Any one going through the Qur'an finds out that the

followers of all the Prophets p*-j^ sent to this world were

the poor and weak people. That is why the idolaters re-

fused to sit with this depressed class of people, consisting

of fishermen, carpenters and other labour classes who

were always surrounding the Holy Prophet 4fc. The unbe-
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lievers claimed that, being highly dignified persons, they

were not prepared to sit with these low class people.

These apparently depressed classes are the recipients

of Allah's mercy and honour, not granted to others. Such

people should never be looked down upon and treated as

mean and depressed.

Who are the weak and the poor

Another point deserving attention in this Hadith is that

the Holy Prophet S has used, two words \\*l>* (the weak) and

V'^" (the poor). The word \\*u," signify those who are weak

physically, financially and socially. As for the word vwJ

(poor). It has two shades of meaning, viz, (i) the poor men
who have no money, and are needy and (ii) those who may or

may not have money, but they are meek and mild in tempera-

ment and have no trace of pride in their hearts. This group

lives among the poor people and has humility in their nature.

A person who is assuming, simple and humble comes within

the definition ofthe word -js^n (the poor).

Poverty (in the second sense) and affluence

can go together

It should not be misconceived that a man who is

well-to-do and has wealth is ordained to enter Hell. What

is meant to say is that if Almighty Allah has conferred on

any one the blessing of wealth, yet he is humble and mild

in his temperament and not proud, behaves with others

nicely and discharges fully the rights ofAllah and those of

His servants, then he too will be counted among the class

of the Masakeen (in the second sense).
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Poverty and "Maskanat" (humbleness)

are two different things

In another Hadith the Holy Prophet # has prayed to

Allah as follows:

j£*****i\ Oj^j^ i^T^^J l^-**a iS^h l^***8
^5-tr^ 1 (%-j^

(Tirmidhi book of Zahr Chapter on the poor emigrants entering Paradise

before their rich men Hadith no: 3352)

O Allah! let me live as a poor man and die as a

poor man, and raise me to life (in the Hereafter)

in the group ofthe poor.

In another Hadith the Holy Prophet # has prayed to

Allah in the following words :

O Allah, I seek refuge with you from poverty

and Want. (Abu Dawod, book of Salah Hadith no: 1544)

The Holy Prophet ^ sought refuge with Allah from

poverty but prayed for maskanat (humbleness). This shows

that this maskanat is something other than want, poverty

and starvation. As mentioned earlier, Maskanat means mod-

esty in temperament and natural disposition and nice behavi-

our with the poor. Ifthis humbleness and leniency of charac-

ter and conduct are born in anyone's heart he will be entitled

to the rewards mentioned in this Hadith:

Allah's Judgment between Paradise and Hell

At the end of the Hadith Allah has given His judg-

ment between Paradise and Hell thus: He said to Paradise:

You are the token ofmy mercy, Through you I shall bestow

my mercy on whom I please. He said to Hell: You are the

token of my punishment. Through you I shall punish him

whom I please. I shall fill Paradise and Hell both with men
because both types ofmen are found in the world those who
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deserve Paradise through their good deeds and also those

who deserve Hell by dint of their bad deeds. May Allah in-

clude us among the men ofParadise.

A pious man did not laugh during

his entire lifetime

There was a pious man who was known to have

never laughed during his entire lifetime, nor was even a

smile ever appear on his face. He was always seen pining

with some anxiety. When asked about the reason for this

condition of his life, his reply was:

I have read in a Hadith that some of Allah's creatures

are such whom He has created for Paradise and some oth-

ers whom He has created for Hell. I do not know to which

group I belong. How can I laugh, unless I know that I be-

long to the group ofParadise? This is the anxiety that is al-

ways pressing upon me.

How can a believer sleep?

Some saint has composed this couplet:

*sJ J*3 Cr^ s

f
u

• ^3

That is, how can a believer's eye sleep with coolness

and comfort, unless it knows which of the two places (Par-

adise or Hell) is its final resort?

He smiled at the time of death

Thus, the pious man mentioned above did not laugh

during the whole of his life. Observers say that while dy-

ing, as soon as his soul was taken out of his body there

was smile on his face because it was on that day that he

came to know the group for which Allah had created him:

it was certainly the group destined for Paradise.
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A life of negligence

How one who cares for the Hereafter can sleep peace-

fully when he does not know if he belongs to the people of

Paradise or the Ones of Hell. It is also Allah's kindness to us

that He does not allow such an anxiety to dominate every-

one,otherwise the entire work and administration of the

world would be disturbed and upset. So Allah does not

make such extreme cases of anxiety a regular feature. The

Holy Prophet 4& has warned his Ummah at many places

against negligence which prevents them from thinking

which course - right or wrong - they are taking. They are ad-

vised to consider from time to time whether the path they

are following leads to Paradise or to Hell. They should also

keep a vigilant eye on their acts and deeds. May Almighty

Allah include us all in the group which He has created for

Paradise. Aameen.

Do not be proud of physical health,

strength and beauty

(Sahih Bukhari, book of Tafsir of Surah Kahf... Hadith no: 4829)

Hazrat Abu Hurairah 4**^*, has narrated that the

Holy Prophet # said: On the Day of Judgment a great

man will be brought fat and bulky in body, yet he will not

be equal in weight even to the wings of a mosquito.

This entire worldly pomp and power, this physical

strength and health and beauty will be of no avail in the

Hereafter. This is because the man, inspite of all his great-

ness, power and beauty, did not work during his worldly life

to please Almighty Allah; so he has not the least value in the

sight ofAllah. The intention of this Hadith is also to empha-
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size that man should not feel proud of his apparent beauty,

health and strength, his wealth and status, as these worldly

gifts may not be of any value in the sight of Allah. The real

value lies in assuring that a man's deeds are righteous and he

is following the path shown by Allah and His Prophet &.

The woman who used to sweep the

Prophet's $ mosque

lAJ&te bU j» 0*—Jt pi! CJlT *bj~> 5t^t b\ <up Al^j «upj

q\j l$l*i J* Ub 3jJL^ jj3l\ flJU o\ Jtf ^ Up ^jUi SjJoi

,^U a* ytfi^ S^UJi vWV^ 1^ ^jU, jy^) (*fr^ J* ^-^ (*# J>i

(Sahih Bukahri. book of funerals, chapter on salat. Hadith no: 13337)

In this Hadith Hazrat Abu Hurairah ***»„*> has related

an incident which occured during the days of the Holy

Prophet ^fe. He has narrated that there was a black woman

who used to sweep the Prophet's mosque from time to time.

The Holy Prophet $ did not see that woman for sometime

and asked his noble Companions <**&**) about her. Look!

How the Holy Prophet # remembered that black woman

and felt for her! The Noble Companions <#*A^ replied that

she has passed away. The Holy Prophet $ complained to

them that they did not inform him of her death. The Com-

panions did not say anything in reply but it appeared from

their attitude that they regarded that woman too ordinary to

tell the Holy Prophet $ about her death. The Holy Prophet

# then asked the Companions^^^ the way to her grave

which he visited along with the Companions and offered

there her funeral prayer.
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The Injunction about offering

funeral (Janazah) prayer on graves

The general injunction about funeral prayers is that if

anyone's funeral prayer has been offered, then it is not lawful

to offer the funeral prayer again at the grave of the dead. If a

dead body has been buried without funeral prayer, the order of

the Shari 'ah prescribes that funeral prayer may be offered at

the grave before the body has not become decomposed. It is

not lawful to offer funeral prayer at the grave when as much

time has passed as the body takes to decmpose.

Graves are cells ofDarkness

The Holy Prophet # offered funeral prayer at the

grave of that women as a special tribute to her and to show

this to the Noble Companions ^fo^. After having offered

the funeral prayer, he J§£ is reported to have said: The graves

are filled with darkness, but by the blessings of my prayer

Allah illuminates these graves, by His mercy.

Do not despise anyone

The Holy Prophet # did all this to warn the people

that it was not good to despise any man or woman and to

consider him or her worthless, simply because he or she

had no status and standing from the worldly point of view.

This was because none knows what rank he or she occu-

pies in the sight of Allah.

j>\ & Jk f ±\>

This Persian couplet means:

Do not think about every forest that it is emp-

ty. It may be that a tiger is sleeping there.)

If a man is in a depressed and down-trodden state do

not think that he is of no worth because he may possibly
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have a great value in the sight of Allah.

The people with their dishevelled hair !

(Sahih Muslim, Book on charity-the weak Hadith no: 2622)

The Holy Prophet $ is reported to have said: There

are many people with dishevelled and uncombed hair on

their heads. Their bodies and faces are dusty, as they earn

their livelihood by hard labour. They command no respect

anywhere in the world and are likely to be turned out by

force if they visit any house. They are worthless from the

worldly point of view, but if they swear by Allah about

anything, Allah shall fulfil their oaths. That is, if they say

an oath, that such and such thing shall be done, Allah, by

His grace and power, does that thing. If they swear by

Allah that such and such thing will not happen, Allah

stops the execution of that thing.

Our Behaviour with the poor

All these Ahadith show that we should not judge the

value ofanyone by his outer appearance and condition.

We admit and declare verbally that all Muslims are

brothers, high and low, poor and rich, are equal before Allah

and that the poor and the deprived have great value in the

sight of Allah. Do we keep these principles in view when

we actually deal with them? Do we follow these golden

rules in dealing with our servants, our subordinates, and the

poor and depressed persons whom we happen to come

across during our daily lives? What actually happens is that

we preach and listen to the golden principles of behaviour
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but we forget them in our actual practices and dealings.

Hazrat Thanawi's u*^^ behaviour

with his servant

Take mindful notice of the stories of those favoured

saints Allah grants the ability to comply with these rules.

Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Sahib u* <in i^j had a ser-

vant, named Niaz who was called "Brother Niaz" by all who
visited the saint's convent. He was very intimate and infor-

mal servant of the Maulana. While serving the saint and

being too close to him all the time, he had developed in him

an informal attitude. Sometime he became harsh with the

visitors. A visitor one day complained to the saint that

"Brother Niaz" was rude with him. Such complaints against

him had reached the saint earlier also. The saint called and

scolded him for his rude behaviour with his guests. The ser-

vant at once retorted very arrogantly: Hazrat do not tell a lie

and fear Allah. See how a servant is uttering such words to

his own master who was the renowned saint! It is believed

that the servant wanted to tell the saint that the complaint

was false and the complainants had told lies. They should

fear Allah. However, in a fit of confusion he used wrong

words. See, how the great saint reacted to the servant's re-

ply. The saint bent down his head and uttered these words

&\ >wi < jii >*-.» (I seek Allah's forgiveness).

He observed the limits laid down by Allah. The saint

then said later on that he was mistaken as he began to

scold the servant on hearing only one side of the sotry,

whereas according to the rules of the shari'ah a judge

should pass judgment on hearing both parties, which the

saint forgot to follow and passed his judgment against the

servant without hearing his explanation. The saint said

that he was mistaken and when he was advised bv the ser-
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vant to fear Allah he had no alternative but to beg Allah's

forgiveness by uttering: ii^iJtoyte-i

These are people about whom it has been said: t^oir

itajjb.jL* (He observes the limits laid down by Allah). Thus,

the lesson we learn from these incidents is that we should

all behave properly with our servants, and subordinates

and never despise them. May Allah protect us from this

sin. Aameen.

Those who shall enter Paradise and Hell

Js> c**3 Jti (JLij 4Jp ill J^^ jp 4* ill ^j l*l«>\ jf>j

ja klP Idli jUl ob^ C**3j jldl Jl^y \ OS jll\ uJbw^ j-P

<a U1^ £*b-*iaVSH^ \#rjj C-iJ iljJt ailrt v^tfj^M 5*^) frl-»*M ^^^

(Sahih Bukhari - Kitab Nikah.... Hadith no: 5196)

Hazrat Usamah ** *\ ^> was a favourite Companion

a***^ of the Holy Prophet 4&. He was the son of Hazrat

Zaid Bin Harith, 4**^*, an adopted son of the Prophet £&.

In other words, he was an adopted grand son of the Holy

Prophet #. He has narrated that the Holy Prophet # said:

I was standing at the gate of Paradise... (This might have

been during Mi raj (the Ascension), because on that occa-

sion the Holy Prophet £sfc was taken to see Paradise and

Hell. Or it might have been on some other occasion during

a vision Allah knows better. I saw that the people of Para-

dise belonged mostly to the humble and the poor classes. I

also saw that those who were regarded in the world as for-

tunate. Prosperous, wealthy and high placed in their world-

ly lives were detained at the gate of Paradise and could not

enter it. It may mean two things; either they were entitled

to enter Paradise, but were subject to stern reckoning of
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their deeds after clearing which they could enter Paradise.

Therefore, they were detained at the door. Some of them

had been ordained to enter Hell. The Prophet # went on

saying: Standing at the gate of Hell I saw that the majority

of the inmates of Hell were women.

The poor will be in Paradise

This Hadith has two parts. It is said in the first part that

most people in Paradise appeared to be from among the poor

classes as has already been mentioned: The poor class does

not necessarily include only the needy but it also includes

those who are humble by their nature and temperament.

Why will women be in Hell more in number?

The other part of the Hadith tells that the majority of

the inmates of Hell appeared to be women.

Addressing women, the Holy Prophet £& is reported

to have said in another Hadith:

(Musnad Ahmad, vol. 2, p. 67)

I was shown that you form the major part of the in-

mates of Hell. It appears from this that the number of the

female will be greater than that of its male dwellers in the

Hell. This, however, never means that a women shall enter

Hell only for being a women. That is not so. In another Ha-

dith the Holy Prophet # has mentioned the reason for

this. While addressing women. He # is reported to have

said: Women form a greater part of the population of Hell.

When the women asked the reason for this. The Holy

Prophet M mentioned two reasons for this, He (Prophet

<Sfc) said: You frequently indulge in cursing and defaming

one another on small and trivial issues. Women are more

involved to these vices than men:
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Ingratitude to Husbands

The other reason for this is. You are very ungrateful

to your husbands. Your husbands try their best to please

you with their hard-earned money, yet instead of thanking

them you generally utter words of ingratitude. These are

the two main reasons which will drive most of you to Hell.

May Allah protect us from this. Aameen.

The sin of ingratitude amounts to disbelief

Ingratitude is a contemptible act in all circums-

tances. It is highly disliked by Allah. In the Arabic lan-

guage and in the terminology of the Shari 'ah jA (ingrati-

tude) is /called (disbelief), because an infidel (disbeliev-

er) actually shows ingratitude to Allah, for the countless

blessings granted by Him and thus he attributes a Partner

to Allah, or denies the unity of All Compassionate Allah

by his ingratitude.

Prostration before husbands

The Holy Prophet # has said in a Hadith: If I were

to command anyone in this world to bow down before any-

one other than Allah, I would command a wife to bow
down before her husband, but it is forbidden to bow down
before anyone other than Allah. The intention is to tell that

it is among the obligatory duties of a woman to obey her

husband and not to be ungrateful to him, because this will

be showing ingratitude to Allah. Allah is displeased with a

woman's ungratefulness to her husband. That is why he #
told women that they will be sent to Hell for this sin. How
dangerous it is!
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Two Formulas for safety from Hell

Allah has clearly prescribed the rights of a husband

and his wife against each other. Our sisters must remember

that he # took special care to address an assembly of

women and tell them that these two sins are the causes for

their entering Hell in larger numbers. Who knows better the

secrets of Allah's Deen and the natural tendencies of the

members of his Ummah more than the Holy Prophet 1§tf

There is none other than he & who can correctly diagnose

the disease and prescribe the right remedy for its cure. Thus,

the Holy Prophet# has prescribed two formulas for women

to save themselves from the torment ofHell. These are: to re-

frain from the sins of (1) cursing and taunting one another

and (2) being ungrateful to their husbands.

The Angels curse such a woman

The Holy Prophet ^ has gone to the extent of say-

ing that if a wife disobeys her husband's call to go to his

bed or if he passes a night in which she does not fulfils her

husband's desire and he is displeased with his wife, the an-

gels curse that woman the whole night. How terrible a

warning ofpunishment the Holy Prophet& has given !

Control your tongue

It has been said that the number of women entering

Hell will be larger than that of men. This saying is being

used by some ill-disposed persons as an argument to ac-

cuse that women have been degraded to such an extent

that even Hell will receive a larger number ofwomen than

men. It should be borne in mind that women will not be

thrust into Hell for being women; they will enter Hell be-

cause of their sins and misconduct, - the sins of the

tongue, in Particular. The Holy Prophet 4fc has said that of
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all his limbs the tongue is the most notorious in pushing
man into Hell. The tongue is instrumental to many grie-

vous sins if it is not kept under strict control. You can ex-

perience yourself that women are generally weaker than

men in controlling their tongues. They are advised to use
their tongues with due care so as not to utter words to hurt

the hearts of others particularly of their husbands. Allah
has commanded the wives to keep their husbands pleased
and satisfied in all conditions. They can save themselves
from the torment ofHell by correcting themselves and fol-

lowing strictly the laws of the Shari 'ah. This responsibil-

ity lies equally on men and women both. You know that

Allah appointed head of the women of Paradise and that

leader is Hazrat Fatimah i^iii.^. Allah has not debarred
women from Paradise, but has declared them to be entitled

to Paradise. The whole matter depends on the good deeds
they do and the straight path they follow.

The Importance of the Rights of the people

There is another important point emanating from
this Hadith which demands attention. The Holy Prophet

& did not say that a larger number ofwomen would enter

Hell because they are more deficient in worship, offer less

optional prayers or are slack in reciting the Holy Quran or
in remembering the sacred names of Allah. The reasons
mentioned by the Holy Prophet % for women entering
Hell their indulgence in the sin of cursing and taunting
one another and being ungrateful to their husbands. Both
these sins are related to the rights of Allah's servants
which they violate. This brings out the importance of dis-

charging fully the rights of Allah's servants. This is indeed
more important than the offering of optional prayers and
doing other optional items ofworship.
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May Almighty Allah grant us by His mercy, the cor-

rect understanding of the importance of discharging the

rights of Allah's servants and help us in discharging this re-

sponsibility and liability to the best ofour ability. Aameen. !

May Allah have mercy on Muhammad^ who is the

best of His creation, and on his household and his Noble

Companions. All of them with your mercy who are the

most Merciful. O Allah.
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Venue

Date

Jame Masjid Baitul Mukarram

Gulshan-e-Iqbal,

Karachi.

Friday 10th May, 1991

After 'Asr Prayers.

Our Self is proved to get ad-

dicted to worldly pleasures. It

hastens up to the acts in which it

finds taste and joy. As a result of

this tendency it produces an in-

clination to satisfy lust and de-

sire. Man ceases to be man if he

leaves his Self controlled, ac-

cedes to its all demands works to

attain all possible means that

may prove conducive to the satis-

faction of his tastes and enjoy-

ments.



ON RESISTING
THE INNERSELF

iy6j <aUp ^jsj j <u j*ji j oy&uJj A~*r~.J j o>U*ui ill OA^Ji
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All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and seek

His help and His forgiveness and believe in

Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with

Allah from the evils of our selves and the vices

of our deeds. There is no one to let go astray

whom Allah guides and there is no one to guide

whom Allah lets go astray. I bear witness that

there is no god but Allah Alone. He has no part-

ner. I also bear- witness that our sire, our author-

ity, our Prophet and our. Master, Muhammad is

His servant and His Messenger. May Allah have
mercy on him, on his household and on his

Companions and bless them and send peace on
them in abundance.

And those who strive in Us We surely guide

them to our paths. Indeed, Allah is with the

good indeed. (29:69)

The meaning ofMujahadah (strife)

Allama Nuwawi u* k^ has formed another chapter

on "Mujahadah" (strife). "Mujahadah" means to strive hard.

The word "Jihad" has also been derived from the same
word. So in the Arabic language "Jihad" does not mean
fighting, but it means striving hard and putting in physical

effort. The word "Mujahadah" also means the same, i.e. put-

ting in efforts and exertions. In the terminology of the

Qur'an, the Sunnah and the Sufism the word means efforts

and endeavours whereby man may reform and rectify his

deed, actions and character, so as to refrain from sins and
stop his Self from taking a wrong course. This is "Mujaha-
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dati\ The Holy Prophet 4£ has said in a Hadith.

(Tirmidhi virtue of Jihad .... Hadith no: 1621)

"Real "Jihad" is fighting against one's own Self to

keep it tamed. It is also "Jihad' to fight against an enemy

in a battle field, but the true Jihad is to launch a war
against Self. The Self is always enticing man to fulfil its

desires and submit to the temptations; On the other hand,

man, resisting all these demands of the Self, takes the op-

posite direction of goodness and piety. This is "Mujaha-

dati\ A man who wishes to amelorate his life and take the

path of righteousness for the sake of Allah has to take re-

sort to "Mujahadah", by opposing his Self and exerting

himself utmost to suppress his desires, however distress-

ing and repulsive all this exertion may be. This struggle

against one's own Self is called "Mujahadah".

Man's Self is fond of pleasures

Our 'Self or the power which prompts man to action,

has become addicted to worldly pleasures. So it hastens to

those acts which provide it with immediate enjoyment. It is in-

herent and natural tendency ofthe Selfto entice man towards

pleasures and enjoyments by creating in him desires and lust.

Now if man lets loose his Self so as to indulge freely in the

pleasures which his Self invites him, then he degrades himself

to the level ofanimals and ceases to be a man.

There is no peace in satisfying Carnal desires

It is a tendency of sensual desires that more you go

on satisfying them, the more these desires will show with

greater force and speed. It is nearly impossible to make an
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end of such desires. Man can never claim to have satisfied

all his desires and he has nothing more to desire. Thus,

man can never attain peace in life. Let any one having any

doubt can experience this for himself.

There is no limit to taste and enjoyment

Some people ofmodern time today advise that the pri-

vate life ofman should not be interfered by religion. Every-

one can do and enjoy freely whatever one pleases. As a re-

sult man is free to satisfy his desires and enjoy himselfto his

hearts content without any restriction. In this respect he is

not answerable to anyone. If you ask any of these pleas-

ure-lovers whether they have reached the limit oftheir enjoy-

ment and nothing more is left for them to desire, their reply

will be in the negative. He would say that he has still count-

less wishes to realize. In fact, the satisfaction of one wish

gives rise to another wish, and there is no end to it.

Open Adultery

Ifa couple in the western civilisation want to indulge in

sexual intercourse with each other, there is no restriction,

whatsoever, to stop them from this. The Holy Prophet& has

said that a time will come when people will commit adulteiy

in public view on the road and there will be none to stop them

from this. Ifthere is a man who advises them to do this behind

a tree or wall he will be a pious man of that time. That time

has come aridwe are seeing all this today with our own eyes.

Rape cases in America

If a man wants to satisfy his sexual urge in unlawful

ways all facilities are availabfe to him for committing this

sin with the mutual consent of the partner without a fear

ofcensure from any quarters. Notwithstanding this, Ameri-
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ca is the country where the largest number of rapes are

committed every year. This is because after getting tired

of adultery committed with the mutual consent man's insat-

iable desire for adultery urges him to enjoy the sensation

of rape. As already stated man's desire, if left uncontrolled

and unbridled knows no limits and ends.

InsatiableThirst

There is a disease called yj< ^r {Joo 'ul baqar) in the

Arabic language, gluttony being its English equivalent. In

this disease the.patient's hunger does not find satisfaction

with all the quality and quantity of the food that he is given

to eat. There is another disease called *u-a-i (Istisqaa) in the

Arabic language in which the thirst ofa man becomes insati-

able with any quantity of the water he may drink to quench

it. Man's „ desires may be compared to these two diseases

which cannot be kept under restraint, unless they are sup-

pressed and controlled by the laws of the Shari 'ah. If left

free, these desires go on increasing by leaps and bounds.

Put some resistance

Allah and His Prophet ££ have forbidden us to pur-

sue all the desires because they may throw man into' the

ditch of destruction. We have been advised to control

them and keep them within the reasonable limits laid

down by the Shari ah. In doing so you may feel some diffi-

culty in the beginning. A man used to listenng to the

Radio programmes ofmusic and enjoying the musical con-

certs and dramas on the Television will find it quite annoy-

ing in the beginning to forego and forget these enjoy-

ments. However, if man wants to save his Self from

destruction he should try4© put some resistance like a pa-

tient who tolerates bitter doses of a medicine.
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Self over-powers the weak
Almighty Allah has created this 'Self in man with a

peculiar characteristic. If a man decides to oppose it firm-

ly, despite all the distress, hardships and sufferings in-

volved the desire begins to give way and yield to man's res-

olutionrThis 'Self and Satan overpower him who shows

weakness before them and obeys them, but they slacken

their grip and surrender before those who stand against

them and decide to confront them with an iron will and de-

termination. As a result, the distress and difficulties faced

in opposing 'Self will disappear one by one and thus man
ultimately will defeat and overpower his 'Self.

The 'Self is like a suckling child

Allama Busairi unibiu^, was a very prominent saint.

His eulogistic poem, namely "Qasidah Burdah", in praise

of the Holy Prophet ^ is famous all over the Muslim
world. It contains a couplet foil ofwisdom.

The 'Self ofman is like a little suckling child which is

suckling the milk of his mother and he has become used toit.

If he is weaned from suckling by force, the child will protest

against this by crying. Now according to Allama Busaire's

opinion, if the parents decide to get rid of this problem, fury

and fuss of the child by letting him continue suckling, the

child will not give up suckling even when he grows into a

young man. Suckling has become his nature, he refuses to eat

hard food. There are, however, no parents in the world who
will leave the child in this state. They will wean him from

sucklingbyall means because it ensures the child's welfare.
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The Self is fond of sins

Allama Busairi has further said that man's Self is

like a child. It has become fond of sins. If it is left undis-

turbed and uncontrolled in this condition,, committing

whatever sins it likes (e.g., casting sinful glances, telling

lies, backbiting, accepting bribes and indulging in usuri-

ous dealings) for the only reason that reliquishing these

sins will be hard upon the 'Self then what will be the re-

sult? The result will be that this Self will pass its entire

life in these sins and will never receive peace.

Real peace is in Allah's remembrance

Note carefully that there is no peace in disobeying

Allah. You might collect ajl the worldly resources of

life, yet you cannot have peace. I have set before you an

example from the Western society where there is great

abundance of wealth, a high standard of living. All ave-

nues of enjoyment and pleasure -seeking are wide open

before them. Inspite qf all this they have no peace. They

cannot sleep without taking sleeping pills. Why is it so?

It is because they are immersed in sins and disobedience

to Allah. Peace resides only in Allah's remembrance.

Beware! the hearts receive peace and content-

ment from Allah's remembrance. (13.28)

You can never receive peace as long as you are com-

mitting sins and disobeying Allah.

Almighty Allah grants peace and contentment only

to those who remember Allah in their hearts. You will find

people who are poor careworn and starving, yet they have

in their hearts the blessings of peace and contentment. So

one who desires to have peace and tranquillity must quit
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sins by undergoing a little hardship and taking a firm

stand against the seduction of Self.

Allah's promise cannot be false

Besides, Allah has also made this promise:
".*' « * *' • "\ -e . o t - • ^ » , f •

And those who strive in Us, We surely guide

them to Our paths. (29.69)

This verse declares that there are those who strive

hard in the path of Allah, inspite of the unfavourable con-

ditions and opposition of their society and the demands of
their own Self and Satan. Allah guides them on to His

straight path. As regards the words

we shall guide them to Our paths

Hazrat Thanawi u*<Wj has explained the true sense

of these words saying that "Allah will put them on the

straight path by taking them to the path not showing them
the path only from a distance. For getting this help from
Allah sincere and firm intention and keen longing are,

however, necessary. This is Allah's promise and it cannot

be false.

In short, "Mujahadah" is the name of firm resolution

in which a man resolves that he will not commit such and
such sins in any circumstances happen what may. The day
man presents such a resolute stand against the demands of
his Self and Satan, he becomes Allah's beloved whom Allah

puts on His straight path as though holding by his hands.

Make your heart worthy of Allah

Thus, the veiy first step towards correction is "Mujaha-

dah" for man will have to take a firm resolution. Dr. Abdul
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Hayi Sahib -j*^^ frequently used to recite this couplet:

A Jfir ^/ ^ tu / J) l/ 1 y w»"

That is; I have to make this heart worthy of you (O

Allah) at all costs notwithstanding that for achieving this

objective I may have to kill all my pleasant wishes and am-

bitions. Now the divine light will descend on my heart and

it will become a target of Allah's love. Hence forward!

shall commit no sins.

You must remember that you will have to face great

difficulties in the beginning in relinquishing for ever your

favourite plans of pleasures and enjoyments only for the

sake of Allah. It will not be long before this struggle' of

yours will make your Self will become a source of peace

and satisfaction for you. In fact, you cannot imagine the

pleasure and contentment which you will receive at the

thought that you are undergoing all this test and torture for

the sake of Allah to seek His pleasure.

Why does a mother endure all distress?

See how a mother sacrifies her comfort for her child.

She is sleeping peacefully in her bed on a cold winter

night. Her child beside her. The child urinates on the bed.

The chilling cold of night stops her leaving the warmth of

her bed, but she resists this desire for her chlid and gets up

thinking that if the child remains wet he may catch cold

and may have fever. Opposing the seduction of her Self

she gets up from her warm bed changes the child's clothes,

goes out in this cold night and washes the child's clothes

with cold water. This is an arduous task, yet she is doing

this in the interest of her child's health and welfare.
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Love does away with distress

There is a barren women with no child. She consults

doctors to cure her sterility and visits holy men for prayer

that she may have a child . For this purpose she also uses ta-

lisman, charms and such other things. Another woman tells

her about the pains a woman has to undergo on account of
child birth and in delivering a baby. She will have to get up
on cold nights and wash the baby's clothes and do many
other odd things for the health and welfare of her baby. In

reply the childless woman will says that she would sacrifice

the peace and comforts of a thousand winter nights for her

baby. This woman places a great value on a baby for which
she is willing to go through the tortures and troubles in-

volved in this way. They mean pleasure and comfort to her.

So a woman is taking so much pains and is tolerating untold

tortures, but she is satisfied with all this and feels contented

that she is tolerating these hardships for the sake of her
child. With this in mind she feels pleasure in giving up her

desires and comforts. Maulana Rumi 4^ juuu^ has expressed
the same idea in the following words:

*>* (JO** 4^ ^r** jl

When in love even the bitterest things become sweet.

Actions, otherw ise hard and despised, turn pleasant in love.

The love of Allah should

not be less than that of Laila

In his famous Masnawi (poetical work) Maulana
Rumi -u* -ojia^j has written many interesting; love - stories in-

cluding the famous story ofLaite=Majnoon. In his match-
less love for his beloved I^Lila, Majnoon, the lover, under-
went great tortures and distress, yet he was quite satisfied,

and pleased with his ordeals in love. He was ready to sacri-
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fice all for his love. Maulana Rumi has thus expressed this

idea in a couplet:

sit J;' J /. Jr L.f

The love of Allah cannot be less than that of

Laila. It is, therefore, a credit to become

(kicked and thrown like) a ball.

Love ofMoney
In order to take up his job, an employee has to get

up early in the morning.lt is winter and cold outside a man

is sleeping comfortably on a warm bed. He has to go to his

job, leaving behind his wife and children at home. After

having toiled the whole day he will come back home late

at night. There is a good number of workers who go to

their work, leaving their children sleeping and come back

at a time when the children have gone to bed. Ifanyone ad-

vises him to give up such an arduous job for the sake of

his comfort and his family, he will reject this advice with

contempt. He is pleased to get up .and go to his job at an

early hour, leaving behind his wife and children. This is

due to the love of the salary which he will draw at the end

of the month. For the sake of this love all his troubles and

exertions for earning this salary have become pleasant for

him. If he by chance loses his job at anytime he becomes

deeply aggrieved and strives hard for another job. This is

to say that in the way of love all hurdles and difficulties

turn to be pleasure and enjoyment

.

In the same way it is, indeed, difficult to give up

sins. In the beginning one finds oneself unable of giving

up some sins being committed for a long time, but when

one resolves to relinquish it, divine help comes to his res-
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cue with the result that the pains and distresses involved in

quitting a sin in obedience to Allah's command begin to

yield pleasure and joy.

Acquaint yourself with worship

Hazrat Dr. Abdul Hayi Sahib -u^Wj once men-
tioned a wise point. He said: This 'Self of man is fond of
pleasure. This pleasure is not confined to any particular

type. The Self craves for pleasure and enjoyment alone de-
spite its nature and constituents. You have made this 'Self

addicted to a pleasure which is in reality unpleasant and
disgustful and the 'Self finds taste and enjoyment in it on
account of the habit. Try to make it accustomed to the
pleasure ofAllah's worship and devotion and to thejoys of
passing life according to the injunctions of Allah. Then
you will see that it will not be long before this 'Self begins
to feel pleasure and enjoyment in this transformed life of
piety and purity.

This is a couplet from a poem composed by the re-

nounced Urdu poet Mirza Ghalib. Our Hazrat Dr. Sahib^
*j* Jii interpreted it in a very unique way. According to him
the couplet means: This sinful man does not drink wine for
the sake ofpleasure like other drunkards. He thus expresses
himself: I drink it only that I may remain beside myself the
whole night and day. When you have accustomed me to
wine I am enveloped in a state of rapture. Ifyou had accus-
tomed me to Allah's remembrance and obedience, I would
have received the same rapture and taste in Allah's remem-
brance. It is your mistake that you have accustomed me to
wine instead ofthese virtuous occupations.
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You will receive great enjoyment

in negating the Self

This
AMujahadati appears to be difficult in the begin-

ning, as it demands that one should oppose one's Self when

it incites one to the pursuit of desires. It is hard indeed to

check yourself from backbiting when your friends freely in-

dulging in it in a jolly assembly. Remember that the task of

abstinance appears to be difficult from a distance but when

you once take a firm resolution against this sin, Allah's help

will overtake you and in this opposition of the seduction of

'Self you will find a pleasure much greater than that you

found in obeying the dictates ofyour Self.

Cultivate the taste oilman (Faith)

The Holy Prophet # is reported to have said in a Ha-

dith: Once a man felt in his heart an urge to cast a glance

on a forbidden sight and who is there who does not feel

such an urge? His heart was in a fix whether to cast the

glance on the sight or not. The heart struggled hard and at

last got control on the urge. In return for such a struggle

and exertion Allah granted him a pleasure which far ex-

ceeds the pleasure of satisfying the forbidden urge. This is

a promise from the Holy Prophet # which is available in

the books Of Ahadith. (Musnad, vol. 5, p. 264)

This promise is not confined to protecting the eyes

from falling on forbidden sights, but it is general in its

scope and applies to renouncing all sorts of sins. For exam-

ple the sin of backbiting is pleasing, but a man holds his

tongue back from it, just when it was on the verge of

doing it. In the exercise ofthis Self-control there is a pleas-

ure and when man becomes used to it, a relation and love

springs up between him and Allah.
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The Essence of Tasaw-wuf(Mysticism)

Hazrat Maulana Ashraf AH Thanwi u* in^ has said

something very instructive and worth remembering. The es-

sence of 'Tasaw-wuf, the Maulana said, abstinence is that

when one feels lazy and hesitant in discharging some relig-

ious duties, e.g. the prayer, he should withstand with cou-

rage this hesitation and discharge the duty. Similarly, when
his heart is inclined to commit some sin, he should oppose

this inclination also with courage. This exertion and strug-

gle will generate relation with Allah and develop that rela-

tion. A man who attains this capacity requires nothing more.

Thus when a man crushes his desires with strenuous effort

his heart becomes a mirror to reflect and absorb divine light.

The Heart has to be broken

My respected father, Hazrat Mufti Muhammad Shafi

Sahib upaJui^j used to quote an example in this behalf. In

the olden days he said, there used to be Unani physicians

who prepared medicines with by burning gold, silver, lead

etc., to ashes commonly known as kushta. He said that the

more the metal was burnt to reduce it to ashes, the more ef-

fective was the medicine. My respected father compared

man's desires to the metals so processed. If these desires

are crushed, burnt and reduced to something like ashes,

then man's heart will become strong and worthy to receive

Allah's love. The more man breaks his heart the more be-

loved it will become in the sight of Allah The renowned,

poet Dr. Muhammad Iqbal has expressed this idea in a cou-

plet:

$ » ^ ^ \j£ tfj /, y L
\f |f

;

jt ;V g $ ^ /y/ y * ^ SL

This means: Your heart is like a mirror which, when
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broken, becomes dearer in the sight ofthe maker ofthe mir-

ror, so the more you subject your heart to strife and exertion

in the cause of Allah, the dearer it will become in His sight.

The heart is to be broken and purged of all desires and lusts

to become worthy of Allah's attention and love. Our Dr.

Abdul Hayi Sahib upJuiju^, used to recite a couplet:

It means: The potter broke the pot by throwing it

down and said that he would make another and a better

pot in place of it.

Do not think that the troubles you are receiving and

the tortures you are enduring by crushing your desires are

going waste. By this process of Mujahadah" when this

heart becomes a resting - place for Allah's love, remem-

brance and devotion, you will receive ajoy and rapture be-

fore which the entire enjoyments received from commit-

ting sins and disobeying Allah are not worth an iota.

All that is needed is a little resolution and sincere

work. In the beginning everything looks difficult but it

will become easy later on. This is "Mujahadah". .

The Holy Prophet # is reported to have said in a

Hadith:

That is, a Mujahid is one who struggles with his Self,

crushes and suppresses his desires, instead of becoming a

toy in the hands of his desires. May Allah protect us from

this disgrace and help us to control efficiently our desires.

Aameen.

And we close with the call that all praise be to

Allah, the Lord of all the worlds.
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Venue : Jame'Masj id B aitul Mukarram

Gulshan-e-Iqbal,

Karachi.

Date : Friday 1 7th May, 1 99

1

After *Asr Prayers.

True "Mujahadah" means the

act of confronting the Self in

such a way that man does not

yield to the desires, demands
and dictates of 'Self , but takes

the opposite course by crushing

them all. He who wishes to re-

form and ameliorate his Self has

to take to 'Mujahadah'and en-

dure the distress and tortures

which confront him in his strug-

gle against his carnal desires.

This is called
}Mujahadah\



ESSENTIALITY OF
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j~JUll^ i) «U*Jlj jt£jJ\j jiUfJjl j* dill*^ j*u

All praise is for Allah. We praise Him and

seek His help and His forgiveness we believe

in Him and rely on Him. We seek refuge with

Allah from the evils of our souls and the vices

of our deeds. There is no one to let go astray

whom Allah guides and there is no one to

guide whom Allah lets go astray. 1 bear wit-

ness that there is no god but Allah Alone. He
has no partner. I also bear witness that our

sire, our Prophet and our. Master, Muhammad
is His servant and His Messenger. May Allah

send mercy on him, on his household and on

his Companions and bless them and salute

them in great deal.

And those who strive in us we surely guide

them to or paths. Indeed, Allah is with the good.

(29:69)

The Reality ofMujahadah

The gist of what was said in the earlier meeting

abou f 'Mujahadah* is that we should try to leave the carnal

desires. This is the meaning of Mujahadah. This has to be

discussed to day in greater details, so that it may become

amply clear why it is necessary to take to Mujahadah,

Mujahadah in worldly affairs

It is difficult to pursue Deen (Faith) without resort-

ing to Mujahadah. It is necessary even in the execution of

worldly affairs. In order to earn a living one has to crush

the dictates of the Self. The man feels inclined to take rest
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at home but does not. He cannot earn his living, unless he

exerts himself and works hard on his job.

Cultivation of the habit of

Mujahadah from childhood

It is necessary to train a child for Mujahadah from

his childhood. When the child is sent to school for the first

time he resents and dislikes this. He does not feel inclined

to go to school, but he is induced to do so by different

ways. This is Mujahadah. Man has, therefore, to do many
things against his natural disposition to receive education,

earn his living, and attain all other objectives of life. Ifany-

one decides not to do anything which is disagreeable to

his nature, such a man can succeed neither in his worldly

life nor in the religious field.

There will be no Mujahadah in Paradise

There are three worlds created *by Allah. In one of

these worlds all desires will be fulfilled without your

doing anything against your will; everything will happen

according to your sweet will. In this world man will be

free to pursue his desires, without any hindrance. That

world is the world of Paradise about which the Holy
Qur'an has said:

You shall get in it (Paradise) all that your

hearts desire and there will be for you what

you call for. (4i3i)

Details are available about this in the Ahadith. For

example; if you desire to drink pomegranate juice, it will

be before you the moment you desire it. You will get, by
the grace of AllaH, everything that you may desire. There
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will be no need to suppress and crash your desires in Para-

dise, nor will you have to undergo any Mujahadah there.

That is the world of Paradise. May Allah grant us a seat in

Paradise by His mercy.

The world of Hell

The second world, i.e. Hell is just the opposite of

Paradise. Everything in Hell will be tortuous and contrary

to one
f

s desire and choice. Every act in Hell will be painful

and full of distress. That is the world of Hell. May Allah

save every Muslim from that. Aameen.

The present world

Our world is the world in which things occur which

are pleasant as well as unpleasant to us. There is joy and

grief, distress and comfort. There is none in this world

whose life is exclusively a bed of roses or a bed of thorns.

Every comfort and joy has some painful features and every

pain and distress has some pleasant aspects. In this world

you may be a great capitalist, a millionaire, or a man of

countless resources, yet you cannot claim that you have al-

ways been comfortable and carefree having, never tasted

worry and anxiety, or that things have always been going

according to your wishes and choice. Comfort and discom-

fort, joy and sorrow, health and sickness go side by side in

this world of ours. It is not possible for anyone in this

world to have all joy with no grief, nor all grief with no

joy. This world is a place of trials and ordeals. A poet has

thus expressed this idea:

That is, the prison of life and the confinement of
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grief both are one and the same. So, man cannot get rid of

grief before his death. Allah has created this world that

you may enjoy and also may suffer from distress. It is,

therefore, not possible for man to be relieved of pains and

grief until his death. What to say
%
of the common people

even the Prophets^^ the most beloved personalities of

Allah, were not spared from the tortures and distresses of

this world. At times they suffered more grievously than

the common people. They, too, had to face, situations dis-

tasteful to their nature. No man, whether he is a believer

or an unbeliever can remain safe from these bitter and

pinching vicinitudes of life in this world.

Seek the pleasure of Allah

In this worldly life you have to face things which are dis-

gustful and abhorrent to your nature and temperament. When

such is the situation from which there is no escape, then there

are two ways open to you. One way is to do things which are

against, and abhorrent to your nature and which involve pains

and troubles, and yet you gain no reward and benefit for them

in the Hereafter nor is Allah pleased with them.

The other way open to man is to work against the in-

clinations of his nature and Self and crush his desires to

ameliorate his Hereafter and to please Allah. The Prophets

of Allah f*-jt,*4i* advise that in this world there is no escape

for man from doing things which go against his nature and

will, whether he appreciates this situation or not. Man
should, therefore, resolve firmly that, if it is unavoidable to

do things which are against his nature, why not should do

only such ofthem that will please Almighty Allah.

For example it is the prayer time and the prayer-call

(Azari) is coming from the nearby mosque but you do not

feel inclined to go to the mosque on account of lethargy. In
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such a situation you follow the dictate of your Self and re-

main in your bed, ignoring the prayer-call. Then somebody
knocks at the door. The man is so important that you have
to leave your comfortable bed and go out with him. The re-

sult is that you opposed your Self, crushed your desire, dis-

turbed your rest, and could not avoid the trouble. Man
should think positively that he has no control over troubles

and distress; then why should he not endure these troubles

and disturbance for Allah's pleasure? Thinking this way, he
should at once get up and go to the mosque to offer prayers.

When receiving the King's commands
Our Dr. Abdul Hayi Sahib <& JmJ-j used to say useful

things for us. Once he said: You are feeling laziness and in-

convenience in going to the mosque for prayers, e.g. the

Fajr or the Tahajjud prayers. You have risen from sleep, but
your eyes are still heavy with sleep and in such a situation

you do not want to leave your bed. Now in this condition if

you receive a message that the King or the Head ofthe state

wants to confer on you a great honour how will you react to

this. Your sleep will diminish instantly. Because you place

great value on the King's award for the sake of which you
are ready to oppose your desires and your natural inclina-

tions. When you can sacrifice your rest and comfort and
sweet sleep for the honour to be confirmed by a King why
can you not make the same sacrifice for the sake of Al-
mighty Allah, the most Elevated and the Greatest of all

King's and Rulers? You should certainly offer this sacrifice.

Almighty Allah will be with them
This has always been the message of the Prophets

of Allah that men should form the habit of opposing
their Self in doing such acts as are expected to please
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Allah and that is what we call "Mujahadah". Apparently

no benefit is received from the shocks and distresses

being suffered unintentionally in "Mujahadah". It is,

however, Allah's promise that He shall surely guide in

His path those who exert themselves sincerely and op-

pose their Self and desires for His sake.

And they will not be alone on this path. Those who

are walking on this path are among the (the good) and

Allah becomes a companion ofthe good.

The task will become easy

Allah becomes a companion of the Mujahid and

makes his path easy. It is indeed, very difficult to oppose

the 'Self in the beginning and to do something against the

demands of man's natural dispositions. Yet when man de-

cides tb struggle against Self in favour of Allah the job be-

comes smooth and easy, because he has resolved firmly to

please his Creator. A man finds it very difficult to offer

five-time prayers, yet he fights against his Self and, oppos-

ing its seductions and ultimately succeeding some how in

making himself a regular NamazU Now not only does he

not feel any difficulty in offering the prayers regularly, but

he will not allow to miss his prayers even if he is offered a

great prize for this. Now with the help of Allah, his Muja-

hadah has made him a regular Namazi and a pious man.

Only take a step forward

What is true of prayer (Namaz) is true of all other righ-

teous deeds of Deen. If man sits idle only contemplating

wishfully without action, everything will appear to him diffi-
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cult. However, ifhe once resolves firmly to fight against his

Self and opposes his desires, Allah makes his work easy.

Hazrat Thanawi u*^^ used to quote an example to illus-

trate this. There is a very long and straight road with rows of
trees on both sides of it. Standing on one end of the road, a
man looks ahead, he will find that at some distance the two
rows ofthe trees meet each other and block the way. Now if

a fool thinks that it is useless to go on this road, because it is

blocked, he can never reach his destination. Only that man
shall reach his destination who takes a step forward and be-
gins his journey, in spite of the fact that the road appears to

be blocked at some distance ahead. After covering a little

distance he will find that the road is not blocked, but it is

giving him way, as he advances step by step. Thus, Allah is

advising the travellers on the path ofDeen not to lose heart
and sit disappointed, finding the path difficult from a dis-

tance. They should go ahead and Allah will render the jour-
ney easy. All that is needed is a little courage, determination
and resolution to oppose and struggle against the Self. This
is what is called Mujahadah.

Mujahadah is to refrain from
some lawful acts also

The essence of Mujahadah is that man should protect
himself from unlawful acts and acts that are contrary to the
laws of the Shari ah by exercising pressure against his Self.

Our Self has, however, become easy going in violating the
injunctions of the Shari 'ah and it is very difficult to divert it

to the path of righteousness. In order to tame the Self and
follow the straight path of the Shari ah it becomes necessary
to stop it even from some unnecessary but lawful actions, so
that it may be compelled to relinquish enjoyments. After this

it will be habituated to refrain from undesirable and unlaw-
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fill actions. This too is called Mujahadah in the terminology

ofthe sufis (mystics).

For example, it is not a sin to eat one's fill but the mys-

tics advise against eating too much, because ifmakes the Self

negligent and fond of enjoyments. It is therefore, Mujahadah

to eat less than what is necessary to satisfy the hunger.

Why should Mujahadah be

necessary in lawful acts?

Someone put a question to Hazrat Maulana Muhammad
Yaqub Sahib upaLiju^ as to why the mystics stop their disciples

even from some lawful acts, although Allah has declared them

to be lawful. Hazrat Sahib &&*+*> asked the questioner to fold

the leaf of a book. This was done. Then Hazrat Sahib a*^*^

asked the questioner to straighten the leaf He tried but could

not make the leaf straight. Hazrat Sahib u*^^ told him that

to make it straight it was necessary to fold it back in the oppo-

site side. When he folded the leaf in the opposite side it be-

came straight as before. Hazrat Sahib ^ &\^ then explained

that the leaf of this Self stands folded on the side of the sins

and cannot be straightened unless it is folded on the opposite

side away from the sins. In other words, compel the Self to

give up some desirable and permissible acts also and it will be-

come straight like the leaf This is also a form ofMujahadah.

Four kinds of Mujahadahs

The respected sufis Spiritual doctors are known to subject

their disciples in four kinds ofMujahadahs, viz., (1) Eat less, (2)

Speak less, (3) Sleep less, (4) Mix with the people less.

(1) Eating less: In olden days, the respected sufis used

to subject their disciples to very hard Mujahadahs by reduc-

ing their food, to the extent of starvation. Hazrat Maulana

Ashraf Ali Sahib aju^u^ has said that the present age is not
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suitable for this kind ofMujahadah, as the people are weak-
er and poorer in health than their predecessors in the past. If

they eat less they may fall sick and may be prevented from
their usual course of worship on account of weakness. He
v. Ji.a-.j said that in the present time, if a man follows disci-

pline at the time of eating the benefit of less eating will be
obtained. While taking food a stage arrives when a man be-
comes hesitant whether to continue eating or stop it. When
this stage arrives man should stop eating. This will ensure
for him the benefit of less eating.

What is the cause of this hesitation at the time of eat-
ing? This is due to a confrontation between reason and Self.

As there is a taste in the food the Self urges man to eat more
to enjoy the taste, the reason urges the person not to eat
more, as eating more may disturb his digestion and cause
some sickness. The struggle between reason and Self is

called hesitation. At such a stage in eating and on other occa-
sions, accept the urge ofreason and reject the urge of Self.

Allah's pleasure and freedom from fatness

I heard discussions on this topic many times in the
meeting of my respected father, Maulana Mufti Muham-
mad Shaft Sahib & «li. i^ as well as those of Dr. Abdul
Hayi Sahib 4j*«Wj and read them in their printed sermons.
Later on I happened to read an article on this topic by an
expert physician who wrote:

People use medicines to reduce the weight oftheir bod-
ies some give up eating bread others avoid the midday meal.
In modern terminology this is called 'Dieting' The practice of
'Dieting' has spread like an epidemic in Europe. The objective
of'Dieting' is to reduce weight. Women have become more ac-
customed to Dieting' and are taking pills to slim themselves.
In so doing sometimes they lose their lives."
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Thereafter that physician writes:

My medical opinion is that it is not possible to re-

duce weight either by giving up a meal or by refraining

from eating bread. On the other hand the best way for man
to reduce weight is to form a lifelong habit to stop eating a

little before fully satisfying his hunger. The physician has

concluded his article by giving exactly the same advice

namely taking food one should give up eating as soon as

he becomes hesitant to continue eating or not. The man
who stops eating at the time of this hesitation will never

be a prey to obesity, indigestion, nor will it be necessary

for him to take to 'Dieting
1

.

Hazrat Maulana Ashraf Ali Sahib Thanawi u* & u*>

had recommended the same prescription in hrs printed ser-

mons many years ago. Now it is up to you to take this pre-

scription either to reduce your weight or to please

Allah. If you take this advice to cure your sick Self and to

please Allah, you will get reward and your weight will

also get reduced automatically. On the other hand if you

act upon this advice only to reduce your weight, then you

may perhaps succeed in reducing your weight, but you
will get no virtue and reward from Allah.

Keeping away from enjoyments

Hazrat Thanawi undjuu^, has greatly simplified matters

for us in this behalf. In olden days the respected sufis used

to subject their disciples to diverse exercises in the name of

Mujahadah. There used to be at their monasteries a general

kitchen in which, it is said, a kind of soup was prepared

which was distributed among the disciples in cups. They
had orders that they should, each, mix their soup with an

equal part ofwater and then use that mixture as food, so that

the Self might be cured of the vice of enjoying taste. They
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were also made to starve from time to time. However, those

were different times and we are in a different age. In the

same way, the Hakimul Ummah has prescribed treatment

keeping in view the age we are living in and the demand of

our natures and temperaments. The way, he has prescribed

of less eating, serves the purpose of 'Dieting'.

The Frenzy of eating to one's fill

It is not unlawful from the Shari ah point of view to eat

to one's fill, but this is a cause of diseases both spiritual and

physical. This is because all sins and disobedience are the out-

come of eating to one's fill. A man with empty stomach can

hardly think of sins and wrongdoings. It has, therefore, been

advised that man should try to avoid eating to his fill. This is

the Mujahadah of'Less Eating' or Dieting' as they call it.

(2) The Mujahadah of speaking less

The second kind of Mujahadah is 'speaking less'. We
chatter from morning till evening non-stop and there is no
brake on this. This is highly undesirable. This tongue will

go on committing sins, unless it is kept under strict control.

You must remember that the Holy Prophet # is reported to

have said in a Hadith: It is man's tongue which will cause

him to be thrown into Hell face-down, because if it is left un-

controlled with no check, whatsoever, it is bound to indulge

in telling lies in backbiting and hurting the hearts of others.

These are grievous sins which will take him to Hell.

Save yourself from the sins of the tongue

For avoiding the sins of the tongue man has to under-

go the Mujahadah of 'Less speaking'. This requires that

man should speak only when necessary, avoid talking

about useless things and should more his tongue only
when it becomes absolutely necessary. Before talking
about anything he must first think coolly if it is necessary
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and proper for him to talk on that topic if so it is not a sin.

Man must guard himself against using his tongue unneces-

sarily. By following this method man becomes used to

speak less. When man feels tempted to speak but suppress-

es this temptation, he gradually achieves control over his

tongue, and then he does not commit sins of telling lies,

backbiting and the like.

Lawful Recreation is permitted

Sometimes a few friends get together in their spare

times and involve themselves in sinful gossips for nothing.

The Shari ah has, however, allowed us to enjoy and recreate.

The Holy Prophet# is himselfreported to have said:

(Kanzul A'amal - 5354)

This means: provide relief to your hearts from

time to time:

How useful and appealing the teachings of the Holy

Prophet # are! There is none who knows more than he £k

our psychology, needs and temperament. He # knew it

fully well that if the Ummah was commanded to do noth-

ing other than remembering Allah and to keep them en-

gaged in reciting His sacred names, they would not be

able to do so, because they are not angels. They are human

beings. They need, by their very nature, some recreation,

like relaxation and light pleasantry with one another. Not

only is it lawful but it is also desirable, and it is a Sunnah

of the Holy Prophet #. However to indulge in such recrea-

tion for long hours and waste precious time may lead to

sins. The people have, therefore, been advised to talk less,

as this is also a kind of Mujahadah.

It is an act of Sunnah to converse with guests

A man used to call upon my respected father, Hazrat

Mufti Muhammad Shafi Sahib -> &^ the man was very
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talkative. He talked continuously on irrelevant topics. It has
been the practice of our elders to honour their guests, listen

to them and please them as far as possible. This is a difficult

and tiring situation for a busy person. Those whose lives re-

main fully occupied with work can very well realize this dif-

ficulty. The usual practice of the Holy Prophet & was that

whenever any person called upon him and started talking to

him, he $ never turned his face from him but remained lis-

tening to him unless the visitor himself turned his face. The
words ofthe relevant Hadith are:

Until the visitor himselfdeparted.(Shamaii Tirmidhi).

This is indeed a very difficult task. Some people are
continuous talkers and it is very tiring to listen to them pa-
tiently. It has, however, been the practice of our elders to

pay full attention to such visitors in compliance with the
Sunnah ofthe Holy Prophet &.

A Method of Reform
Any one visiting my father with the intention ofreme-

dy, he used to point out his short comings. This visitor used
to call upon my respected father -> Ji. u*, and the latter lis-

tened patiently to his conversation. One day that visitor ex-
pressed his desire to become a disciple of my respected
father m* Au-j for spiritual guidance and training and asked
for some Zikr to recite. My respected father 4jfc«Wj advised
him that he did not need any incantation or recitation. What
he needed was to hold his tongue and maintain complete si-

lence in the meetings. The Mujahadah prescribed for him of
sitting silent was more difficult for him than a thousand Afc-
jahadahs. By dint of this single Mujahadah he completed,
with Allah's help, all the stages ofhis spiritual course. My re-

spected father u^hu^ had diagnosed his disease ofunneces-
sary and irrelevant talking. When this was cured all other
weaknesses and short-comings disappeared. Thus, only after
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a short period oftime Allah bestowed upon him a high rank.

Thus, like a specialist physician, the Shaikh prescribes for

his disciples spiritual treatment according to the disease of

each individual patient. This is the Mujahadah of
f

Less

speaking
1

.

(3) Less Sleeping

The third 'Mujahadah
1

is sleeping less. In olden days the

disciples were prevented from sleeping except a little. It is well

known that Hazrat Imam Abu Hanifah u*& a~, used to offer his

Fajr prayers with the ablution (Wudu) performed for the Isha

prayers. The saints have, however, advised that a man must

sleep at least six hours during the 24 hours of the day. Sleeping

less than six hours may cause sickness. Hazrat Thanawi u* in u*

j

has stated that if anyone is addicted to sleeping at wrong hours

he should give up this habit and follow proper sleeping hours.

This change of sleeping hours also comes within the definition

ofLess sleeping' and is a kind ofMujahadah.

(4) Reduce your contacts with the people

The fourth Mujahadah consists in reducing contacts

and mixing with the people to the minimum, because the

wider a man's circle of acquaintance, the more exposed he is

to the opportunities of sins. You may experience for your-

self the truth of this assertion. Today it has become a recog-

nised art to widen the circle of one's contacts which is called

'Public Relations'. The objective ofthis department ofpublic

Relations is to bring more and more people under the circle

of your contacts and acquaintance and thereby to increase

your influence among the people, so that you may reap all

sorts ofbenefits from these contacts. Our elders have howev-

er, advised us to reduce, rather than increase, our contacts

with the public as far as possible.

The Heart is a Mirror

Almighty Allah has made man's heart a mirror. Whatev-

er passes by a man's eyes is, like a film, impressed upon man's

heart. When man's circle of contact is wide, the heart will re-
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ceive impression from good as well as bad people. When peo-

ple involved in vicious activities will meet him, the heart will

be impressed with the vices of their bad activities, thus spoil-

ing the purity of the heart. Hence the advice to have contacts

with the public to the minimum, the lessor a man's contacts

with the public, the greater the possibility of increase in his re-

lation with Allah. MaulanaRumi has said:

lK ^3 c^< Ug (f

Maulana means to say in this couplet that contacts

with the public serve as a screen between man and his rela-

tion with Allah. The greater a man's intimacy and friendship

with the people, the weaker and lesser will be his relations

with Almighty Allah. So the advice forwarded here to re-

duce contacts with the public is subject to the condition that

this should not adversely affect man's liability to the rights

of the servants of Allah which has to be discharged at all

costs. It should not be man's tendency to widen his circle of
contacts and acquaintances unnecessarily. This is a kind of
Mujahada named 'Reduction ofcontacts with the people'.

These Mujahadahs (spiritual drills or exercises) have

been prescribed in order to control our 'Self and to stop it

from seducing us to commit sins and unlawful acts. Every
body should, therefore, try to take up these Mujahadah but

under the expert guidance ofsome experienced Sheikh. A dis-

ciple cannot himself decide the quantity of food he should
take, the time of his sleeping and the number and type ofpeo-
ple he should contact. Some Sheikh will guide him on these

points and he will - god willing - receive benefit from these

Mujahadahs.

May Allah help us all to act accordingly. Aameenl

And we close with the call that all praise be to

Allah, the Lord of the world's.


